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ABSTRACT

The reopening of China for international trade and co-operation in the late 1970s

was characterized by the establishment of Shenzhen Special Economic Zone, together with

three other smaller zones, in the Southern part of China in which the central government

had 'Permitted the practice of liberal trade policies and the delegation of high level of

administrative autonomy to the provincial government. Shenzhen Special Economic zone

was given a special mission of expediting China's economic growth and modernization

program through its capability to attract foreign investment, to transfer foreign

technologies, and to absorb scientific management skill.

After a decade of development, however, Shenzhen i.s still fighting an uphill battle

to prove that it is worth the billions of dollars that has been spent on it. Although there have

been several debates within the leadership of the country regarding the cost effectiveness of

the zone, there is no conclusive evidence that the zone has been a failure or a vivid success.

This study, therefore, attempt to provide a theoretical framework in the context of social

welfare economics in order to assess the net benefits of Shenzhen to the Chinese economy

during its first nine-year operation. Benefits that could not be quantified such as

demonstration effects and. other economic linkages will be analysed qualitatively in this

study.

Findings from our quantitative analysis show that the welfare loss to China from

running the development project of Shenzhen as part of its modernization program will at

least continue for the next 15 to 20 years, and the size of the net loss will be approximately

Rmb 2.3 billion by 1995 and Rmb 627 million by year 2003. The loss is even more

pressing if the Chinese government were to abort the plan in the near future.
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In light of these results, one could only suspect that there must be some expected

qualitative benefits that the Chinese authorities valued highly when starting to design the

development blueprint of Shenzhen ten years ago. These benefits include the political

solution of Hong Kong, the possible reunification with Taiwan, the testing ground for

China's economic laws, the learning of scientific management skill, and so forth. If all

these qualitative benefits were to be takeninto consideration when assessingthe net benefit

of Shenzhen to the Chinese economy, a positive net benefit might have already been

realized.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Ten years have elapsed since special economic zones (hereafter SEZs) were

officially established in China in August 1980. Since then, the SEZs have tried to survive

in the midst of constant ideological debates and economic assessments about their role of

serving as vanguard for China's economic reform and modernization program. More

specifically the economic performance of the zones and their role of serving as laboratory to

experiment with the workings of free market system have been severely scrutinized against

their mission of serving as a "door" for attracting foreign investment, promoting exports

and earning foreign exchange, and as a "window" or channel for transferring advanced

technology, learning effective economic management methods, absorbing economic

information, and adopting foreign economic policy. Thus, the expected benefits and costs

of the SEZs broadly involve two dimensions. The first dimension relates to the economic

efficiency of the zones for their role as a "door" and the second dimension concerns the

economic information and other possible demonstration effects, as far as new market

system is concerned, generated from the SEZs' experience of working as a "window".

While these two dimensions might be compatible with each other, that is, the success and

failure of one dimension might affect the other, it is not necessarily true that their benefits

and costs are equally measurable in a quantitative analysis.

Since the SEZs are largely based on the market system, their emergence has

therefore created a de facto economic laboratory where policies of economic reform might

be rested prior to their introduction elsewhere in China, and the success and failure of these

1



TABLE1.1
UTILIZATION OF FOREIGN CAPITAL IN

CHINA'SFOURSPECIALECONOMIC ZONES, 1979- 1987
(Unit: millionUS$)

SEl External Forcign Direct Comnacial Tocal9Y:J % of Total
Loan Investment CredilS

1.Shenzhen 369 1269 so 1728 65.34
2.Zhuhai 94 351 10 456 17.25
3. ShanlOu 142 so 54 286 10.81
4.Xiamen 1 173 0 175 6.61

Total en 1883 154 2644 100

Source: 1. China's Cities Slatistical Yearbook. 1985-1988
2. A special report on China's SEZs andHainan Island. Bank of China. 1986
3. China's Shenzhen Municipal City's Statistical Yearbook. 1979 - 1987
4. Own Computation:;.;.:.:.., _

zones will have significant ramifications for China's future effort and commitment to the

current economic reform program,

Of the four SEZs, the Shenzhen SEZ (hereafter Shenzhen) has emerged as the

fastest-growing SEZ accounting for 65 per cent of all foreign capital utilized up until the

end of 1987 (Table 1.1). In contrast, the progress of the Shantou, Zhuhai and Xiamen

SEZs have lagged so much behind Shenzhen that most discussions of the SEZs have

focused on Shenzhen as the indicator of the SEZ policy, a practice that will be followed in

this study.

During the development period of Shenzhen, there have been two major debates

over the zone within the leadership of the country. The first was in 1982-1983 and the

second in 1985.The first debate focused on the nature of Shenzhen. The hardliners argued

that the zone was the reproduction of colonialism and represented a restoration of

capitalism. The defenders, however, countered by citing the success of those countries,

especially those in Asia, which adopted open polices and attracted foreign capital. They

stressed the necessity of foreign capital for developing China's industry, and the role of

2



Shenzhen in China's opening up to the outside world. The defenders also took force from

Lenin's Theory of Rents, a classic theory of the Capital Movement, to prove the legality

and necessity of national capitalism in the transition to socialism. The outcome of the debate

was that Shenzhen survived the political crisis and the charge of "capital restoration" was

not contested. Shenzhen was finally characterized as "state capitalism"}.

The focus of the second debate came down on how to evaluate the achievements of

Shenzhen during its six-year history. Many argued that Shenzhen had not achieved the

goals of its creation. In the summer of 1985, the former Vice-Premier Yao Yiling

investigated Shenzhen and recommended: "If Shenzhen is still relying on a transfusion

from domestic economy, it is time to pull out the needle."2 Thus, Shenzhen was accused of

becoming a liability to the nation. The defendants, however, under the leadership of former

Shenzhen Mayor, Liang Xiang, and state councilor in charge of China's open-door policy,

Gu Mu praised the accomplishments of Shenzhen by citing statistical figures of Shenzhen

developments. But the acknowledged fact of Shenzhen's fmancialloss up until 1985, given

the enormous amount of investment the central government had spent on infrastructure,

forced Gu Mu to admit that Shenzhen was going through a very difficult period>. The

immediate result of the debate was easily identified in the following year when state-owned

enterprises in Shenzhen were asked to reduce their expenditure on infrastructure by 47 per

cent and funding from the central government for the same purpose was seriously cut by 58

percent (Table 1.2). In addition, the government has restricted the trade and commercial

activities of Shenzhen from which they previously had derived a large proportion of their

2

3

Chu, 1985, p.36

China Spring Digest, July/August 1987, p.3-4

South China MomiYtg Post, Feb 17, 1986
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income. Following the second debate, much of the publicity about China's open-door

policy has shifted to the fourteen coastal cities and their development. The main

shortcoming of the debate, however, was critics' failure to understand that return on

investment, particularly on infrastructure, could hardly be realized in the short run, and the

symptoms rather than the root causes of Shenzhen's difficulties were unduly emphasized.

Judging the success and failure of Shenzhen solely on its initial six-year fmancial position

was indeed premature, especially when, in 1985, the infrastructural framework of the zone

had not yet been completed.

Even after ten years of development, Shenzhen is still fighting an uphill battle to

prove that it is worth the billions of dollars that has been spent on it. As the data in Table

1.2 show that the central government has invested a total of Rmb 287 million on the zone's

infrastructure. Another Rmb 3.5 billion came from the domestic borrowing (Rmb 2.2

billion ) and investment via various ministries (Rmb 1.3 billion ). A total of Rmb 3.4

billion spent on the zone's infrastructure was raised by the Shenzhen government and

various enterprises located in the zones. Foreign investment, on the other hand, accounted

for 19 percent of the share or a total of Rmb 1.9 billion. About one quarter of these funds

was allocated to the construction of industrial system; another quarter was spent on city

housing. The remaining half was spread among the agricultural system, transportation

system, commercial and trade system, financial system, science, education and health

system, and others. Totally, approximately Rmb 10 billion has been invested on the zone's

infrastructural constructions during the period 1979-1987. Much of these expenditures was

4 Investment on infrastructures includes investment on such construction as housing facilities.
transportanon systemandtheoverall urbanconstruction, things that are not directlyrelated to production
of industrialandagricultural products,

4



TABLE 1.2·
INVESTMENT ONlNFRASTRUC11JRE INSHENZHEN

Unit: million Rmb._--,
1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total %

-- -
SOURCE OFrUNDS
(1) Foreign Investment 5 50 135 168 222 265 356 343 343 1,887 19.11
(2) SEZ government 6 9 32 59 74 207 440 339 236 1,403 14.21
(3~ SEZ enterprises 2 8 20 48 83 206 682 284 695 2,OU; 20.52
(4) Domestic borrowings 0 7 31 195 312 591 484 256 358 2,234 22.62
(S) National investment 13 27 20 43 43 21 43 50 27 287 2.91
(6) Various ministries

anti provincial go"'t 12 12 24 S6 66 150 378 302 250 1,251 12.67
(7) Domestic enterprises

(of other provinces) 0 0 3 19 34 8 174 177 0 414 4.19
V\ (8) Others 0 0 0 0 3 26 44 96 203 372 3.71

TOTAL 12 ill ill ill ill .ull U!U Lill UlJ s.azs 100.00

USHOFFUNDS
(l) Industrial system 16 61 139 95 107 192 685 456 567 2,318 23.47
(2) Agricultural system 4 5 8 8 8 26 12 40 33 145 1.47
(3) Trans. system 3 15 6 28 126 174 372 146 191 1,061 10.75
(4) Comm/trade system 5 9 24 14 94 190 317 256 180 1,148 11.62
(5) Financial system 0 I I 3 3 17 4 68 50 148 1.50
(6) Science/education/

health system 2 5 8 19 23 124 164 170 125 642 6.50
(7) City const.(housing) 6 10 60 257 339 490 768 465 433 2,827 28.63
(8) Others 2 7 18 103 136 261 280 246 534 1,586 16.06

TOTAL 12 ill ill ill ill !...All Uill l.ll& 1...l.U 2...ill 100.00

• Since some of the sectors have been reclassified by the Shenzhen government beginning 1986, own computation is necessary
_in order to generate consistent classification of different sectors
Source: 1. Shenzhen Municipal City Statistical Yearbook, 1979-1987

2. Own Computation



paid by foreign exchange since many construction materials were imponed. Given this

huge amount of start-up cost in Shenzhen, some critics argued that the zone was over-built,

over-borrowed, inefficient and uncompetitive when compared tv neighboring citiess. Much

of these criticisms was based on the facts that the zone had failed to achieve its economic

objectives, and was hampered by lack of a detailed blueprint, a cumbersome bureaucracy,

low calibre of the officials who ran the zones and constantly changing new policies which

reduced much of the attraction of the zone to investors. Others, however, defended the

zone on the ground that it had become a major industrial city. In 1987, Shenzhen surprised

many by setting the record for high industrial output level at 4.7 billion yuan (or US$ 1.28

billion)6. For the first time in nine years, the gross output value of industry and agriculture

(GOVIA) was significantly larger than the combined output value of construction, transport

and commerce sectors". Thus, many persistent supporters of Shenzhen's policy reclaimed

their positions and continued to develop the zone in spite of their relative lack of suppon

from the central government. Statistics show that 1987 seemed to be the take-off year of

this gigantic development project initiated by the Chinese government ten years ago. The

economic return to Shenzhen and to China as a whole might have just started.

5

6

7

FarEastern Economic Review (PEER). 1987."Models in a muddle" (October) p.102.

The official average annual exchange rate between dollar and Rmb was USSl.OO to 3.7221 yuan in
1987.

According to China's 1981 input-Output Table. production activities in China were divided mto six
major sectors. namely Agriculture, Heavy Industry. Light Industry, Construction. Transpon and
Commerce.The output value of the first three sectors is generally referred to as GOVIA.an important
economic indicator in China.
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1.2 Objectives and Scope of the Study

So far most of the criticism and evaluation of Shenzhen has been focused on the

financial and accounting analyses which are more static than dynamic in nature. Many

claimed that the monetary return from Shenzhen has not yet covered the costs of

establishing it However, simple benefit-cost analysis which measures present and future

earnings against initial investment points out the fact that financial and accounting analysis

is inadequate to accurately evaluate the long-run economic efficiency of Shenzhen's

operation in the Chinese economy. Moreover, the experiences of testing free market system

in Shenzhen and the ramifications ofdemonstration and linkage effects created by the zone

during the nine-year development period are simply beyond the measure of quantitative

analysis.

As discussed earlier in this chapter that the benefits and costs of SEZs to China's

modernization program broadly involve two dimensions; one that is quantifiable and the

other is not We argue, therefore, that quantitative analysis of the benefits and costs of

Shenzhen per se without capturing the qualitative aspect from the broader perspective of

China's modernization program is inadequate, especially when institutional change, as far

as economic policy and legal environment are concerned, is preeminently responsible for

bringing about economic changes in Shenzhen.

Hence, the purpose of this study is to assess the quantitative aspect, as well as to

evaluate the qualitative aspect of the benefits and costs of Shenzhen to the Chinese

economy. By using benefit-cost analysis in the context of welfare economics theory, the

welfare outcome for China where Shenzhen is present will be compared with the

hypothetical situation in which it is absent. Although qualitative evaluations will be

accounted for in the areas where data is unavailable, ideological debate is largely beyond

7



the scope of this study. While some economists suggest that the application of social

benefit-cost analysis is the most appropriate instrument to measure the welfare effect of

Shenzhen on the Chinese economy (Oborne 1986 and Wood, 1984), the problem of data

availability prevent us from using the "product'f approach to measure the social benefits

and costs of Shenzhen to the Chinese economy, and the existence of rampant market

distortions in China make it extremely difficult to measure the shadow prices of various

economic variables which are the keys to social benefit-cost analysis. As a result, most of

the economic literatures on Shenzhen to date are confined to descriptive discussion.

Theoretically, however, the application of shadow prices? in social benefit-cost analysis

will more accurately reflect the economic benefits and costs of project outputs and inputs.

This study, therefore, also contains a section on the calculation of shadow prices for China.

To the extent that estimates of shadow prices for China are still unavailable in the literature,

this study is considered as the first attempt in the literature to measure the shadow prices of

some key economic variables in China given her current trade policy and market distortion

conditions.

Practically, there are two approaches of measuring social benefits and costs in

quantitative term. The first one could be referred to as the "product" approach. That is, the

value of final products (by sector) of each year, valued at their market prices, will be

compiled together and revalued at their shadow prices. Implicit in this valuation of final

products are the social benefits from the domestic sale and export of these final products.

8

9

Accordin!1:to the product approach of measuring socialbenefitsand costs of any industrialproject,the
valuesof final productsof each year. valuedat theirmarketprices.have to be revaluedat theirshadow
prices in order to estimate the social benefits. Same procedure has to be taken to calculate the social
costs of productionfor the project, In this project, the "value-added" approach is used becauseof data
limitation. Morediscussion 0" these twoapproaches in benetit-cost analysis is presentedin Chapter IV.
section4.6.

Shadowprices refer to opportunity costs of.goods, servicesand productive factors that are derivedby
adjusting the market prices of cost and benent items to compensate for market imperfections.
Discussions of the methodology of deriving shadowprices arecovered in Chapter III section 3.4.

8



The costs of producing these [mal outputs, valued at their shadow prices. which reflect the

social costs of production, will be deducted from the value of final outputs in order to

determine the net benefits of the Shenzhen project. The second approach could be referred

to as the "value-added" approach. That is, relying on workers' wage income, companies'

profit and other factor payments as a measuring rod. In the case of Shenzhen, we argue that

the "value-added" approach is more appropriate in evaluating the social benefits and costs

of Shenzhen to the Chinese economyl'',

Since the expected benefits and costs of Shenzhen involve quantitative and

qualitative dimensions, at least five issues need to be addressed in this study when

evaluating the welfare impact of Shenzhen on the Chinese economy. First of all, is it cost

effective, as far as economic efficiency is concerned, to establish a special economic zone

in such area as Shenzhen where basic infrastructure needed for industrial development was

basically nonexistent in 1979 when many other coastalcities had the comparative advantage

of having readily available infrastructure? Secondly, is Shenzhen an economically viable

structure within the Chinese economy given the fact that Shenzhen's reliance on market

forces is distinctively different from the government's desire to avoid market discipline in

the Chinese economy? Thirdly, is it possible for Shenzhen to achieve the stated objectives,

delegated to it at its creation, given the locational characteristics and comparative advantage

associated with Shenzhen? Fourthly, how well has Shenzhen served as the economic

laboratory for China's modernization program? Finally, will Shenzhen continue to playa

major role in China's economic reform program given the current political instability in

China. The first issue regards the economic efficiency of the development project in

Shenzhen and therefore requires a quantitative analysis which will be dealt with in the

10 Reasons for adopting the "value-added" anproach rather than the "product" approach in calculatingnet
social benefitsandcosts hi thisstudy are covered in ChapterIV. section4.6. --

9



context of social benefit-cost analysis. Results are presented in the concl\1ili~g chapter. The

rest of the issues involve the qualit.ative dimension of our benefit-cost analysis and

thereforewill be dealt with qualitativelyin Chapter IT and ChapterV.

1.3 Plan of the Study

Since the economic evaluation of Shenzhen and its impact on the Chinese economy

are the focus of this study, a detailed account of the characteristics and the economic

performance of Shenzhen is covered early in this study. This is presented in Chapter II

which consists of two main sections. Section 2.2 compares the major characteristics of

China's SEZs with the export processing zones (hereafter EPZs) in Asia, in terms of their

objectives, geographical location, investment incentive package and organization structure.

These comparisons are important because there is evidence that China borrowed from

other Asian countries the idea of instituting special economic zones in China in order to

expedite her modernization program. However, the experience of using Shenzhen as a

testing ground for legislative experimentation is unique in China and therefore will be dealt

with separately in section 2.2.5. This chapter also contains, in section 2.3, a detailed

account of the economic assessment of Shenzhen during the period 1979-1987 which

includes an overview of the eccnomic development in the zone, its foreign trade activities,

the situation of foreign direct investment, the employment and wage structure, and the

economic linkage between Shenzhenand Hong Kong.

Since the economic performance of Shenzhen will be evaluated within the

theoretical framework of welfare economics by using the technical tool of benefit-cost

analysis, a review of the literatureon benefit-cost analysis is presented in the first section of

Chapter ill which also contains discussions on the practical problems, common approaches

and choice of discount rate in benefit-cost analysis. A general theoretical framework for

10



measuring the welfare effects of Shenzhen en the Chinese economy is presented in seer-on

3.2. Section 3.3 covers the theoretical foundation of identifying relevant benefit and cost

items in a benefit-cost analysis which is directly related to the empirical results on section

4.2 of Chapter IV. Sectien 3.4 comprises the methodologies for measuring shadow prices

which include the shadow prices of foreign exchange and wage rate. The estimation of

national parameters which is needed in the derivation of shadow wage rate is included in

section 3.5. Finally, a simple methodology for estimating the costs of intermediate inputs in

Shenzhen is presented in section 3.6.

Chapter IV presents the empirical results of various discussions and estimation

mentioned in the previous Chapter. The identification of benefit and cost items constructed

along the theoretical foundation covered in section 3.3 of Chapter ill is contained in section

4.2. The estimates of income distribution parameter and social value of public income are

derived in section 4.3 which also includes the estimation of consumption rate of interest.

These estimates are used later to derive the shadow wage rate and NPVs of the benefits and

costs of Shenzhen. Section 4.4 presents a very important part of this study, that is, the

estimation of conversion factors for different commodities classified by production sector.

The values of these conversion factors will then be used to measure the social opportunity

costs of using domestic resources in Shenzhen, and the market values of these domestic

resources used in Shenzhen, measured by the Input-Output Approach, are presented in

section 4.5. With the availability of all parameters needed to measure the social benefits and

costs of Shenzhen, the quantitative analysis of Shenzhen in terms of NPV and IRR is

possible, which is presented in section 4.6.

The final results on me economic evaluation of Shenzhen are presented in the first

section of Chapter V which also includes a discussion on the biases and limitations of these

results. Since the expected benefits and costs of the Shenzhen project also involves the

11
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qualitative dimension, an attempt to diagnose the problems and controversy Shenzhen has

been facing, as well as the contradictions in the Shenzhen policy are offered in section 5.3

and 5.4. Much of the discussion in these two sections and the last section focuses on

answering the questions that were spelled out in Chapter I.

12



CHAPTER JI

THE SHENZHEN SPECIAL ECONOMIC ZONE -
CHARACTERISTICS AND PERFORMANCE

2.1 Introduction

As early as July 1979, the Chinese government announced that the Southeastern

Provinces of Guangdong and Fujian would be established to practice foreign economic

policy and to experiment with 'Special Economic Zones' at Shenzhen, Zhuhai, Shantou

and Xiamen11. Shenzhen at that time was a small Chinese market town with 23,000

residents in largely rural Bao'an county (Figure 1). To the visitors of China, Shenzhen was

just the first railway station on their way from Hong Kong to China. What the visitors saw

then were a few muddy roads, a dozen small factories, and several small department stores.

The tallest building in Shenzhen at that time was only few stories high. Four months after

the announcement, Shenzhen was upgraded to the level of a municipality under the direct

governorship of the provincial government. Today it is a city of more than half a million,

crisscrossed by broad new roads lined with factories, resident blocks and construction

sites.

In August 1980, the FIfth National People's Congress promulgated the "Regulation

on the Special Economic Zones in Guangdong Province" (hereafter the 1980Regulationjl

delineating the mission of Shenzhen as well as other three SEZs. Within the next two

11 Shenzhen Special EconomicZone Yearbook. 1985. p.616.

12 Regulations of the PRe on S~cial Economic Zones in Guangtiong Province, adopted at the fifth
session of the"NPC on AUjgSt 26. 1980. COLLECI10N OF LAWS AND REGULATIONS OF THE
PRe CONCERNING FOKEIGN ECONOMIC AFFAIRS (CLR). vol, 1. p.55-60.
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years, Shenzhen was funher promoted to the semi-provincial levellL

In 1983, Chinese leaders validated the policy of SEZs in general and Shenzhen in

particular by opening the Hainan Island for foreign investment. In the following year, the

fourteen coastal cities were added to this giant "laboratory" to experiment the reform so far

experienced by the SEZs. Figure 2 illustrates the geographical location of the fourteen

coastal cities with economic development zones and the four special economic zones.

Today, there are about 284 coastal cities and towns, with a total area of 320,000 sq. km.

that have been opened to foreign investors's.

In 1988, Hainan Island became China's 30th province and the largest of all SEZs

with even more liberal and favorable policies. The Island's development blueprint for the

next 18 years calls for tremendous expenditures on infrastructural building. The Chinese

government believes that it will payoff in 10 years when the island's GDP is expected to

be ten times higher than it was in 198715•

Judging from this decade-long chronological account of development history of

special economic regions in China which basically started with Shenzhen, one might

wonder what an "economic miracle" Shenzhen has experienced in order to generate such a

momentum which has moved socialist China to open her door wider and wider to the

outside world.

13

14

15

Although Shenzhen was under the direct governorship of Guangdong Province, it has its own
legislativeaswell as administrativeauthority 10 interpret and draft legislation and approve foreignrelated
economic contracts.Such authority israrely seen in any governmentbody that is below provincial level
in China. Thus,administratively, Shenzhenis considered'at the semi-provincial level.

South China Morning Post, May 1. 1988.

ChinaTrade Report. September 1988.
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Figure 2

LOCAnONS OF FOURTEEN COASTAL CITIES AND FOUR SPECIAL
ECONOMIC WNES IN CHINA

• New·' 4 ~onllli cilles·

o Special Eo:onomJC Zones
• Major cilY

Provincial boundari..

Source: Cborne, 1986 (Annex 5)
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Thus the nature and characteristics of Shenzhen and its economic performance will

be carefully investigated in this chapter. Section 2.2 relates the characteristics of China's

SEZs to the EPZs in Asia. Section 2.3 deals with the economic assessment and evaluation

of Shenzhen for the period 1979-1987.

2.2 Characteristics of China's SEZs and EPZs in Asia

2.2.1 lJbjecnves

There is evidence that the idea of establishing SEZs in China was borrowed from

the experiences of many Asian countries where EPZs have been extensively used as

development instruments to expedite industrialization and economic growth especially in

the 1960s and 1970s. The counter-productive effect of import substitution development

strategy forced many Asian countries to adopt alternative development strategies which

were more export-oriented. However, lack of capital, low levels of technology and limited

access to international markets have made it inevitable that these countries have depended

on foreign assistance. Many of these countries, while welcoming foreign participation,

were afraid of the adverse effect that would result from the conflict between the existing

political, economic and social systems and the new economic system with foreign

participation. One solution then was to confine such export-oriented economic activities to

certain territorial enclaves that could be insulated from the rest of the country. Within these

enclaves, domestic investors and foreign investors were given investment incentives to

promote export-oriented production. The government of the host country was largely

responsible for building up the infrastructure needed for development,

The United Nations Industrial Development Organization (UNIOO) has defined

EPZ as follow: (1) they operate in a market economy, (2) they are basically territorial

17



constructs; their function is confined to export precessing within a well-defined territorial

limit, (3) their special nature derives from the fact that they are in enclaves specializing in

exporting their manufactured products to international markets under a package of

incentives offered by the host country, (4) their major objectives are primarily to attract

foreign investment, to earn foreign exchange and to generate employment, and (5)

technology transfer, development linkages and regional development are generally

secondary to their major objectives (lao and Leung 1986).

An analysis of the objectives of the EPZs established in different countries will

provide some valuable clues. In Taiwan, the basic objective of establishing Kaohsiung

Epz16 were (1) bringing foreign investment, (2) creating job opportunities, (3) promoting

export trade, and (4) attracting modem technical know how. In India, the objectives of

establishing the first Free Trade Zone at Kandla-? were (1) to promote Indian exports and

earn more foreign exchange, (2) to bring about fuller utilization of the facilities developed at

Kandla, and (3) to increase the employment potential of Kandla-Gandhidham area which is

a developing area. In South Korea, the Masan Epz18 was expected to contribute to the

development of the economy by attracting foreign capital, increasing exports, raising

employment and enhancing technology transfer. The Bataan EPZ19 in Philippines was

conceived not only to attract foreign investment but also to develop into a predominantly

agrarian region. Table 2.1 summarizes the major EPZs in Asia

16 Warr, 1983. p.l-S.

17 ViuaI, 1977. p.2.

18 Wang, 1983. P.I-5.

19 Warr, 1985. p.IS.
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TABLE 2.1

EXPORTPROCESSINGzosssiN saiscran ASIANCC!...'NTRIES. 1980

ColUltrylRegioo NameII'ype No. Dare Established

1. Taiwan Export processing zone 3 1%5-69
2. Philippines Export processing zone 7 1969- 79
3. P2kiStan Exportprocess!ng zone 1
4. Thailand Export~g zone 5 1976
5.
~OfKorea

Free1J3(Je zone 2 ---
6. Free CXP-Ort zone 2 1970- 74
7. Free 1J3(Je zone 2 1965 - 78
8. Sin~ Jurong industrial estate 1 1961
9. HongKC'og Indusiiial estaIe 2 1976- 81
10. SriUmka Industrial estale 2 1978
11. Indonesia Bondedwarehouse 1 1974

Source: sit. 1985 p.70

In short, the main objective of establishing EPZs is attracting investment, especially

foreign capital and boosting exports. Secondary objectives are providing employment

opportunities, transfer of technology and regional development. These objectives of the

EPZs can also be related to the national objective of economic development.

The objectives of China's SEZs, similar to the EPZs in Asia in many aspects. are

best revealed in the Article 1 and 4 of the 1980 Regulations.

(1) Certain areas are delineated from the three cities of Shenzhen, Zhuhai, and Shantou

in Guangdong Province to form SEZs (jingji tequ in Chinese) in order to develop

external economic co-operation and technical exchange and promote the socialist

modernization program. In the special zones. foreign citizens, overseas Chinese,

compatriots in Hong Kong and Macao and their companies and enterprises

(hereinafter referred to as investors) are encouraged to open factories or set up

enterprises and other establishments with their own investment or undertake joint

ventures with Chinese investment, and their assets, due profits and other legitimate

rights and interests are legally protected (Article 1).

.
(2) L, the special zones, investors are offered a wide scope of operation. favorable
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conditions for such operation are created, and stable business sites are guaranteed.

All items of industry, agriculture, livestock breeding, fish breeding and poultry

farming, tourism, housing and construction, research and manufacture involving

high technologies and techniques that have positive significance in international

economic cooperation and technical exchanges, as well as other trade of common

interest to investors and the Chinese side, can be established with foreign

investment or in joint venture with Chinese investment (Article 4).

Thus the main objective of China's SEZs is to enter into economic cooperation with

the west so as to foster China's socialist modernization program. Obviously, inherent in

these objectives are the mission of learning from other nations and applying the knowledge

to the rest of China. The SEZs therefore were to be controlled situations, laboratories for

experimenting with the use ofcapitalist methods and management, while at the same time a

means of ttansferring capital goods and equipment, in the form of advanced technology

into the Chinese economy at large. Unlike EPZs, China's SEZs are comprehensively

developed units where foreign investments are not only confined to manufacturing, but

may also be applied to real estate development, tourism, agriculture and other services. The

role of China's SEZs is obviously not limited to economic aspects alone. Since the third

plenary session of the eleventh Central Committee in December 1979, China has been

making strenuous efforts to achieve national unification. The SEZs are also expected to

serve as "buffers" in the incorporation of the capitalist economies of Taiwan, Hong Kong

and Macao into China's socialist economy-'', Tne very locations of the four SEZs reflects

China's grand scheme for unification. Some argued that the zone was an enclave of

experiment that would show the reluctant comrades from overseas that China was indeed

20 Beijing Review, vol 32. no. 34 August21-27,1989.
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willing to accommodate new styles of economic and administrative life within her

borders-t, This has evolved into "one country-two system policy" of Deng Xiaoping.

2.2.2 Geographical Location

The major criteria for selecting sites for EPZs are the accessibility to water and air

transport. For instance, the Bataan EPZ in the Philippines, the Masan Free Export Zone

and the Iri Free Export Zone in the Republic of Korea and the majority of free trade zones

in Malaysia have access to readily available pan facilities. On the other hand, the Santa

Cruz Electronics EPZ in India and the Baguio EPZ in the Philippines depend mainly on air

transport. But the Kaohsiung and Nantze EPZs in Taiwan, the Kandla Free Trade Zone in

India and the Kreband EPZ in Thailand have the availability of both sea and air transport22.

Most EPZs in Asia today are relatively small in scale - mostly under 100 ha. in

area. The larger EPZc are Bataan in the Philippines (345 ha), Kandla in India (284 ha.),

Katunayake in Sri Lanka (202 ha.), Bayan Lepas in Malaysia (202 ha) and Masan in the

Republic of Korea (175 ha.).

Three major reasons contributing to the relatively small size ofEPZs are: (1) most

EPZs primarily aim at seeking foreign participation in manufacturing production and these

"industrial estates" need not be particularly large in area, (2) most EPZs do not have

massive housing facilities; workers live outside and enter the zone only for work, and (3)

there is a separation between the ZODe and the domestic economy, and customs procedures

are very simple.

Huang Yan Ji, 1988. [The Ideological Liberation and the Future of Special Economic Zones], Te Qu
Jing Ji [Special Zone Economy] (March - April).

22 Wong and Chu, 1985. p.3.
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Another locational characteristic ofEPZs in Asia is their proximity to less developed

frontier areas. Reasons for choosing underdeveloped areas arose out of a desire to stimulate

economic development in the more backward regions of the country as pan of the policy to

reduce the wide income gap between urban and rural areas. Malaysia, India, the Philippines

and the Republic of Korea all have their EPZs located in such areas.

China's SbZs are similar to the EPZs in Asia as far as the locational characteristics

are concerned. They are located in the southern provinces of Guangdong and Fujian

(Figure 2), sited away from the major Chinese urban areas. With the exception of Xiarnen

SEZ, port facilities were generally poor and air transpons were non-existent when they first

started their operation. Separated only by a territorial boundary, Shenzhen is actually

adjacent to Hong Kong making it impossible for the former not to depend on the latter for

most of its external connection. Zhuhai is next to Macao, while Xiamen faces Taiwan.

Shantou is located almost equidistant from Taiwan and Hong Kong and both Xiamen and

Shantou are obviously aimed at effectively utilizing the funds of overseas Chinese. With

the past ten-year effort spent on infrastructural building, Shenzhen is currently building its

own airport and many other ground transportation facilities.

On the other hand, China's SEZs are larger in scale than many EPZs in Asia.

Shenzhen, for instance, has an area of 32,750 ha.23, about one-third the size of Hong

Kong or one-fifth the size of the Island of Oahu in Hawaii. Zhuhai, Xiamen and Shantou

are 1,516 ha., 250 ha. and 160 ha. in area respectively. Obviously, the comprehensive

nature of Shenzhen makes it the largest in Asia in terms of area and population size. A

complete city with all three integrated functions of production, consumption and exchange

23 ha.• hectates where 100 hectares equal 1 sq km,
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exists within the zone. In addition, none of the EPZs in Asia is located next to another

powerful and advanced economic center like Hong Kong.

2.2.3 Investment Incentive Package

Given the objectives of EPZs mentioned ,in section 2.2.1, the success of EPZs

depends very much on their abilities to attract foreign investment which in turn depends on

the inducements offered by the host countries. A comparative analysis of the investment

incentives offered by various EPZs in Asia is summarized in Table 2.2. Table 2.2 shows

that while China's SEZs offer the lowest tax rates on corporate profit, they also offer

relatively short period of tax holiday compared to other EPZs in Asia. Furthermore,

offering no guarantee against the possibility of nationalizing foreign firms is not unique in

China since there are four other Asian countries holding the same position. China's

position on the issue of allowing the repattiation of after-tax personal income by foreigners

working in China has changed24• Before 1983, foreign staff members in SEZs were

allowed to remit only 50% of their after-tax personal income out of China. But after the

promulgation of the 1983 Implementation Regulations on China's Joint Venture Law,

foreign workers are permitted to remit all their after-tax income provided that they have

received the permission from the Bank of China. Obviously, some kinds of restrictions are

expected.

24 China's 1979 Joint Venture Law, article 11 and its 1983 Implementation Regulation, ankle 79. O...R
vol. I, p.44 and vol. 2, p.83.
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TABLE 2.2

COMPARING THE INVESTMENT INCENTIVES INCHINA'S SEZS ANDEPZS IN ASIA·

Investment Incentives
GUIl'lIIIIee AJ::t Repatriationof Corporate

Countty Corporate Tax Holiday Nalionalizing .gn Profit. Investmentcapitaland
ProfitTax Fmns Penonal Income

1. l.:H1NA 15% 1-3yearsm general~ l.:orporale J'rotlt - free
~ears if invesbnent is No Invesbnent-freeonlyafter

S$ S millions or conttaets areexpired
oyer Personal Income-Free••

2. 15 - 2Z'lib 5 years ~uyears for linns with Corporale J'rofit - free
SO% share of equity Investment - 20% after 2

years
3. n_.......~COF 22-31S%

~ess for another
Corporate Profit - free

KOREA Yes Invesbnent - freeafter2 years
3 years

4. HUNG K.UNG 17% None No Free

5. 5 ..-_.- 40% 5 • 10years No Free

6. 20-45% 5 years Yes Free upon approval

7. UAi 40% 2 - 5 years No n.a,

IS. ",_,,_,_ ;0 - j:!'Ib 5 years nee
(only10 - SO% less) No

9. 'W.A .ANn 30-40% 5 - 8 years Yes Free

1O.lNDIA 2O'fQ 5 years n.a. Free

• All these EPZs and SEZs do not imposeexport taxes nor custom dutieson imported raw materials. intermediate
inputsor capitalgoods

•• Although after tax personal incomes arefreelyrepatriated, individuals areoften requested by the Bank of Chinanot
to remit allof them.

Source: 1. Vinal. 1977.chapter7.
2. Currie, 1979.
3. The 1979China'sJointVenture Law and its Implementation Regulations of 1983.
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The restriction on foreign firms in China to repatriate their investment capital is even

more stringent; literally no repatriation will be allowed before their economic contracts with

China are expired. Compared with other EPZs. this requirement is unlikely to help China's

SEZs to induce foreign partners to commit their capital easily. ntis partly explains why the

actual amount of investment committed by foreign firms in the SEZs remains a small

portion of the total registered capital. As indicated in Table 2.2. Hong Korrg, Singapore.

Philippines. Thailand and India are among the most generous countries as far as the

permission of free capital mobility is concerned.

In regard to the policies on custom duties. both EPZs in Asia and SEZs in China

share very similar investment incentives. at least on paper. to promote the import of critical

raw materials. capital equipment and other intermediate goods by exempting them from

custom duties. Besides. there are no taxes imposed on any commodity exported through

Shenzhen. However. the existence of import licensing fees and an import restriction system

in Shenzhen is distinct from otherEPZs in Asia in this category of investment incentive2S•

To the extent that each individual EPZ will have its own unique or additional

inducement to lure foreign capital. Table 2.2 might somewhat over-simplify the situation.

For instance. the Kamila Free Trade Zone in India gives a transport subsidy of 1% of the

f.o.b. value of exports to any firm engaging in export activities26• The Masan EPZ in

Korea allows foreign firms to conduct import-export transactions without obtaining any

permits prescribed in the Trade Transaction Law27•

25

26

27

Indivudual firms either private or state-owned were reponed to pay an enormous amountof money 10
obtain!heir import licences so that theycouldconduct tfie lucrative trading activities in the woes.

Vinal. 1977. p.67.

Vinal. 1977. p.69.
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In the case of China's SEZ, joint venture companies or foreign firms are allowed to

sell parts of their final products in the domestic market28 which is a major investment

incentive for firms that are targeting the huge domestic market in China. Projects with a

total investment of more than US$5 million or projects involving advanced technology and

long-term flow of funds may enjoy exemption from income tax for two years and 50

percent reduction for another three years. Enterprises whose annual export value exceeds

70 percent (lIf the total output value in the same year shall pay a 10 percent income tax.

Furthermore, the highly negotiable nature of the tax system in China's SEZs offers much

room for the overseas Chinese investors to invest in the zones because of their comparative

advantage in negotiating contracts. However, the relatively high political risk of doing

business in China associated with China's position on the issue of nationalizing foreign

firms overshadows its leading role in levying the lowest corporate tax compared to other

EPZs in Asia. Studies by Wang (1981) show that the single most important incentive for

foreign investors in developing countries is political stability, overriding even lower wages,

manpower, land utility and other fiscal considerations. While there are still great

uncertainties as to whether the Chinese government will continue to pursue the current

economic reform, political stability is definitely a determining factor, if not the most

important factor, in attracting foreign investment. For Hong Kong and Macao investors

who have contributed 80 percent of total foreign investment to Shenzhen, an

internationally-protected legal settlement for the political future of Hong Kong is probably

the single most important investment incentive-",

28

29

China's 1979 Joint Venture Law, Article 9, and 1983 Implementation Regulation of China's Joint
Venture Law, Article 75. CLR vol, I, p.44 and vol. 2, p.82.

~t~..~~_~_u~~~~~. ~~~J)~I!~~~_~~.:~~~~f~~.~~~~_~~n.?_'~J a:.~.~~~.!'L tg.e_~n~t~_~~~~~
:)uuwu '-111J~ V1UUUC:> UJC; a~~UIC;IJL dUU leW., JC1U vue. lUi UI'" Llg.;:U\" J."QW.., VI ....1UUl; I'.VIJ5 a.LL'-'l £77'

which was jointly signed by [he British and the Chinese government,
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2.2.4 Organization Structure

In general, the EPZs in Asia enjoy high degree of administrative autonomy. For

instance, Taiwan has established a dynamic EPZ administration which has the necessary

authority on matters relating to investment, processing of applications, construction,

imports and exports and the necessary labor force required for the zone. The EPZ functions

under the Ministry of Economic Affairs which in tum confers the EPZ Administration the

necessary control of various EPZ branch offices (Wang 1981).

In the case of Korea, the Industrial Estate Administration has general control over

the various industrial estates management and operations instituted by the government.

Under the direction and supervision of the Administration, the Masan Free Export Zone

Administration Office and the Iri Free Export Zone Administration Office are in charge of

managing their respective zones. The director of each of the two Free Export Zone

Administration (FEU) offices not only has the responsibility to direct and coordinate

functions performed by each division under his supervision but also has the authority and

responsibility to supervise other governmental agencies stationed in his zone, such as the

customs office, post office, entry and exit office, etc. Such arrangements enable the office

director to provide unified and simplified administrative services and procedures to firms

operating within the zones. The organization structure of the Masan Free Export Zone

Administration Office and the function of its divisions are provided in Figure 3.

The Bataan EPZ in the Philippines is characterized by its one-door-service

organizational structure which aims at centralizing the administrative functions and

authority of the zone in order to smooth its day to day operations (Vinal 1977).
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Figure 3

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCfURE OF MASAN FEZ, REPUBLIC OF KOREA
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Common problems associated with the organizational structure in most EPZs are

(1) power struggles with officials in the municipal town who show resistance to

surrendering their administrative power and (2) coordination and cooperation with other

government agencies involved in the establishment and operation of the EPZ.
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Figure 4

TIlE ADMINISTRATIVE HIERARCHY OF SEZS
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Source: Guide to Investment in China.
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China's SEZs were planned to be under separate administrative and political

tutelage from the beginning. In the central government, a special office was created attached

to the state council, and headed by the senior economist Gu Mu. This special office is

responsible for maintaining constant contact with the authorities in Beijing, and intervening

when problems arise from the friction with other central ministries .or state supply
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companies. This extra-ministerial status for the SEZs has guaranteed them a good deal of

political independence and speeded up the process of attractingforeign capital to the zones.

At the provincial level, a coordinating office (the ProvincialAdministrative Commission for

the SEZs) exists for the Guangdong and Fujian provinces. This office relays information to

Beijing and helps determine planning co-ordination among the different state and collective

enterprises in the province and those within the SEZs. In the case of Shenzhen, the vice

governor of the Province became the mayor of Shenzhen city in October 198130 as a token

of the importance the provincial government afforded the SEZ. The administrative

hierarchy of SEZs is illustrated in Figure 4.

The key organizational unit in each of the SEZs is the SEZ Development Company.

This firm is a planning and development enterprise, as well as a negotiation bureau for the

foreign and Chinese investors coming to the SEZ. In the case of Shenzhen SEZ, the

Development Company has the responsibility of real estate development and infrastructure

development. It is also responsible for locating appropriate Chinese partners for joint

ventures, and seeking Chinese capital for investment, On the other hand, the SEZ

construction company provides planning services which allocate infrastructure within the

zones. This company is actually the physical planning unit which supplies land and

infrastructure whenever they are needed.

Problems with this organizational structure can easily be found when one tries to

negotiate a contract in the Shenzhen SEZ. A negotiation phase which lasts for a number of

weeks, or even months is not unusual because of the administrative complexities and the

emphasis on 'connections' in doing business in China. Although Shenzhen was granted

30 Yearbook ofChina's Special Economic Zones. 1983. p.367.
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high degree of legislative and administrative authority starting in 198131, the final

interpretation of many regulations and provisions still belongs to that of the powerful

MOFERT (Ministry of Foreign Economic Relations and Trade) or other high ranking

ministries, making it extremely difficult for foreign investors to rely on existing economic

laws and regulations as investment guideline. The presence of representatives of powerful

central ministries and provinces, as well as relatives and friends of top leaders has created a

web of bureaucratic interests in Shenzhen. Others complain that the zones should be given

more power in trading activities. Since the powerful MOFERT issues licences for vital

import and export items, the SEZs enjoy little preferential treatment in this respect and are

subject to the same strict quota and licensing procedures as other Chinese cities. Thus, it is

argued that the export and import quotas should be freely allocated by the SEZ

governments in order to promote export. Other problems arise when the SEZ specific

agencies deal with provincial or central authorities as is the case for the customs authority

(central) or provincial supplies of energy and raw materials. Although the SEZs have

created what the Chinese consider streamline procedures, it is still a rather cumbersome

process. There is, however, ,a better defined line of command in the SEZs than in China at

large.

2.2.5 Nation's Laboratoryfor Experimenting Economic Laws

Another major characteristic of China's SEZs which is distinctively different from

EPZs in Asia is the fact that Shenzhen, the largest special economic zone in China, serves

as a controlled environment for legislativeexperimentation ofeconomic laws in China. This

unique role of Shenzhen has no precedent in other EPZs in Asia. The fact that political and

legal reform often dictates economic reform justifies the claim that any attempt to improve

31 Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Yearbook; p.619.
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the legal environment for foreign investment in China is just as essential as granting

favorable fiscal incentives to foreign investors. However, economic benefits generated

from this type of experimentation canonly be accounted for qualitatively.

2.2.5.1. The 1980 Regulations

The legal and administrative framework of Shenzhen was formally prescribed on

August 26, 1980 when the Fifteenth Session of the Standing Committee of the National

People's Congress adopted the "Regulation on Special Economic Zones in Guangdong

Province" (the 1980 Regulations}32.The 1980 Regulations state clearly that the purpose of

establishing Special Economic Zones in Guangdong Province is to develop external

economic cooperation and promote a socialist modernization program33.

Compared with the Joint Venture Law34 which had been promulgated one year

earlier, the 1980 Regulations contained five important unique characteristics. First,

according to Article one, foreign investors were allowed to establish their own enterprises

in the SEZs without engaging in any joint venture arrangement with another Chinese party

in addition to being able to enter into joint ventures with other Chinese enterprises. This set

the precedent for the Economic and Technological Development Zone of the founeen

coastal cities which later adopted the same provision as pan of their legal measures given to

foreign investors35• It is important to note that China had tried to experiment with the

32

33

34

35

CLR, vol I, p. 55-60.

1980 Shenzhen Regulations, Article 1.

The Law of the PRC on Joint Ventures using Chinese and Foreign Investment, adopted at second
session oCihe NPC on July 8, 1979 (CRL), vol 1, p.4146.

For instance, the Regulations ofDalian Economic and Technolo.,Gical Development Zone on Certain
Prif.erential Treatments, promulgated bXthe Dalian Municmal t'eoJ'le's Government on October IS,
1984. Article 1 ALMANAC OF CHiNA S FOREIGN ECONOMIC RELAnONS & TRADE (ACFE),
1987 p.203.
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existence of wholly foreign-owned enterprises primarily in Shenzhen for almost six years

before she formally promulgated the "Law on Enterprises Operated Exclusively with

Foreign Capital" in 198636• For this reason, 90% of the FDI on wholly foreign-owned

enterprises between 1979 and 1987 was concentrated in Shenzhen.

Second, while the 1979 PRC Joint Venture Law barely mentioned the possibility of

allowing joint venture companies to sell their products in the domestic market, such

likelihood was legally approved in the 1980 Regulationf". In fact, this provision was partly

responsible for the small export volume by the joint venture companies in Shenzhen, a

result contradicting to the goal of the zone which was supposed to be clearly export

oriented.

Third, Article 20 was the major, if not the most important article of the 1980

Shenzhen Regulations because it granted higher degree of autonomy to the enterprises in

the zone to hire and fire staff members and other employees in accordance with their

operational requirements. This symbolized a drastic departure from the labor management

regulations for joint ventures in the rest of China that had just been issued the previous

month, which provided for the dismissal of workers only if it could be shown that they had

become redundant due to technical transformations or that they were incapable of learning

necessary skill38• The unsocialist nature of this article was viewed by foreign investors as a

principal attraction of the Guangdong SEZs. This partly explains why 25% of the FDI on

equity joint venture during the period i974-83 went to Shenzhen (section 2.3.3 Table 2.9).

36 Law of the PRe on Foreign Wholly-owned Enterprises, adopted by the NPC on April 12, 1986
(ACF'£), 1987, p.IOS.

37 1980ShenzhenRegulations, Articleg.

38 Regulations on Labor Management in joint Ventures using Chinese and Foreign Investment,
promulgated by the State Councilon July 26, 1980. CLR, vol I, p.47.
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Fourth. all intermediate goods needed for production were exempted from import

duties39 as compared to the rather high import tariffs on most importables in other parts of

China. Besides. the process of obtaining custom duties and other tax exemptions for

foreign investment projects in the rest of China could be highly bureaucratic and

cumbersome.

Fifth. the 1980 Regulations also granted major tax concession to enterprises

established in the SEZs -- the income tax rate is 15%. Additional investment incentives.

such as reducing land use fees and rental rates and the simplification of entrance and exit

formalities. conferred much competitive power to the Guangdong Province that turned out

to be the most attractive province for foreign investment during the early stage of the "open

door" policy in China.

Since it was the first of its kind in the Province of Guangdong and in China. the

1980 Regulations with many new legal attempts were far from perfect Complaints about

the competency of workers. quality of domestically-supplied input materials and highly

bureaucratic administrative procedure were not uncommon. Moreover. there was no clear

cut distinction as to which legislative body in China was responsible for formulating,

adopting and interpreting the implementation rules of the 1980 Shenzhen Regulations.

When it came to final interpretation of certain provision, the Guangdong government

usually did not exercise, if there was any, its legislative power. These problems sent a

strong signal to the National People's Congress which then acted accordingly. Finally, on

November 26, 1981, the NPC adopted a resolution (the 1981 Resolntionr'? authorizing the

39 1980 ShenzhenRegulations.Article 13.

40 Resolution of the Standing Committee of the NPC Concerning the Authorizaiion of the People's
Congressesand their StandingCommiuees ojGuangdong Province and Fujian Provinceto Formulate
Yarious Specific Economic Regulationsfor their respective Special EconomicZones, adopted by the
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People's Congresses and their Standing Committees in Guangdong Province and Fujian

Province to formulate various specific regulations for the Special Economic Zones in their

respective provinces. According to this resolution, the Central government dedicated to the

provincial congresses the legislative authority to draft legislation, adopt measures and

amendments that they felt necessary for their own zones in order to cope with their local

problems. Therefore, a whole series of rules and regulations governing economic activities

in Shenzhen carne about shortly after the 1981 Resolution. Thus, rather than being an

enclave area isolated from the rest of China, Shenzhen was expected to become a laboratory

for legislative experimentation that could eventually become national in scope.

While the clarification of the legal system in Shenzhen was not the only factor

leading to its major role of attracting foreign investment in the early 1980s, the existence of

a relatively detailed set of rules for governing economic cooperations between foreign

investors and Chinese partners certainly cleared up much of the uncenainties and

confusions of foreign investors and therefore contributed largely to the early growth of

economic activities in the zone. The role of Shenzhen in experimenting the viability of

instituting capitalist-style economic laws in the socialist China is therefore clear.

After several years ofexperiencing economic cooperations with foreign firms in the

forms of equity joint venture, contractual joint venture, etc, the Chinese government finally

promulgated the long-waited implementing rules of the joint venture law on September 20,

1983. With the publication of the Regulations for the Implementation of the Law of the

People's Republic of China on Joint Ventures Using Chinese and Foreign Investment, the

rest of China had a legal framework that to a large extent matched the specificity and

cenainty found in Shenzhen and the other SEZs.

NPC on November 26, 1981. COMM., BUS. & TRADE LAW, PRe, p.3 (Oceana Pub. 1983)
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2.2.5.2. The 1984 Shenzhen Technology Regulations

41

The legislative role of Shenzhen was confirmed again when the Shenzhen

Technology Regulation was adopted in early 1984 (Shenzhen Technology Regulationrtt.

Formulated in accordance with the relevant laws and regulations of the PRC and the 1980

Regulations, the Shenzhen Technology Regulations are actually the first in China.

According to these Regulations, all technology transfer contracts signed in the zone must be

in writing42. Patented technology must be supported by issued patents43. The transferred

technology must be capable of producing products saleable on international markets and in

the event of any losses caused by the failure to meet such a requirement, the licensor is

responsible44. In addition, the licensor will have to compensate the licensee for damages in

the event that the licensed technology does not meet the requirements stipulated in the

contract due to factors caused by the licensor

Although the requirements stipulated in the Shenzhen Technology Regulations are

quite stringent, there are provisions that encourage more technology transfers in the zone.

For instance, if the licensed technology is comparable with the "advanced world standard"

according to the Scientific and Technological Development Center of Shenzhen, the

Shenzhen tax authority can confer special tax treatment and the land department can grant

preferential treatment in regard to land use fees45. It is interesting to note that these

ProvincialRulesofShenzhen SEZ on /1IJI2Ort ofTechnology~romulgated by the Guangdong Provincial
People's Government on February 8. 1984. ACFE. 1985~ p.SSo-S53.

42 The Technology Regulation. Article4.

43

45

ShenzhenTechnology Regulation. Article7 and8.

Shenzhen Technology Regulation, Article2

Shenzhen Technology Regulation. Anicle6.
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Regulations appeared to have a scope much wider than just Shenzhen because they have

been used extensively by analogy46 in other pans of China after its was promulgated on

February 8, 1984. Initially, it was not clear why such regulations, which were supposed to

apply only in Shenzhen, should be applied by analogy elsewhere in China. Only after the

promulgation of "China's Interim Regulations Concerning Technology Transfer" by the

State Council in January 1985 did foreign investors and even Chinese negotiators start to

realize that it was such "application by analogy" that was the main purpose of the Shenzhen

Technology Regulations. After much debate and constructive criticism, prompted by

foreign investors, concerning the merits of the Shenzhen Technology Regulation and the

1985 Interim Regulations, finally in May 1985, China officially promulgated the national

regulations on technology b'ansfer47 which basically canied all the specificities found in the

Shenzhen Technology Regulations.

2.2.5.3. The 1984 Shenzhen Contract Regulations

The Shenzhen economic contract regulations (Shenzhen Contract Regulations), the

first piece of legislation ever issued by any level of the Chinese government that purports to

comprehensively regulate business contracts between Chinese and foreign entities, was

promulgated on February 7, 1984 by the Guangdong Provincial authonries-". The

Shenzhen Contract Regulations established the basic governing rules as well as institution

and procedures for the formation, modification, and termination of contracts.

46 Chinese enterprises negotiating technology transfer contracts in other parts of China can refer the
ShenzhenTecfinology Regulation as"thelaw".

47 Regulations onAdministration.gtTechnology Imlf/rl Contracts of the PRe, promulgated by the Slate
Ccu.~cil on Y..ay 24,1985. AC. _,1986. p.5!9-5_1.

48 Rules of Shenshen SEZ Concerning External Economic Contracts. promulgated by the Guangdong
ProvincialPeoplesGovernment on February 7, 1985. ACFE, 1985, p.546-550.
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Provisions that imposed burdensome requirements on parties to the contract include

(1) the prohibition of modification or termination of a contract unilaterally or bilaterally

unless the appropriate governmental authorities approve it49, (2) the requirement of the

parties to provide each other with evidence of their legal identity and the authority of their

representatives to sign the contract, (3) that if one party fails to deliver goods or make

payment when due, a penalty of 0.1% of the total value will be levied per day50, and (4) a

provision that if the contract is in two languages, then the Chinese language version

prevails. Some of these provisions are clearly not in accordance with international practises

and they also violates its own 1981 domestic economic contract law51

Critical comments from domestic negotiators and foreign legal commentators on the

Shenzhen Contract Regulations abounded immediately after its promulgation in February

1984. Finally, in March 1985, the National People's Congress passed the first nation-wide

economic contract lawS2 which re-emphasized the governing role of international treaties

should contract disputes arise that could not be resolved by existing Chinese economic

contract regulations. However the Chinese legal authorities remained silent on the issue of

using Chinese text as the governing language. Such amendment, however, did help to

improve the legal environment and therefore the contractual joint venture activities in

Shenzhen.

There were other regulations promulgated in Shenzhen for the purpose of drawing

49 Shenzhen Contract Regulations, Article 4.

50 Shenzhen Contract Regulations. Article21.

51 TheEconomic Contracts Law ojthe PRe, promulgated by the NPCon December 13, 1981.According
to article 55 of the law, internationalpractices should apply ifcontracts involve foreign interests.

52 Lawon Foreign Eco1JOTrJc Contracts ofthePRe. promulgated by the NPC on March 21,1985. ACFE.
1986 p.Sl6-S18.
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constructive criticism from foreign legal commentators as to the merits of these legislations.

These include regulations governing the economic activities of property management,

mortgage loans and non-bank fmancial institutions. Judging from the above mentioned

chronological account of the development of economic regulations in Shenzhen, one cannot

deny the fact that Shenzhen has been a forerunner of many important economic legislations

in China.

2.3 An Economic Assessment of Shenzhen SEZ

2.3.1 An Overview0/Development

In spite of the pros and cons and numerous debates about the decision of

establishing the zone and the way the economic system and the organizational structure of

the zone are being operated, Shenzhen did achieve some "economic miracles" during the

period 1979-1987. Table 2.3 shows that the gross output value of industry and agriculture

in Shenzhen has increased 68-times from 72 million yuan in 1979 to 4.9 billion yuan in

1987. Direct export had been growing at an average annual rate of 65 percent during the

same period. Insofar as foreign investment is concerned, Shenzhen has accounted for 12.3

percent of the national total, and out-performed any other open coastal cities (AppendixA).

The rapid economic growth in Shenzhen has resulted in a rising living standard for its

populace and its new-found status as a symbol of China's modernization. In 1987, per

capita income in Shenzhen was 1.8-times the average of the fourteen open coastal cities

(Appendix B), and the highest among all SEZs. As far as employment is concerned,
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TABLE 2.3

AGGREGATE ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF SHENZHEN SEZ, 1979-1987

--,
INDICATOR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1981 Total

--,
I.Number of firms 68 69 95 153 200 374 575 730 940
2.Number of persons 23,300 26,500 38,500 66,800 101,600 154,500 193,100 221,300 273,600

employed

Value (million Rmb)
3. GOVIA • 72 103 243 334 629 1,382 2,146 3,007 4,876 12,792

GOVA 42 52 45 45 48 57 50 76 129 544
GOVI 30 5 I 198 289 581 1,325 2,095 2,931 4,747 12,247

4. Direct export d 15 17 30 30 42 73 262 771 1,598 2,838

~
5. Local sales • ISO 207 458 598 1,174 2,483 4,661 5,001 6,889 21,601
6. Imports b,d n.a. n.a. n.a, n.a, 1,400 1,868 1,894 3,619 3,522 12,303
7. Local purchases C 115 172 312 555 920 1,814 2,931 2.810 5,064 14,693
8. Total wages paid 19 30 46 94 173 349 487 570 766 2.534
9. Infrastructural invest. 39 113 265 587 836 1,474 2.601 1,848 2,113 9,876
10.Foreign invest. d 15 42 174 38 245 398 564 1.288 1.020 3.784

a Figures for local sales are greater than that of GOVIA implies that (1) sales from the construction sector could be a major
share of the local sales, (2) many consumer goods produced in other parts of China were sold in the Shenzhen market.

b Figures refer to not just raw materials and intermediate goods, but also the value of imported consumer goods.
c Includes raw materials, intermediate goods and other consumer goods produced in the domestic market.
d Values have been converted into Rmb by using the annual average exchange rates.

Note: n.a. -- not available
All monetary quantities are ill current prises.



Shenzhen has created a total of 273.600 stable jobs at the end of 1987. generating a total

wage income of Rmb 25.3 billions to the zone's workers. The zone also supplied Rmb

21.6 billions worth of processed goods. mostly consumer products. to the domestic

market. Probably the most obvious and significant achievement of Shenzhen is its effon to

build the city'S modern infrastructure which has drawn many tourists and government

officials to the zone on a regular basis. a major source of foreign exchange earnings.

However. underneath this extraordinary economic performance which seems to be

proven by statistics from various sources lies many untold stories; stories that tell the real

economic benefits and costs of this giant operation to the whole country. Actually. one can

easily identify the intention of the Chinese government to over-report the economic

performance of Shenzhen if published data are carefully cross-checked. Individual firms

also tend to over-report their export volume or over-sell (selling at a loss)53 their products

to overseas markets in order to gain the privilege of operating their firms in the zone. a

position from which they could earn more foreign exchange by engaging in buying and

selling activities in the zone or other parts of China. Moreover the zone's ability to earn

foreign exchange has been at the mercy of the central government which has implemented

various regulations in favor of the zone54. As a result, the whole nation rises to subsidize

the 'project' in Shenzhen; a tremendous amount of funds and resources has been

channelled from different ministries and provincial governments to the zone. numerous

engineers and skilled labors were sent to assist the zone's infrastructural development, and

domestically-produced export commodities were constantly exported through Shenzhen

53

S4

It was reponed that many raw materials. such as lumbersweresold to foreign markets at prices thal
weare substantiallybelow international prices in order to earnforeign exchange that in tum was used!O
purchase imported consumergoods for the purpose.ofgaining higher profit in thedomestic market

More detailed discussion is covered in section 2.3.2.
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export agents who in tum kept a lion's share of the profit

In spite of these problems inherently created by the new-born market opportunities

and new sets of rules and regulations umbilically connected to the early stage of the zone's

development, Shenzhen impressed many for having vigorous growth in industrial

production, especially in 1986 and 1987. As data indicate in Table 2.3, the zone for the

first time in 1986 experienced an output level (gross output value of industry and

agriculture, GOVIA), Rmb 30.1 billions, that was significantly higher than the total

amount of investment on infrastructure, Rmb 18.5 billions. It is important to note that in

every year prior to 1986, with the exception of 1979, the amount of annual investment on

infrastructure was higher than the value of GOVIA. This points to the fact that prior to

1986. Shenzhen was still very much concentrating on building the infrastructure. Industrial

outputs in 1987 continued to grow at a rapid rate of 62 percent annually while investment

on infrastructure increased by only 14percent

The sectoral classification of Shenzhen's total industrial and agricultural output is

presented in Table 2.4. It is important to note that the Shenzhen Statistics Bureau did not

release the detailed sectoral breakdown of industrial output except the aggregate totals for

heavy and light machine building during the period 1979-1983. This is partly because

Shenzhen was still at the infant stage of its development, and partly because of the lack of

organized effort on collecting detailed data. Closely following the 1981 national Input

Output table of China and the subsequent Input-Output table of Guangdong Province,

productions in Shenzhen are classified into three different categories (Primary, Secondary

and Tertiary) or six major sectors (Agriculture, Heavy Industry, Light Industry,

Construction. Transport and COITh"11erce). The first category refers to the first sector while

the second category includes the three sectors. namely heavy industry, light industry and

construction. Values of output from these two categories, except the construction sector,
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TABLE 2.4
GROSS OUTPlIT VALUE OF INDUSTRY ANDAGRICULTURE IN SHENZHEN (Unit: million Rmb)

SECTOR a 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total 9bd<IMA
---,

AGRICULTIJRE SECTOR(GOVA)b 42 52 45 45 48 57 50 76 129 545 4.26
1. Farming 21 26 22 26 28 26 21 27 57 253 1.98
2. Forestry 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 7 10 24 0.19
3. Animal husbandry 11 13 11 6 13 7 5 11 18 95 0.74
4. Sideline production 4 5 4 4 3 1 3 3 5 33 0.26
5. Fisheries 7 8 7 8 4 23 16 28 39 140 1.09

INDUSTRY SECTOR(GOVl)c 30 51 198 289 581 1,3:?5 2,095 2,931 4,747 12,247 95.74
6. MeUl1lurgy n.a. n.a, n.a. n.a, 18 35 49 58 72 231 1.81
7. Power n.a, n.a. n.a. n.a. 5 0 0 31 46 82 0.64
II. Chemical indo n.a, n.a, n.a. n.a, 51 53 174 151 204 632 4.94
12. Heavy machine bldg. 5 10 14 41 50 90 223 362 556 1,350 10.55
13. Lightmachine bldg. 25 42 184 2A9 276 831 1,046 1,586 2,438 6,675 52.18
14. :}uilding materials n.a. n.a, n.a. n.a. 32 62 59 84 166 403 3.15
16. Wood &wood products n.a, n.a. n.a, n.a, 8 16 26 23 27 101 0.79

~ 17. Food n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 34 50 89 116 344 633 4.95
UJ 18. Textiles n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 18 12 16 75 178 299 2.33

19. Clothing n.a, n.a, n.a. n.a, 32 37 73 83 170 395 3.09
20. Paper, cultural &ed.artie n.a. n.a. n.a, n.a. 12 71 195 232 355 865 6.76
21. Other manufacturing n.a, n.a, n.a, n.a. 47 68 145 130 191 582 4.55

GOVIA=GOVA+GOVI 72 103 243 334 629 1,382 2,146 3,007 4,876 12,792 100.00

22. CONSTRUCTION d 0 122 294 643 889 1,464 2,532 1,708 1.650 9,302 72.72

23. TRANSPORT e 0 10 25 33 80 153 212 211 222 944 7.38
24. COMMERCE f 0 36 86 168 330 694 1,025 900 1,131 4,369 34.15

ALL SECTORS 72 271 647 1,178 1.927 3,693 5,914 5,826 7.879 27.407 214.25

a Noting thattheShenzhen Statistics Bureau has reclassified theindustrial d Basically reflects \heinfrasnuctural output
sectors beginning 1986. Thus. regrouping of different industrial sectors has e Includes transportation, mailand telecommunication
been done inorderto present a consistent sectoral classification f Includes uade,catering, supply andmarketing of materials. finance

b Gross output value of agriculture industry, etc.
c Gross output value of industry
n.a. notavailable

All monetary quantities arein current prices.
SOUl~e: I. Shenzhen Municipal CityStatistical Yearbook. 1979·1987 2. China Cities'Statisucal Yearbook, 1988 3. Owncomputation



are often quoted as GOVIA (gross output value of industry and agriculture), a major

economic indicator of production activities in China. The last two sectors, transport and

commerce, belong to the third category, Tertiary which basically includes all service

industries in the economy such as transportation, mail, telecommunication, trade, catering,

supply and marketing of materials, finance industry and so fOM. In the case of Shenzhen,

heavy industry and light industry are collapsed into one single sector, entitled "Industry

Sector". The six major sectors mentioned above are funher divided into 24 subsectors,

among which Shenzhen was engaged in the production activities of 20. As indicated in

Table 2.4, four subsectors of industry - coal and COke-making, petroleum, heavy

chemicals and logging - were absent in Shenzhen's production activities between 1979

and 1987. Obviously, the industry sector, except construction, which accounted for almost

96% of the total GOVIA in Shenzhen dominated the zone's production activities. It is also

interesting to note that the total output value, 9.3 billion yuan, in the construction sector

was very close to the total amount of investment on infrastructure, 9.8 billion yuan, as

reflected in Table 1.2. The fact that the output value of construction sector (mainly the

infrastructural output) was not considered as part of the GOVIA in socialist China seriously

underestimated the economic activities and benefits of the zone. For instance, housing

which is a main part of the construction sector has generated a considerable amount of

foreign exchange earnings to Shenzhen as Hong Kong and Macao investors purchased

apartments and condominiums in the zone with Hong Kong dollars->, The commerce

sector also generated a significant amount of foreign exchange income for the zone as

hotels and restaurant businesses are all grouped under this category. If all these economic

activities were counted, then the total value of GOVIA during 1979-1987 was only 46% of

55 These purchasesmainly occurredin the early 1980sand havedeclinedrapidly in recentyears.
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Figure 5

EXPORT FROM TIiE SHENZHEN SEZ, 1979-1987
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the total production. As such, it is not clear if Shenzhen's economic performance was as

poor as the critics claimed.

2 .3.2 Foreign Trade and Foreign Exchange Earnings

One major indictment brought against Shenzhen is that the foreign exchange

earnings in the zone are only a small portion of its foreign exchange outlays. Foreign
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exchange income and expenditure can be indicated by the volume of export and import. The

trend of export withinthe 9-year period is illustrated in Figure 5. It is important to note that

while the growth of total export seemed to take off in 1934, the growth of direct export

from Shenzhen SEZ did not. Throughout this period, the size of re-export from Shenzhen

SEZ had dominatedthe export activities. Noting that any industrial and agricultural outputs

produced in other parts of China rather than in Shenzhen and exported through Shenzhen to

the international markets are considered as re-exports here. Table 2.5 shows that the total

amount of re-export between 1979 and 1987 accounted for 73% of the zone's total export.

The picture gets a little more complicated if we look at different agencies or

companies which conduct export activities in the zone. During this period, various

ministries established in the zone were responsible for 14% of the total export which was

exclusively re-exports. The remaining 86% belonged to other companies such as state

owned enterprises, collective enterprises, joint venture companies and wholly foreign

owned enterprises. A major portion of this remaining 86% was actually re-exports. Thus,

if foreign exchange earnings from re-exports are considered as part of the zone's foreign

exchange income, then the real export strength of the zone should be adjusted downward

by 73% accordingly, so should its real foreign exchange earnings.

The primary reason why re-export has dominated the zone's total export volume

was the fact that domestic enterprises exporting through Shenzhen were allowed to retain

100 percent of foreign exchange earned. That is, if they exported through Shenzhen, they

would have to pay a 30 percent to 50 percent "service charge" to the central government,

and pocket the rest. However, if they had exported directly, they would have had to turn

over 70 percent of the foreign exchange earned to the government's. This kind of

56 These arehard currencies instead ofRmb.
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Table2.5
TOTAL EXPORTFROMSHENZHEN SEZ, 1979-1987

Unit: million US$

a Muuslnes from central government conducting re-export actiVities m Shenzhen.
b Total of 1979·1982
c Total of 1979-1984

--By Origin-- -By~ofCompmy- --By Industry--

Vu
S~ VuAn

Di:ectly R~ vu a S~ed Jaim

YEAR Prom Prom Olher <I: CollocIive Vemurc Li&bt
SbaI:rJxD SbaIzban MiDi.me. Ea~ CcmpoDia AgDcullure IndUltly Mincn1I Olhc:n

1979 9.30 14.12 n.L n.a, n.L n.L n.L n.a, n.a,

1980 11.24 12.31 n.a, n.a, n.L n.L n.a, n.L n.a,

1981 17.45 21.06 n.L n.L n.L n.a. n.a, n.a. n.a.

1982 15.97 41.22 20.30b 65.80b 56.57 b n.a. n.a, n.a. n.a.

1983 21.10 39.84 0.00 32.15 28.79 n.L n.a, n.L n.a,

1984 31.42 233.98 0.00 42.58 222.82 101.54c 265.00c 42.40c 60.07 c

1985 89.28 474.12 69.43 309.71 184.26 166.80 291.28 12.39 92.93

1986 223.33 502.67 133.80 333.96 258.24 165.00 338.00 98.00 125.00

1987 424.37 989.17 227.73 678.72 507.09 253.51 897.79 133.96 128.28

Subtotal ~ 2328.49 ~ 1462.00 1257·71 ~ 1722.07 lli.ll ~

Total 3171.95 3171,95 3171 95

%of 2U2. zaai .1UJ. iUZ ~ 21M ~ 2M ll.ll
Total

. . . ..

Source: 1. From the Special Zone Economy, 19874th issue. p36-38
2. From the Special Zone Economy, 19885th issue. p31
3. Shenzhen Municipal City Statistical Yearbook, 1979-1987
4. Own computation

institutional setting in handling foreign trade will indirectly lead to additional trade creation

in China because domestic producers tend to increase their exports in order to take

advantage of the more liberal trade policies in Shenzhen. The negative impact. however, is

in artificially channelling tremendous amount of foreign exchange, that would otherwise be
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kept by other cities or provinces, to Shenzhen which in tum will use the foreign exchange

proceeds to finance its purchase of scarce consumer goods for resale to the local market.

The repercussion of these activities is detrimental to the economy; it pushes the domestic

prices of scarce consumer goods even higher, creating further opportunities and incentives

for such activities. As long as it is more profitable engaging in re-export activities than in

direct production and export activities in the zone, resources will continuously flow into

these rent seeking activities, something that do not measure up with the export-oriented

nature of the zone. As such, it is not clear if the government policy in permitting re-export

from the zone is for the benefit of the minorities who were granted export licences because

of their power and authorities or for the country as a whole.

On the other hand, Shenzhen's reliance on exporting agricultural products to earn

foreign exchange was obvious. While agricultural output made up slightly more than 4% of

the total GOVIA as :r.dicated in Table 2.4, it accounted for almost 22% of total export

during 1979-1987 (Table 2.5). In contrast, industrial output which made up almost 96% of

the total GOVIA constituted only 56% of the total export, leaving the rest to be consumed

in the domestic market. Price differences between Hong Kong and Shenzhen and the rest

of China in fact guarantee this type of trading pattern. It was reported that the average price

level of agricultural products in Hong Kong during the period 1979-1985 was about 3 to 4

times higher than that in Guangzhou and 2 to 3 times higher than that in Shenzhen-". In

contrast, price level of industrial products, such as color TV, video cassette recorder,

calculator and so forth, was estimated to be approximately 60 to 70 percent higher in

Shenzhen or other pans of China than in Hong Kong (Hu 1986). Hence, if Hong Kong

prices are taken as internationalprices, the implicit tariff rates on major importables

57 Thesecomparisons weremade at theofficial exchange rare.
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TABLE 2.6

TOTAL INDUSTRIAL AL'IID AGRICULTURAL OUI'PUT (GOVIA) VERSUS DIRECf EXPORT IN
SHENZHEN SEZ, 1979 - 1987

Unit: million US$

YEAR GOVIA* DIRECf EXPORT %OFGOVlo\

1979 46 9 19.56
1980 69 11 15.94
1981 142 17 11.97
1982 176 16 9.10
1983 332 21 6.32
1984 S94 31 5.22
1985 731 89 12.16
1986 871 223 25.60
1987 1310 424 32.37

Total iJ1.l Ml .l2.:M

• Values of GOVIA have been converted into US dollar by using annual average exchange rate of each
perspective year.

Source: Table 23 and 2.5.

indicated by such price differences were about 60 to 70 percent58•

The zone's export performance can also be evaluated against its domestic

production of industrial and agricultural outputs. As shown in Table 2.6. direct expon

accounted for only 20% of its total GOVIA during 1979-1987. That means Shenzhen was

still far from achieving its mission - developing the zone into an export-oriented industrial

base in order to earn foreign exchange. This is not surprising since both the 1979 China's

Joint Venture Law and the 1983Implementation Regulations of the Joint Venture Law have

provisions to allow joint venture companies to sell some of their final goods in the domestic

58 Discussion on implicit tariff rates was covered in Chapter 3, section 3.3.1.
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Figure6

EXPORTFROM AND IMPORTTO 1HESHENZHENSEZ, 1983-1987
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Source: Table 2.4 and Table 2.5

market particularly when the products are urgently needed in the domestic market59. There

are also provisions in the 1983 Implementation Regulations that allowed joint venture

companies to re-export products made by other companies in order to cover their foreign

59 China's 1979 Joint Venture Law, Article 9, and 1983 Implementation Regulations on China's Joint
Venture Law. Article 75.
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exchange deficiency60. This created tremendous incentive for joint venture companies to

market their products in China where price levels are heavily protected by distortions

created by import restriction and import licensing system.

Foreign exchange deficiency in Shenzhen was further aggravated by its

disproportionate share of import against export. Figure 6 illustrates such difference. It is

important to note that various ministries of the State Council also took the advantage of

importing foreign goods via Shenzhen in order to avoid custom duties. Therefore, such

imports should not be counted as part of foreign exchange outlays from the zone, nor could

we treat the total value of import as costs since a major portion of these imports were

consumer goods that would eventually be resold in the domestic markets. Given the nature

of trade activities in Shenzhen, one could not simply depend on the official figures of total

import and export value as the measurement of foreign exchange income and expenditure

and therefore the benefits and costs of foreign trade in the zone.

2.3.3 F'oreign Direct Investment

Up until 1987, there were basically five different categories of FOI in China,

namely equity joint venture (EJV), contractual joint venture (eN), wholly foreign-owned

enterprises (WFO), compensation trade (CT) and joint development (JD), of which the

former four categories are the dominant ones in Shenzhens'.

60 According to the China's Joint Venture Law, each joint venture company should open an account at
the Bank of China Any transaction dealing with foreign exchange will be reflected in their respective
accounL

61 ElV - both Chinese and foreign partners hold stocks of the enterprises
CJV • Chinese and foreign partners cooperating on a contradical basis
\VFO - Foreign companies or individuals ~old a 100% interest in such enterprises
CT - Chinese partners do the processing and assembly works while foreign partner provides

capital equipment, iniermmediate goods
JD - Primarily refer to off-shore oil drilling joint venture.
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Between 1979 and 1987, Shenzhen signed 4685 contracts with foreign firms

representing a total investment of US$ 3.7 billion dollar (registered amount)62 of which

US$1.34 billion dollars or 36% of the registered amount has actually been invested. It is

important to note that the difference between the registered amount and actual amount of

POI was due to three major reasons: (1) the actual amount of FDI committed by foreign

firms has been spread out over a period of time, part of it was not covered during the

period considered, (2) some of the contracts signed in Shenzhen actually belong to other

regions, cities or provinces, and yet they are counted as part of the FDI in Shenzhen, and

(3) some foreign firms decided not to invest in Shenzhen after contracts had been signed

which became the main factor leading to such difference. Therefore, using the data on the

registered capital as the yardstick for measuring foreign investment activities both in

Shenzhen and in China as a whole might generate a distorted analysis63. For this reason,

only the actual amount ofFDI will be considered in this chapter unless otherwise indicated.

If one compares Shenzhen's figures of foreign investment with the national total,

the major role of Shenzhen in attracting contractual joint ventures and wholly foreign

owned enterprises is obvious. As the data in Table 2.7 indicate that while China received

most foreign direct investment in the forms ofequity joint venture, contractual joint venture

and joint development during this period, Shenzhen relied mainly on equity joint venture,

contractual joint venture and wholly foreign owned investment. Of the various forms of

investment in China, equity joint ventures have attracted the most attention from both

foreign investors and the Chinese authorities. While the Chinese government aimed at

62 '!'he registered amountof PO! is the pledged amountof investment~~ in the juint venturecontract
while the actual amount ofFDI is ·~·hat actually invested by foreign partners.

63 Most of the literatures on the analysis of FOI in China use registered capital as yardstick which could
generatemisleading results.
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using this type of joint venture as a tool to absorb advanced.technology, Western

managerial skills and foreign exchange earnings in the world's lending markets, foreign

investors were hoping to enter into closer and more profitable economic cooperations with

the Chinese.

In spite of these high expectations on the side of Chinese government, equity joint

ventures turned out to be quite a disappointment to the Chinese authorities up until early

1980s.Table 4.10 shows that while the bulk ofFDI in China during 1979 and 1983 were in

the forms of CJV,JD and cr, investment by EJV accounted for only US$173 million or 6

percent of the total FDL Nevertheless, Shenzhen, benefited the most from the last wave of

foreign capital inflow due to the high degree of administrative and legislative autonomy

delegated to it in approving joint venture contracts, absorbed almost a quarter of the total

FDI from ENs during this period (Table 2.8). The overall unimpressive turnout ofEN up

until 1983 was mainly due to the frustration that foreign investors encountered while

attempting to establish joint ventures in China due to lengthy and complicated negotiation

processes and highly bureaucratic decision-making procedures. As a result, many foreign

investors who were initially enthusiastic about the establishment of ENs in China

abandoned their original investment plans in favor of more flexible business arrangements

such as contractual joint venture and compensation trade.
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TABLE 2.7
FOREIGNDIRECT INVESTMENT IN SHENZHEN SEZ

AND INCHINA (1979-1987)
Unit: million USS

Category

I.ElV
2.CJV
3. WFO
4.JO
5.CT

Total

FDIStock ---Number ofJointVenture ----
Shenzhen Shenzhen

China(C) SEZ(S) SIC (%) China(C) SEZ (S) SIC (%)

3.298 319 9.70 4,630 890 19.20
3.222 798 24.80 5,194 622 12.00

152 137 90.00 184 96 52.20
2,235 0 n.a, n.a. n.a, n.a.
2,054 90 4.40 16,158 3,077 19.00
~ ~ .l2.JO ~ ~ ll.2Q

Soun:e: 1. AImuw: of China's Economic Relations md Trade, 1984-1985;
2 China's Cities Statistical Yearbook. 1985-1988;
3. Shenzhen Municipal City's Statistical Yearbook. 1979-1987;
4. Own computation.

TABLE 2.8

TRENDOF FOREIGN DIREcr INVESTMENT IN SHENZHENSEZ ANDIN CHINA (1979 - 1987)
Unit: million USS

YEAR Shareof
Category 1979-83 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total Tota1(%)

China
1. ElV 173 255 580 804 1,486 3,298 30.09
2.CJV 758 465 585 794 620 3,222 29.40
3.WFO 83 15 13 16 25 152 1.39
4.JO 788 523 481 260 183 2,235 20.39
5.CT 883 161 308 369 333 2,054 18.74

Total UBi 1M2 ~ 2.W 2M2 .ill..22l .lOO.OO

Shenzhen SEZ
1. ElV 43 77 69 49 81 319 23.74
2.CJV 171 59 100 297 171 798 59.38
3.WFO 83 13 11 13 17 137 10.19
5.CT 37 22 12 14 5 90 6.70

Total ~ 111 ill ill m ~ .lD.Q.OO

Source: 1. Almanac: of China's Economic Relations and Trade. 1984-198
2. China's Cities Statistical Yearbook, 1985-1988;
3. Shenzhen Municipal City's Statistical Yearbook, 1979-1987;
4. Own computation.
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In order to recapture some of the initial excitement generated by equity joint

ventures the Chinese government began in 1983 to institute a number of reform aimed at

making the EJV more attractive to foreign investors. Finally, on September 20, 1983,

China issued the long-awaited detailed rules under the Joint Venture Law64 in the form of

an Implementing Act. This 118-article Joint Venture Law broke new ground in certain

respects. Notable changes included the elimination of unanimous vote of the board on all

decision making, the permission of foreign staff and workers to remit all of their after-tax

foreign exchanre income, so forth.

Although the 1983 Joint Venture Law was still far from perfect because it did not

cover such issues as lending to joint ventures, feasibility study cost, projects and pricing

policy, and most important of all the threat of expropriation or confiscation, many foreign

investors saw the new law as a vivid representation of growing trade liberalization in

China. As a consequence, the amount of investment in EN increased by about 50 percent

in 1984 and continued to rise rapidly in subsequent years. By the end of 1987, ENs

accounted for US$3.3 billion or 30 percent of total FDI in China (Table 2.8).

In 1984, the Chinese Communist Party announced the most important decision,

since 1978, of China's socialist economic restructuring. It was mentioned in the report that

China would continue to be committed to enhance and foster the economic relations with

other countries by improving the legal environment This decision delivered a stronger

assurance, in terms of foreign investments, to foreign investors who were still skeptical of

the directions China would pursue on the path of economic reform. As a result, foreign

investment in EJV doubled again in 1985.

Regulations for the Implementation of the Law of the PRC on Joint Ventures Using Chinese and
Foreign Investment. CLR vol. 2, p.62-92.
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In order to facilitate a better legal environment than the 1983 Joint Venture Law

could provide, the State Council promulgated, on October 11, 19866S, the most liberal

provision on encouraging foreign investment ever adopted by the Chinese authorities. This

so-called 22-article new provision was formulated to encourage foreign companies,

enterprises, and other economic entities or individuals to establish Chinese-foreign ENs,

CJVs and WFOs in China. Favorable investment incentives included exempting joint

venture enterprises from paying to the state all subsidies to staff and workers, lowering the

land use fees, relaxing the requirement on borrowing short-term loans from the Bank of

China and lowering the annual income tax rates for enterprises exporting if) percent or

more of the value of their products for that year. As a consequence, the amount of FDI

from equity joint venture increased by another 85 percent in 1987 and total FDI increased

by 18 percent (Table 2.8). Unlike equity joint ventures, contractual joint ventures are not

governed by any specific set of regulations at least up until 1984. But in many cases,

contractual joint venture is treated as an equity joint venture with the result that the statutory

rules governing equity joint ventures are in many instances applied to it by analogy. As

shown in Table 2.8, the growth of contractual joint ventures and equity joint ventures

followed similar trends except in 1987 when the World Bank seriously cut back its

financial support to many contractual joint venture projects. The dominant role of

contractual joint ventures in Shenzhen is obvious when almost 60 percent of the total FDI

during 1979-1987 was in this form.

As indicated in Table 2.8, foreign investment in compensation trade topped the list

of various forms of foreign investment in China during 1979-1983. Compensation trade is

perhaps the simplest forms of FDI in China which began to develop in the mid-1970s, but

65 ACFE, 1987 p.105.
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was largely restricted in the initial stage to arrangement between Hong Kong firms and

Chinese enterprises in Guangdong and Fujian Provinces. Since then, this form of

investment has extended throughout China. Between 1979 and 1987, investment in

compensation trade totaled US$ 2.1 billion (Table 2.8). It is important to note that while

most of the compensation trade agreements were signed in the Provinces of Guangdong

and Fujian, only a small number was actually signed in Shenzhen. The majority of them,

however, belonged to the Pearl River Delta where labor costs are relatively lower than that

in Shenzhen.

At present, there exists no published Chinese laws or regulation that deals

specifically with compensation trade. Nonetheless, a number of laws do affect the conduct

of compensation trade transaction. For instance, the Foreign Exchange Control Regulations

govern the handling of foreign exchange earned by the Chinese party in hybrid arrangement

involving processing and assembly operations. In addition, China's normal commodity

inspection rules relating to the export of goods and Chinese customs and tax laws also

apply to compensation trade transactions. To date, compensation trade is still basically

dominated by Hong Kong investors

As indicated in Table 2.8, wholly foreign-owned enterprises were almost

exclusively established in Shenzhen between 1979 and 1986. While the total foreign

investment of this son constituted merely 1.4% of all foreign investment in the country

during the period 1979-1987, it had an impressive share of 10% in Shenzhen. Before

1986, the only statutory basis for this form of investment was the first anicle of the

Regulations on Special Economic Zones in Guangdong Province which permitted foreign

investors to open factories with their own investment in the SEZs66. Complaints therefore

66 See section 2.2.5.
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were flooding into Beijing regarding this issue. Finally, on April 12, 1986, the first

provision on wholly foreign-owned enterprises was adopted by the National people's

Congress. This provision, although provides the legal protection with foreign enterprises,

does not exclude the possibility of nationalizing or expropriating wholly foreign-owned

enterprises when special circumstances arise67. As a result, wholly foreign-owned

enterprises have been maintaining a low profile among other foreign investments in China.

During the period 1979-1987, FDI dominated the economic growth of Shenzhen by

producing 63% of the total industrial output in the zone (Table 2.9). It has also contributed

1.9 billion yuan to the zone's infrastructural build-up, or 19% of the zone's total

expenditure on infrastructure (Table 1.2). However, their export performance was

relatively unimpressive; of the total value of industrial output of US$ 2.4 billion produced

by these companies between 1981 and 1987, only 50% of it was exported, leaving the

other half at the ultimate disposal in the domestic market (Table 2.9).

On the other hand, these companies have depended more heavily on foreign market

for their intermediate inputs than on domestic supply68. Table 2.9 shows that during the

period 1979-1987 joint-venture and wholly foreign-owned companies relied on import for

supplying 80 percent of their needed inputs.This over reliance on foreign markets for input

materials prevented China from maximizing the benefits of having the foreign firms

operating in the zone.

Hiemenz (1989) points out that foreign direct investment (FDI) in Shenzhen has

67 Although this is an international practice. the political risk could be enormous in China where future
political stability is rather uncertain.

68 The author has .p~1 tf>.-ee !",l>jnr !"Oll'l"fl'r.turing companies in thezone during the summer of 1988;
all of these three companies admitted that they had depended on imported materials heavily because of
the lack ofquality domestic supply.
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been more efficiently used than those in the open coastal cities because in Shenzhen FDI

was predominantly undenaken in labor-intensive industries while roughly two thirds of

total industrial FDI went to capital intensive industries in Beijing and Shanghai. The real

economic benefits brought about by FDI are actually larger in scope than what is revealed

by the published data, since FDI introduces scientific management skills to and provide

international market information with the zone.
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TABLE 2.9
ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE OF JOINTVENTIJRE COMPANIES IN SHENZHEN, 1979·1987

1979 1980 :1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total ~-----,
(Unit: million Rmb)

OOVIA 72 103 243 334 629 1,382 2,146 3,007 4,876 12,792 100.00
GOVA 42 52 45 45 48 57 50 76 129 545 4.26
CJOVI 30 51 198 289 581 1,325 2,095 2,931 4,747 12,247 95.74

GOVI(Type of Enterprise) 30 51 198 289 581 1,325 2,095 2,931 4,747 12,247 100.00
(1)State-owned a 18 22 88 156 280 455 538 764 1,217 3,538 28.89
(2)Collective-owner. a 12 29 39 73 79 107 112 178 270 899 7.34
(3)Joint-venture of a 0 0 0 1 0 3 25 7 9 45 0.37

(1) and (2)
(4) Joint-venture co.b 0 0 72 48 145 444 887 1,447 2,460 5,502 44.93
(5)Wholly foreign-owned 0 0 0 11 76 316 533 535 791 2,262 18.47

s (Unit: million US$)
TotalOutputBy n.a, n.a. 42 31 112 326 484 574 873 2.443 100.49

I. Joint-ventures co. n.a. n.a, 42 26 73 191 302 419 661 1,714 70.64
2. Foreign-owned co. n.a. n.a, 0 6 39 136 182 155 212 729 30.35

3. Export n.a. n.a. 0 0 29 223 184 258 507 1,201 49.67
4. Localsales n.a. n.a, 42 31 83 103 300 316 366 1,242 51.32

Total Intermediate Input n.a. n.a. 30 67 260 377 244 671 528 2,177 100.50
l. Import n.a. n.a. 0 0 140 202 217 644 511 1,714 79.24
2. Local purchases n.a. n.a. 30 67 120 175 27 27 17 463 21.75

a Allof these are Chinese companies, but with different degreeof autonomy; stale-owned enterprises are directly underthestateoperation while
collective-ownership enterprises are responsible for theirownprofits and losses. They Me nol underthe stateoperation, but wilD certain degree of
supervision.

b Joint-venture companies include contractual jointventures andequity joint ventures.

Source: (1) Shenzhen Municipal CityStatistical Yearbook, 1979-1987.
(2) Owncomputation.



2.3.4 Employment and Wage Structure

By 1987. Shenzhen has created 273.600 jobs. almost 12 times more than in 1979

(Appendix C). Of the general population which totaled 599,600 at the end of 1987,

temporary workers69• mainly unskilled labor who migrated from the nearby rural areas

such as the Bao'an County, accounted for 52 percent. This rural exodus is pan of the effect

of higher wages and better living conditions inside me zone comparing to other urban areas

of China. The huge size of this "temporary population" has put considerable strain on the

existing facilities within the zone in terms of housing and other infrastructural supports.

Additional employment was generated indirectly by the zone through its backward linkage

with other parts of China. For instance. by 1986 every province, city and autonomous

region in China has signed production contracts with Shenzhen, and the number of

enterprises set up in Shenzhen by various central ministries. provincial government and

other inland companies accounted for one-third of the total in Shenzhen70.

The movement of labor is also facilitated by the Shenzhen Labor Services Company

which coordinates or contracts with other provincial enterprises for the transfer of labor

into the zone. In some cases. whole factories. including machines and labor force have

been transferred into Shenzhen (Oborne 1986). The People's Liberation Army has also

been a significant. if largely ignored partner in the recruitment of labor for the zone.

Another means of bringing workers into Shenzhen is for an enterprise within China

69 Temporary workers are people who come to Shenzhen on a temporary basis without claiming
residency in Shenzhen. Some of these temporary workers are skilled labors sent by the central
government to station at Shenzhen temporarily. These include government officials. engineers and
other typeS of technicians.

70 SpecialZone Economy, Dec 1988, p.Sl.
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to contract a joint venture with the Shenzhen Development Company. The purpose of these

joint ventures is for domestic Chinese enterprises to gain technical experience and practical

knowledge of the workings of the international economy.

Studies by Douglass (1989) and Taylor and Banister (1988) show that promoting

labor transfer through an acceleration of the 'urban transition' has in recent years become a

particularly important policy issue in China, a country which has approximately 70 Percent

of its population living in villages and more than three-fifths of its labor force in the

agricultural sector. In light of its own estimate that about one-third of the agricultural labor

force is 'surplus', the government has announced a goal of transferring 100 million

members of the labor force from agriculture to other sectors of the national economy by the

year 2000. Cities - individually and as components of larger urban-regional systems 

are expected to playa prominent role in absorbing these labor surpluses. This partly

explains why Chinese authorities decided to open the fourteen coastal cities in 1984 when

Shenzhen was to a large extent still depending on the financial support from domestic

borrowings, the central government and provincial government . Among other things, it

was the new wage structure and Shenzhen's ability to absorb surplus labor that Shenzhen

became an experiment which the Chinese government was willing to try on other coastal

cities. Although Shenzhen was not designed to solve the unemployment problem in China

initially, it has generated many signals to the central authorities as far as employment policy

is concerned and has helped to reduce regional unemployment through its backward and

forward linkages with other provinces.

Wage structure in Shenzhen is significantly different from the rest of China where

wage scales are basically set by central authorities, and they differ only slightly nationwide.

In 1987, the "Provisional Labor and Wage Regulations of Guangdong Special Economic
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Zones" was promulgated?'. According to the regulations, three components make up the

worker's wage: (1) basic wage, (2) the job wage, and (3) variable wage. The basic wage is

the same for any type of employment and is a constant for all workers; the job wage is

determined by the nature of the work; and the last element is an appreciation of the

workers. and could be called a bonus in the traditional system. Table 2.10 shows the wage

structure of the Friendship Restaurant in Shenzhen in 1983. As a result of the wage reform

in Shenzhen, the average annual wage of an industrial worker rose from Rmb 571 in 1979

to Rmb 2266 in 1984 (Obome 1986). Fanners have experienced even more striking

increases in income (Rmb 685 in 1983, up 329 percent from 1978). Wages for workers in

the joint venture enterprises can be even higher, thus creating an income differential of

sizeable importance within the zone itself (Table 2.11) and among cities (Appendix B).

It is interesting to note that the obvious income differentials between Shenzhen and

other parts of China was actually encouraged by the Chinese government, In an interview

with some Japanese economists, Chinese paramount leader Deng Xiaoping said "China

does not have the capability to promote high personal income and consumption level across

the country now. but we could let some areas such as the special economic zones and some

coastal cities go first, Egalitarianism in income distribution won't work"72. This idea of

letting the SEZs go first in general and Shenzhen in particular has been echoed by other top

leaders and economists/>, It seems, therefore, that Chinese policy makers are putting

higher priority on economic growth than the issue on income distribution at least in the

short run.

71 Shenzhen Special Economic Zone Yearbook, p.217-220.

72 Deng (i;04)! p.38.

73 Zhao (1987), and Yee (1988), and Beijing Review, vol. 32, No. 35,1989.
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TABLE2.10

WAGE STRUCTURE OF FRIENDSHIP RESTAURANT, SHENZHEN

Monthlywage
Category perworker (yuan) % of TotalSalary

Basicwage 39.22 23.10
Jobwage 40.40 24.30

Variable wage 88.38 52.60

Total 168.00 100.00

Source: Louven, op. CiL, p.687 from Renmin RiblO, January 11, 1983.

TABLE2.11

MONTI«.Y WAGES- SHENZHEN SEZ 1983

Status

Fanners
State owned enterprises
Joint Venture Wor".cers

Probationary
Contract
Skilled
Technicians

Wages

Rmb57
Rmb 113.5

Rmb 136.8*
Rmb 164.2*
Rmb 191.5--218.9*
Rmb 273.6--328.3*

Wage to labor company

0.3.
none

30%
30%
30%
30%

.. Converted from HKS into Rmb by using the 1983 annual average exchange rate,
Source: Obome (1986) p.146
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2.3.5 Shenzhen and Hong Kong

Hong Kong has been playing a vital role in Shenzhen's economic activities by

being the number one foreign investor in the zone as well as the number one buyer of the

zone's export commodities (Hu 1984). For instance, agricultural production which

accounts for more than 20 percent of Shenzhen's total export is almost exclusively

purchased by Hong Kong. On the other hand, Hong Kong contributed 80 percent of the

total amount ofFDI to the zone in 1987.

According to the Bank of China, by 1986 Hong Kong has lent over US$600

million to finance China's major development project, and the bulk of it went to

Shenzhenr'. Today, much of Shenzhen's external f'mancing needs are arranged or advised

through Hong Kong. Shenzhen views Hong Kong as a good place to raise short-term

loans, medium-term notes and certificates of deposit, and to obtain advice on the

arrangement of long-term finance. Hong Kong can also be the bridge to Tokyo or the

European market. In addition, Hong Kong provides qualitative financial benefits to

Shenzhen as a source of learning about the world financial markets and methods and as a

model of reform for Shenzhen's financial system.

Up until 1987, FDI from Hong Kong was mainly concentrated on service sectors

such as hotel and restaurant businesses and other forms of small-scale production activities

which require relatively small amount of capital outlay such as processing, assembly work,

and countertrade. Thus, disembodied as well as embodied technology transfer between

Shenzhen and Hong Kong have been done on a small scale. In fact, Hong Kong has never

been a major source of technology in any sector, but rather a place where established

74 ChinaTrade Report,May 1986.
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technology has been adapted and used efficiently. Although this would prevent any major

technology transfer from Hong Kong to Shenzhen, it has more positive aspects: (1)

western technology already in use in Hong Kong can more easily be transferred to

.Shenzhen as all the efforts to adopt it have already been carried out; (2) the comparative

advantage of Hong Kong investors lies probably in management techniques, i.e. in

optimizing technology that might not be the most modem, but still can yield high rates of

return in the context of labor intensive industries.

Perhaps the most important economic linkage between Hong Kong and Shenzhen is

the millions of foreign exchange earnings Shenzhen benefits each year from Hong Kong

tourists. Between 1979 and 1987, Shenzhen has earned a total of HK$1.3 billion

(approximately US$200 million) from tourist industry; more than 95 percent of the tourists

were from Hong Kong and Maca07S• This huge amount of foreign exchange earnings

allows Shenzhen to have a positive net flow of foreign exchange almost every year during

this period.

On the other hand, many Hong Kong companies which have begun to lose their

competitiveness because of rising wages and rents in Hong Kong have already started to

shift to Shenzhen where the comparative advantage of cheap labor is available76. As a

result, a high degree of economic integration between Shenzhen and Hong Kong has

occurred. Furthermore, many of the business practices in Shenzhen such as scientific

management methods have been introduced by Hong Kong. Since 1985, there has been a

series of managerial training programs sponsoredjointly by Hong Kong University and

75 Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook 1979-1985 (p.188-189), 1987(p.174).

76 Hang Seng Economic Monthly, March 1988.
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Shenzhen University. Similar programs have also been introduced to other parts of

China77•

Given the present linkage between Shenzhen and Hong Kong, the economic future

of Shenzhen is largely determined by Hong Kong's commitment to continue to invest in the

zone. That in tum depends on the political future of Hong Kong. The countdown to the

year 1997 will definitely affect Hong Kong investors as they are deciding their final vote on

the direction of their investments. To many, the decision has been made after June 4th this

year. To others, there seems to be no alternative given the political reality Hong Kong has

to face, but to acquiesce to China's rule.

77 Shenshen SpecialEconomic Zone Yearbook. 1987 p.231.
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CHAPTER m
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND METHODOLOGY

3.1 Review of the Literature on Benefit-Cost Analysis

3.1.1 Theory ofBenefit-CostAnalysis

The theoretical and empirical work of benefit-cost analysis (BCA) have been well

documented in the literature (Eckstein 1957, McKean 1958, Harberger 1968, Little and

Mirrlees 1968, 1974, Dasgupta, Marglin and Sen 1972, La! 1974, Mishan 1975, Anand

1975, Squire and van der Talc 1975, Roemer and Stem 1975, Bruce 1976, Linn 1977,

Scandizzo and Swamy 1982, Ahmed 1983, Medalla and Power 1984, Fleisig and Hill

1984, Ray 1986 and Warr 1977, 1983, 1985, 1987, 1989).

Benefit-cost analysis, alternatively called "project appraisal", is a partial equilibrium

technique for estimating the net contribution of a project to some set of objectives (Blitzer

1973). It is frequently characterized as an area of applied welfare economics which is used

to compare the welfare state (state 1) of a country if a project is undertaken with the welfare

state (state 0) in which the project is not undertaken, or a number of alternative projects are

undenaken. (Layard and Walter 1978, Campen 1986). Hence, the fundamental theory of

welfare economics, defined as the study of criteria for ranking alternative economic

situations on the scale of better or worse, should provide a theoretical basis for making

economic assessment of "investment places"; be it private (getting married), public

(building a public park) or national (choosing economic developing plans).

Dorfman, Samuelson and Solow (1958) point out that in a perfectly competitive

economy, with no uncertainty about future tastes and technology, allocation of resources

on die basis of market prices of goods and factors would result in Pareto optimality for a

given income distribution. Market prices of goods and factors would equate the marginal
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S'- ,~al cost (MSC) of producing and the marginal social value (MSV) of using the relevant

goods and factors. For a ttuly marginal investment project (in the sense that it does not alter

the MSV and MSC of the output it produces and inputs it uses as a result of its operation),

the values of the output and inputs at market prices would provide the correct values to be

used in determining the net present value of the project. Market prices would then be the

"shadow prices" to be used in project selection.

But if the investment project being considered is not marginal and does affect the

MSV and MSC, then the relevant measures of the social benefits and costs of the project

will be the change in the consumers' and producers' surplus caused by the project. That is,

the market prices will no longer indicate the social costs and benefits of using and

producing different commodities. The problem then is to adjust the market price to obtain

the relevant "shadow" prices which are generally needed in investment appraisal because of

the divergence betweenthe MSC and MSVofthe relevant commodities (Wood 1984).

Pigou (1946), one of the earliest critics of the optimality of market solution, pointed

out that the full Pareto optimum could be reached if the government eliminated the

divergence between MSC and MSV by adopting corrective tax-subsidy measures.

However, it has been mentioned in the literature that in most cases, full Pareto optimality

could not be reached by the tax-subsidy measures (Coase 1960, Lewis 1984).

Lipsey and Lancaster (1956) derived a theorem known as "the general theory of

second best" and argued further that any move which corrects for some distortions but

leaves other distortions does not necessarily constitute an improvement in welfare. A

related criticism made by Rudra (1970) is that optimal projects and optimal prices are

interdependent and can only be derived simultaneously. Hence, prices derived separately

from the choice of optimal projects will not necessarily be optimal and the divergence
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between MSC and MSV may have to be taken as a given constraint and the "shadow"

prices corresponding to this constrained welfare optimization which need to be computed,

will lead to the "second-best" solution. Even if some distortions remain uncorrected,

supporters of BCA such as Sen (1970) argue that the application of shadow pricing

technique in cost-benefit analysis is more likely to result in an improvement rather that

funher deterioration of welfare, In this study, therefore, we are relying on the shadow

prices of various benefit and cost items to evaluate the welfare impact of Shenzhen on the

Chinese economy.

3.1.2 Practical Problems

Practical problems in benefit-cost analysis augment the theoretical ones. La! (1974)

summarizes the practical problems into the following three aspects. Firstly, even though

there is agreement about the selection of shadow prices to be used in project analysis, there

may be disagreement as to whether or not the divergences between MSV and MSC will

continue into the future. Not only is this a theoretical problem, but also an empirical one -

theoretical because problems arise from different assumptions made about the future course

of the economy; empirical because future government polices are normally unknown and

subjective value judgement is therefore inevitable in project analysis. Hence value judged

and assumption made about the future economic environment will directly affect the

accuracy of "shadow" prices used in project appraisal.

Secondly, even though all the different approaches start from the same theoretical

foundation and with equivalent assumptions, they may still differ to the extent that in

practice they emphasize on one set of assumptions about the economic environment rather

than others. As a result, there are continuous charges and countercharges that a particular

approach has ignored or assumed away all important aspect of reaiity, and hence is invalid.
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Thirdly, any economic and social appraisal of a project should take into account of

the total (direct and indirect) effect it might create in the economy. This could be done by

the general equilibrium or partial equilibrium approach (Tower 1984, Bruce 1976). For

instance, ifan industrial project employs some seemingly underemployed labor in the urban

sector, the ultimate effects via the impact on rural-urban migration could be a significant

change in total output of the economy. The shadow wage rate will have to incorporate both

the direct and indirect effects of increasing industrial employment. But to the extent that

most developing countries and less developed counties do not have enough data available

for general equilibrium analysis, economic and social assessment of government project

based on limited data will not capture this total effect perfectly.

3.1.3 Common Techniques

The techniques used in identifying and comparing benefits and costs are almost as

many as existing ara..alyses78• The two most widely discussed teehniques in the literature are

considered here. They are Net Present Value and Internal Rate of Return (Roemer and

Stem 1975, Harberger 1976, Sassone and Schaffer 1978).

3.1.3.1 Net Present Value (NPV)

The general formula'? for net present value is

78 The techniques of comparing costs andbenefits include Net Present Value. Cut orr Period. Pay-Back
Period. Net Average Rare of Return, Internal Rate of Return. Annual Value and Benefit-Cost Ratio.
For detail discussion. see Sassone and Schaffer (1978).

79 The NPV formula is occasionally written with the first term on the right-hand side set c.~ ,Cu. This
reflects a condition where no benefits accrue in the capital-construction period. Obviously no
discounting occurs before year 1.
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[3.1]

where

Ct = the value of costs incurred at time t,

Bt = the value of benefits incurred at time t,

r = the discount rate, and

n = the life of the project, in years.

Invariably, a project subjected to a BCA will have its benefits and costs spread over

a number of years. In order to determine the economic viability of a particular project, one

must reduce the time stream of benefits and costs to a single number. This aggregation over

time is accomplished by computing the NPV of a project. The NPV approach therefore

discounts future net benefits to their present value. For example, if a project is expected to

yield a benefit of $100 next year, we might value that $100 next year as $95 today. Clearly,

the rate of discount is a crucial parameter in the NPV calculations'', If the discount rate is

set too high or too low, project may be mistakenly rejected or accepted. In general, the

higher the NPY the better is a project Since a social discount rateS1 has to be determined

exogenously in the context of social BCA, the NPV approach is generally adopted, a

80 Indeed, every other reasonable rle.r.ic;ion measure (such as the benefit-cost ratio or the internal rate of
return) alsodepends critically Oii rr-,.; chcsen discount rate.

81 See section 3.1.5 of this Chapter.
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practice that will be followed in this study.

3.1.3.2 Internal Rate of Return (lRR)

The IRR of a project (r) is obtained by the solution of the following equation

[3.2]

where all the symbols carry the same meanings as in equation [3.1] except r is interpreted

as the internal rate of return in equation [3.2] instead of discount rate.

The IRR of a project is defined as that rate of discounting the future that equates the

initial cost and the sum of the future discounted benefits. Alternatively, it is the rate which

would make the NPV of the project equal to zero. A project with an IRR exceeding some

predetermined level, say the social discount rate, is deemed acceptable. Two problems are

encountered with this criterion: (1) the solution of r in equation [3.2] is not necessarily

unique. Since the equation is of degree n, it could have n roots. Thus, if the social discount

rate is 5 percent, and root of 3 and 7 percent are derived as values of r, the interpretation of

IRR may be ambiguous, (2) even if IRR can be unambiguously calculated for each project

under consideration, it is possible that a project with lower IRR has a higher NPV than

other alternative projects.

As implied in equation [3.2], the process of finding the IRR involves trial and

error. Tne higher the rate, the more attractive is the project if several projects are being

considered at a time. However, public projects are often compared with other aitematives
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before a decision is made. Hence, IRR is generally regarded as an inferior technique

compared to the NPV.

Nevertheless, the advantage of the IRR lies in the fact that it can be calculated on the

basis of project data alone especially when its calculation does not require data on the

opportunity cost of capital which is critical to the NPV technique and can often be

exceedingly difficult to estimate. In spite of the strength and weaknesses of IRR and NPV

technique, the application of both techniques simultaneously in project evaluation can only

strengthen the appraisal result.

3.1.4 CommonApproaches

A large number of economists have contributed to the development of analytical

tools of BCA. Classified by Ray (1986) as the "traditional" approach is the analysis

developed by Harberger (1968) and Mishan (1975). The "new" approach according to Ray

refers to the OECO's Manual ofIndustrial Project Analysis (DEeD manual) by Little and

Mirrlees (1968), the UNIDO's Guideline for Project Evaluation (UNIDO Guideline)

written primarily by Dasgupta, Sen and Marglin (1968) and the World Bank's Economic

Analysis of Projects by Squire and Van der Talc (1975). This new approach has been

widely used by developing countries since the beginning 1970s because of its closer links

to the development literature and to the recent advances in the theory of taxation.

Among the exponents of the new approach, there are differences in opinion as to

what assumptions shouid be made about the country concerned and what should be used as

numeraire for measuring shadow prices. In the OECD ManUfli82, Little and Mirrlees (L-M)

82 The DECD Manual (Ma,...ua! ofIndustrial Project A12alysis) contains the earliest won. of Little and
Mirrlees on Project Analysis. Their views were further developed in another book entitled Project
Appraisal and Planning for Developing COWJtrleS published in 1974.
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argue that world prices be used as appropriate shadow prices, the method which is rejected

by Dasgupta, Sen and Marglin in their UN/DO Guideline. The main objection raised by

Dasgupta, Sen and Marglin is that the use of world prices is based on the assumption that

the project evaluator can persuade governments of developing countries to follow trade

policies such that there are no quantitative restrictions.

Extending the work ofLittle and Mirrlees,Squire and van der Talc advocate the use

of world prices asappropriate shadow prices, but take into account the criticism of the trade

policy assumption by arguing that should project evaluator fail to influence the government

to remove quantitative restrictions, such commodities be treated as nontraded and valued

differently, i.e., according to their social marginal cost or social marginal benefit or a

weighted average of the two. Squire and van der Talc go further by explicitly introducing

income distribution consideration in deriving shadow prices. If shadow prices are obtained

on the basis of resource allocation considerations only, they are called "efficiency prices".

If income consideration is added to the analysis, efficiency prices are convened into "social

prices". In spite of differences in assumptions made about the economic environment

mentioned above, Harberger (1977) notes that similarities among different approaches are

far greater than their differences. As a result, the above mentioned approaches are often

applied simultaneously in project evaluation, depending on the availability of data in the

country concerned and the assumptions made about its economic environment.

3.15 ChoiceofDiscountRate

As indicated in equation [2.1], the choice of discount rate will affect the net present

value.The determination of discount rate will definitely affect the expected social benefits

generated bv the project. There are many discussions in the literature as to which discount

rate would best serve the purpose of measuring the social benefits and costs of a project
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3.1.5.1 Marginal Productivity of Capital in the Private Sector

Given the assumption ofperfect capital mobility between private and public sectors,

funds invested in public sector could have been used to finance private sector investment.

In this case, the private sector investment can be considered as the relevant alternative to the

public project Hence, the marginal productivity of capital in private sector could be used as

the social discount rate, defming this marginal productivity in such way as to include all

social benefits and costs in the calculation (Harberger 1968).

Marglin (1967) argues that the assumptions required to justify the use of the

marginal productivity of capital as the social rate of discount are extremely stringent.

Nothing short of the assumption of optimal growth will do. That is, we must assume that

the path the economy will follow over time is the best of all feasible paths which is

unrealistic for almost all developing countries.

3.1.5.2 MarketInterestRate

It is generally agreed upon that market interest rates substantially underestimate the

opportunity cost of capital because they fail to reflect the taxes that are paid on account of

the profit of private sector project, and because they neglect other external effects generated

by private sector investment, particularly when there aredivergences between market prices

and opportunity costs of factors of production or goods (Harberger 1968). Similar views

are shared by Little and Mirrlees (1968) andLal (1973).

On the other hand, Ray (1986) points out the possibility of having the private rates

of time preference higher than the social one. This possibility has been much discussed in

the literature following the works of Sen (1967) and Marglin (1963).
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3.1.5.3 Social Rate of Interest

Eckstein (1957), Sen (1968) and Marglin (1967) reject the use of market interest

rates and the private sector marginal productivity of capital as the discount rate in benefit

cost analysis, but are in favor of what is called the "social rate of time preference" or the

"social rate of discount". This concept attempts to represent the relative valuation which the

society puts on a marginal amount of consumption in different time period. Their

arguments are based on the ground that individual who does not give any weight to the

preference of future generation tends to save "too little", with the result that the market rate

of return on investment is "too high". This argument has contributed to the popular

application of social rate of discount in most project evaluations. It is important to note that

the OECD Manual and ONIDO Guideline also use social rate of discount in project

appraisal. The only difference, however, is the selection of numeraire.

If consumption is the numeraire, the appropriate rate is the consumption rate of

interest (eRI) which compares consumption changes over time83, the practice that is

followed in this study because of data availability. This in tum depends on the pure time

preference of discount rate, the growth rate of average per capita consumption and the

elasticity of marginal utility of consumption with respect to changes in per capita

consumptionv'.

If investment is the numeraires>, the discount rate is determined by the additional

83 This is the numeraire used in theUNIDO Guideline.

84 The methodology for estimating the consumption rate of interest is covered in Chapter 3. section
3.5.2.

85 This is the numeraire used in the OECD Manual. See Partha Dasgupta: n A Comparative Analysis of
the UNIDO Guidelines and the OECD Manual" in the Bulletin of Oxford University Institute of
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value which would be obtained in a year's time by having the unit of investment today

instead of a year from today. The difference in value is a function of the net present value

of the consumption benefits which would be produced over the year's time. benefits which

would have been foregone ifwe hadwaited until next year to receive the benefits.

H government income is the numeraire, the appropriate discount rate is determined

by the rate of fall in the value of government income over time. This, can be expressed as a

function of (a) the eRI (to the extent that the government consumes); (b) changes in the

premium attached to government income vis a vis private income and (c) the opportunity

cost ofcapital (to the extent that the government invests).

3.1.5.4 Different Discount Rate at Different Period

Most literature on BCA deals with constant discount rate. But Harberger (1968)

suggests that a more accurate project appraisal involve changing relevant discount rates

through time. For instance, a developing country facing a situation in which investable

funds are abnonnally scare relative to investment opportunities or in which investable funds

are abnormally abundant relative to opportunities due to abundant foreign aid, the country

should attach a "price" to the use of investable funds - higher than the expected future price

if funds are relatively scarce, and lower if funds are relatively abundant It is important to

note that while Harberger's suggestion of using different discount rates at different periods

in benefit-cost analysis is theoretically superior to using single discount rate, it is not a

general practise in empirical study because (1) it requires an accurate prediction of future

discount rate movement which is normally impossible, and (2) it would become

exceedingly difficult to make a benefit-cost analysis operational if the project considered

Economics andStatistics, 1972, pAl.
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involves many benefit and cost items, as well as a long time horizon. One solution,

however, is the traditional practise of employing sensitivity analysis in project appraisal by

using switching values ofdiscount rate.

3.2 The Welfare Economics of Shenzhen

Economic benefits and costs of a project can be defined only by the effect of the

project on some fundamental objectives of the economy. The objectives of establishing

Shenzhen as mentioned in Chapter nserve as a measuring rod, or a common yardstick to

assess the various effects of the project. It is important to point out that there is no analytic

distinction between benefits and costs; costs are simply the benefits forgone by not using

the project resources in other ways. Hence, by using the benefit-cost analysis within the

theoretical framework of welfare economics, we shall compare the welfare outcome for

China where Shenzhen is present with the hypothetical situation in which it is absent.

Although the streams of benefits generated by the zone are expected to continue into

the future, attempt to forecast in detail the future economic growth of Shenzhen given the

current political uncertainties in China would seem extremely difficult if not impossible.

However, in order to make benefit-cost analysis operational in this study, some projections

into the future are necessary. While this study essentially focuses on evaluating the

economic benefits and costs of Shenzhen to the Chinese economy during the period 1979

1987 in which data are available, the stream of net benefits is assumedto last for 25 years86

As expected in any empirical study on China, the availability of data constrains this study

somewhat, but in the case of Shenzhen, the available data on the economic inputs and

outputs from the zone and the costs of construction are of relatively high quality. Even so,

86 More detailed discussion on tile life of litezone is covered in Chap!....rv, section 4.6.
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some strong assumptions must be made for an economic evaluation of the zone to be

possible.

In this study, Shenzhen is treated as a project within China's economy. The focus

is on the transfer of funds and resources between Shenzhen and other parts of China, as

well as that between Shenzhen and the rest of the world. Net economic benefits to

Shenzhen therefore are necessarily those of China's economy. Firms currently operating in

Shenzhen are assumed to be non-existent in China in the absence of the zone87•

Furthermore, current market distortions and trade protection are assumed to continue to

exist in China. The analysis will disregard income distributional consideration within China

except when calculating the shadow wage rate.

The estimated benefits include the net gain to China from employment in Shenzhen,

foreign exchange earnings resulting from the zone's export and tourist industry, tax

revenue collected from firms, profits realized by the state-owned, collective-ownership and

some joint-venture companies, and last but not least the sales of domestic raw materials,

intermediate goods, and capital equipment to the zone88• The estimated costs include the

uses of domestic raw matenals, intermediate goods and capital equipment, infrastructure

costs, and administrative costs89 • Following the social benefit-cost methodology set fonh

by Little and Mirrlees and Squire and van der Tak, all benefits and costs in this study will

87 It is realized that someof thesefirmswould presemably haveinvested elsewhere in Chinaeven in the
absenceof thezone.Thus. the assumption is made for theease of conducting a benefit-cost analysis in
this study.

88 The sales of domestic raw materials. intermediate goods. and capital equipment to the zone involve
benefits and costs 00 the Chinese economy. The fact that the Chinese government wishes to
encourage the use of domestically produced raw materials and intermediate goodsin Shenzhen can be
interpreted to mean that the government believes that the prices paid by fInDS for these materials
exceed the marginal social costs of supplying them.

89 More detailed discussions about the identification of these benefit and cost items are covered in
Ct~= IV11 section 4.2.
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be measured at border prices; that is. measured at their foreign exchange equivalent value.

This can be done by multiplying all these benefit and cost items by their respective

conversion factors while still retaining their domestic currency denomination. Benefits and

costs are then expressed in 1987 prices.

Two groups of shadow prices and their respective conversion factors playa central

role in this study. These are the shadow price of foreign exchange and shadow price of

labor. Methodologies for estimating these shadow prices are covered in section 3.4. Since

there are no available estimates of these shadow prices in the literature90, a vital piece of

this study is to estimate these shadow prices. Once this is done. the nominal value or

financial figures of all benefits and costs mentioned above will be valued at their particular

shadow prices. The resulting data on social benefits and costs in each year are then

assembled in a cash flow table. The sum of the items in each year. which is called the net

gain expressed in 1987 prices. show the profitability of the Shenzhen project in that year.

From this information on annual profits. summary measures of profitability can then be

calculated using NPV and IRR.

Since data on the costs of intermediate goods in Shenzhen are not completely

available. an attempt to measure these costs by sector is also contained in this study. This

could be done by using the traditional Input-Output Approach9! given the information on

the value of final outputs and the availability of input-output tables. This methodology is

presented in section 3.6 of this Chapter.

A simple framework depicting the transfer of funds and resources to and from

90 Some economists believe that the World Bank might have some in-house estimates of these shadow
prices for China. but they are not yet available in Lite Iiteramre.

91 See Schohl 1979.
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Shenzhen and its impact on China's economy is illustrated in Figure 7. Consider (a) the

flows of goods and services and the financial flows between Shenzhen and the rest of the

world and (b) the flows between Shenzhen and China. Both (a) and (b) are relevant for

evaluating the welfare impact of Shenzhen as long as they affect the domestic economy.

But. some transactions are irrelevant. For instance, suppose that there is no profit tax on

some wholly foreign-owned enterprises in Shenzhen. Profits earned by these fJIDs,

whether they are realized in the host country or abroad and whether they are repatriated or

retained in Shenzhen, are irrelevant for evaluating economic welfare in China. Secondly,

exports from Shenzhen that are re-exports from other parts of China are also irrelevant.

Although economic conditions in Shenzhen are less distorted than those elsewhere

in China, this does not imply that the net outcome of the real and financial flows in Figure 7

necessarily raises welfare in China. Only a detailed examination of the benefit and cost

items can resolve this question. This will be dealt with in detail in Chapters IV, section

4.2. However, the theoretical basis for identifying these benefits and costs is presented in

the following section.
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Figure 7

TRANSFER OF FUNDS AND RESOURCES (China, Shenzhen & the Rest of the World)

o
e
s:
U

• Transfers of funds and rescurees which ore difficult to quantify

3.3 Identifying Relevant Benefits and Costs in a Benefit-Cost Analysis

Whatever the nature of the project, its implementation should reduce the supply of

inputs ("consumed" by the project) and increase the supply of output ("produced" by the

project). Without the project, the supply of these inputs and output to the rest of the

economy would have been different. Examining this difference between the availabilities of

inputs and outputs with and without the project is the basic method of identifying its costs

and benefits.92 In many cases the situation without the project is not simply a continuation

of the status quo, but rather the situation that is expected to exist if the project is not

92 Squire and van der Talc (1975), p.19.
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undertaken, because some increases in output and costs are often expected to occur

anyway. Thus, an accurate description of the situation without, asof that with, the project

may involve difficult judgments; it does not normally correspond to the situation "before"

and "after".

The projectfinancial statement of the project entity will often be a good staring place

for identifying economic costs and benefits. In general, two types of adjustment must be

made to the financial calculation so that it can reflect economic concepts: first, it may be

necessary to include (exclude) some costs and benefits which have been excluded from

(included in) the financial analysis; and, second, some inputs and outputs may have to be

revalued if their shadow and market prices differ.

Some payments that appear in the cost streams of the fmancial analysis do not

represent direct claims on the country's reSOUICes but merely reflect a transfer of the control

over resource allocation from one member or sector of society to another. For example, the

payment of interest by the project entity on a domestic loan merely transfers purchasing

power from the project entity to the lender. The purchasing power of the interest payment

does reflect control over resources, but its transfer does not use up real resources and to

that extent is not an economic cost. Similarly, taxes payment made by domestic firms are

also transfer payments and as such do not constitute a resource costs or benefit. But tax

revenue collected from joint venture companies or foreign firms in Shenzhen clearly

represents a sourceof economic benefit for the Chinese economy.

Certain effects of the project do not impose a cost or confer a benefit within the

confines of the project itself. But if these effects, known as externalities, affect the

achievement of the country's objectives (either positively or negatively), they should be

included in the economic analysis. Unfortunately, externalities are sometimes difficult to
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identify and nearly always difficult to measure. On the benefit side, demonstration and

training effects are often cited as externalities, but these are not amenable to quantification.

But whether or not externalities can be quantified, they should at least be discussed in

qualitative terms, On the cost side, the price effects caused by the project also are often

included in the scope of externalities. The project may lead to higher prices for the inputs

that it requires and lower prices for the outputs that it produces. The project may also result

in lower demand and prices for competing products or services or higher demand and

prices for complementary ones. What are known as "forward linkage effects" thus may

occur in industries that use or process a project's output, and backward linkages in

industries that supply its inputs, in that such industries are encouraged or stimulated by

increased demand and higher prices for their output or lower prices for their inputs.

Conversely, other producers may lose because they now face increased competition, and

other users of inputs required by the project may have to pay higher prices. The project

may have wide-ranging repercussions on demands of inputs and outputs and cause gains

and losses for producers and consumers other than those involved in the project itself.

However, if induced price changes are minor, exclusion of such external price effects from

the economic analysis of the project may result in a reasonable approximation. Although

there is no altogether satisfactory way available in the literature to deal with the evaluation

of these externalities, there is no reason simply to ignore them. An attempt should always

be made to identify them and, if they appear significant, to measure them.

Some external effects of a project may extend beyond the borders of the country

concerned. For example, a project's output may increase exports or substitute for imports,

thus tending to reduce world prices and thereby benefit other importing countries and harm

other exporting countries. Or the increase in demand and possibly prices for inputs into the

project may affect other countries, favorably or adversely. Or a project in one country may
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influence the economic environment of a neighboring country by, for example, promoting

economic linkage between two countries. The crucial issue in this case is whether account

should be taken of benefits accruing to, or of costs imposed on, other countries -- which

may be developed countries or other developing countries, which may be poorer or better

off than the country concerned, and which may be politically influenced by the country

considered. This issue clearly depends on value judgment. The traditional policy of the

World Bank. is to exclude the costs borne by foreign countries or foreign participants in the

project, as well as benefits accruing to them from the economic analysis of the project. In

this study, however, the economic, social and political relationship between Shenzhen and

Hong Kong is too significant to ignore.

Finally, all relevant costs and benefits should be included when evaluating a

project, but they should not be recorded twice. Such double counting can arise in two

ways. First, benefits may be claimed for the value of outputs from the project when the
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workers' wage income and firms' profit. Second, the value of outputs from the project is

treated as benefits without deducting the costs of intermediate goods. H data on costs of

intermediate goods are not available, an attempt to calculate these costs by using the

traditional Input-Output approach is necessary given the availability of the country's input

output tables.

3.4 Methodology for Estimating Shadow Prices

As mentioned earlier in this Chapter, the estimation of shadow prices plays a central

role in measuring social benefits and costs in this study because benefits and costs

measured at their market prices need to be converted into prices that truly reflect their values

in order to compensate for market imperfections. This section therefore covers a discussion
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on the theoretical basis ofdifferent methodologies used in the literature to measure shadow

prices and on those methodologies particularly selected for this study.

3.4.1 Shadow Exchange Rate and Conversion Factor

Shadow price of foreign exchange is also referred to as the shadow exchange rate

(SER). It deviates from the official exchange rate when (1) there is a disequilibrium in the

balance-of-payment and (2) there is trade distortion (i.e, restri~!ions on trade by trade taxes

and subsidies or quota restrictions or both). (Medalla and Power 1984).

However, in a project in which nontraded goods and services are not involved, the

shadow exchange rate has no role to play, although the project may have significant effects

on the balance of payments. For instance, if a project, without the use of nontraded inputs,

produces US$X of exports (valued in FOB prices), and uses US$M of imports (in CIF

prices), the valuation of the project will depend only on whether the annual net benefits

$(X-M) produce a positive present value or not. The net benefits of the project may have

some effects on the country's balance of payments and foreign exchange reserves, but such

effects cannot be taken into account by using an shadow exchange rate different from the

official rate. In this example, whether the net benefits are measured in U.S. dollars or in

domestic currency units at the official exchange rate, or in domestic currency units at the

official exchange rate, or in domestic currency units at some other exchange rate, has no

bearing on the analysis, since the sign of the NPV will not change (Ray 1986). If benefits

and costs of a project are measured in foreign exchange (such as US$) and their

denomination is in domestic currency (such as Rmb), this unit is referred to as the "border

currency" unit to emphasize the point that the values thus expressed differ from the values

measured in domestic market prices. Hence, an imported good worth US$I00 before duty

(that is, in CIF prices) would be worth Rmb400 in border Rmb if the official exchange rate
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is Rmb4 per US$l, and RmbSOO in terms ofdomestic prices if there is a 2S percent import

duties.

The shadow exchange rate is relevant to project analysis only if both traded and

nonttaded commodities are involved. Suppose a project involves not only $X and $~1 of

traded outputs and inputs respectively, but also RmbN of nontraded inputs valued in

domestic market prices. The project account would appear to be as follow (with Rmb4 =

US$l as the official rate):

Net benefitsin Rmb = 4(X - M) - N

This would not be correct, however, because the cost of the nontraded input must be

adjusted so as to be correct relative to the border prices of the traded goods. The market

prices of the domestic inputs may incorporate various imperfections because of

noncompetitive pricing, external effects, and indirect taxes or subsidies. All these factors

must be taken into account in adjusting the values of this input

After all the necessary adjustments have been worked out, the project account can

be correctly expressed as

Net benefits in Rmb = 4(X - M) - cN

where c is the overall adjustment factor that converts the market value, N, to its value in

shadow prices expressed in border currency units. This adjustment factor is the general

definition of a conversion factor.

One would write the project account by expressing all values in terms of domestic

market prices. Thus:

Net benefits in Rmb = 4/c (X - M) - N
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where s =4/c

or =s(X-M)-N,

Since all items are multiplied by a common factor (l/c), the sign of the NPV will

not change and the same decision will result. The factor s, which equals the ratio of the

official rate (4 to 1) to the conversion factor c, is one definition of the shadow exchange

rate. This explains why shadow exchange rate is often synonymously called conversion

factor. Where consumption measured at domestic prices is the numeraire in benefit-cost

analysis, a shadow exchange ratio -- ratio of the shadow to the official exchange rate -- is

used to revalue a specific traded commodity in terms of its domestic currency value at socia!

instead of market prices. However, when the same numeraire is expressed in foreign

exchange equivalent units or in border prices, conversion factors rather than shadow

exchange rate are used. These conversion factors are used to carry out the reverse

transformation from domestic value into foreign exchangeequivalent values. A value

multiplied by a conversion factor retains its domestic currency denomination; but this

domestic currency now represents the value of the good at border prices or its foreign

exchange equivalent value. Similarly, ifone multiplies the reciprocal of a conversion factor

by theofficial exchange rate, one gets an adjustment factor with the same dimensions as the

shadow exchange rate.

A shadow exchange rate, that is the price of foreign currency in terms of domestic

currency unit, higher than the official exchange rate (an usual case in most developing

country) reflects the premium that is placed on foreign exchange when evaluating project in

order to convert the distorted relative prices between traded and non-traded commodities

(Medalla and Power 1984). The distortion in relative prices not only affects price
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relationships among tradable commodities but also the price of tradable relative to non

tradable

Although there are many different methods of measuring shadow exchange rates in

the literature, three most commonly used methods are presented here. These are: (1) the

UNIDO method. which measures the marginal social value of the last unit of foreign

exchange given the present protection structure, (2) the Bacha-Tayler method which

derives the free trade equilibrium exchange rate as the shadow exchange rate, and (3) the

Medalla-Power Optimal Intervention System (OIS) method which is based on the

assumption and requirement that government intervention on trade policy is optimal.

Differences in these methods lie mainly in the assumptions made about a country's trade

policy.

Medalla and Power (1984) criticize the UNIDO method on the gI'C'1.!!:d that it accepts

import prohibition and trade distortion as given. The UNIDO method is appropriate, they

argue, when used in evaluating soma project in isolation. But from a more comprehensive

viewpoint, it becomes inconsistent since project evaluation is designed to identify the

projects that possess real and long-run comparative advantage.

In spite of Medalla and Power's criticism of the UNIDO method, similar

methodology can be found in Little and Mirrlees' work (L-M method), such as the OEeD

Manualand the ProjectAppraisal and Planningfor Developing Countries which use border

prices as numeraire, and the UNlDO Guidelines which uses domestic prices as numeraire.

But relative advantage of using the L-M method. rather than the UNIDO method depends

essentially on its estimation anduse of multiple conversion factors for converting nontraded

goods and primary factors (domestic currency items) Ll1tO foreign currency, in contrast with

the UNIDO method which uses a single conversion factor for converting foreign currency
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into domestic currency93. In addition, for countries which are politically sensitive to the

issue of estimating shadow exchange rate, the L-M method may be preferred94•

On the other hand, Bacha and Taylor (1971) argue that their method is superior to

the UNIDO method because it takes into account the possibility of trade liberalization and

propose the use of an equilibrium exchange rate. However. Bacha-Taylor method can oniy

be valid where there is perfect competition and no market failure such as externalities,

terms-of-trade effects, economies of scale, and interdependent investment decisions. To the

extent that these market imperfections are realities in almost all developing countries, the

Bacha-Taylor method should be used with care.

During the transitional period ofeconomic development, Medalla and Power (1984)

argue, a country should adopt a policy with optimal government intervention on trade and

plan a gradual transition from one system to another. Thereby a middle ground between the

UNIDO method and Bacha-Taylor method is possible with optimal government

intervention which will generate the "first best" estimate of SER rather than the "second

best" as would be generated by the other two methods.

In applying the OIS method to Philippines, Medalla and Power found that their

SER estimates are lower in all cases than the UNIDO estimates and Bacha-Tayler

estimates95• If the OIS method does generate better estimate of SER. then either the

UNIDO method which takes trade distortions as given or the Bacha-Taylor method which

93 seeLal (1974), p.18.

94 Most of the empirical studies so far are based on the recommendation presented in the Project
Appraisal and Planning for Developing Countires. For instance, Mashayekhi's work (1980) on
Turkey, Bruce's work (1976) on Thailand ,Philippines and Malaysia, Ahmed's work (1983) on
Thailand and Schohl's work (1979) on Colombia.

95 See Medalla andPower (1984) p.22.
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assumes trade liberalization over the long-ron will overestimate the shadow exchange rates

or underestimate the values of different conversion factors. However, one major limitation

of Medalla and Power's work is the fact that it is unlikely that the government will follow

their policy recommendations, such as the imposition of uniform tariff rate and the

requirement on exchange rate adjustment (usually a depreciation in developing countries).

Both recommendations are politically unpopular especially in China.

Since we have assumed in Chapter ill that the existing market distonions and

degree of protection are unlikely to be altered in any significant way in China in the

foreseeable future. the L-M method will be used to calculate shadow exchange rates for

China. Following the recommendation presented in the ProjectAppraisalandPlanning for

Developing Countries, estimates of shadow exchange rates are expressed by their

respective conversion factors because benefits and costs are valued at borders prices. In

addition. multiple conversion factors96 instead of a single conversion factor will be

estimated since the relative prices of different sons of commodities in China differ

substantially from relative world prices.

The general formula97for measuring conversion factors using the L-M method is

[3.3]

~llmi Mi + ~£f j Xj

CFs = I J

LllmiMd1+ ti) + L£fjX j (l - Sj)
i j

where

96 The classification of multiple conversion factors is based on the trade categories provided in the
Almanac of China's Ministry of Economic Relation and Trade. More discussions are covered in
C'napter IV section 4.4.1.

97 ProjectAppraisal and Planning for Developing Countries. p.145 - 150. and Bruce (1976), p.lO.
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CFs = Conversion factors for different trade sectors,

£fj = tile elasticity of supply of foreign exchange from export of commodity j.

£fj =
l1xj ( £xj- 1)

Tlxj+ £xj

l1xj :: export supply elasticity for commodity j,

£xj = export demand elasticity (in absolute value) for commodity j,

l1mi = import demand elasticity (in absolute value) for commodity i,

Mi = value of imports for commodity i,

X· = value of exports for commodity j,J

ti = implicit import tariffs OD importables i, and

s· = implicit export taxes (subsidies) on exportables j.J

Equation [3.3] expresses the weighted averageof the ratio of world (border) to

domestic prices of imports and exports by estimating the weighted average of the rates of

protection of imports and exports, with the weights being the respective elasticities. This is

a second-best situation98, and the weights would be different if we assume a movement to

a first-best or free-trade position99•

It is important to note that Little and Mirrlees implicitly assumes that a marginal

increase in foreign exchange resulting from a project leads to an adjustment of the exchange

rate which is hardly the case in China because foreign exchange earnings from Shenzhen

98 Theoretically, the best way to measure the ratio of world (border) to domestic prices is 10 use the
actual data on such prices. Otherwise. equation [3.3] has 10be used to generate second-bestestimates.

99 According to the UN/DO Guideline, the difference is that wider continuing protection, point
elasticities are used. whereas WIder free-trade. arc elasticities are employed.
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has not been a major factor for the exchange rate readjustment in China. In addition, data

on import and export elasticities are not available for China. Hence, if we drop Little and

Mirrlees' assumption and alternatively assume that the elasticities equal one, equation [3.3]

reduces to:

[3.4] ..

where all notation is the same as in equation [3.3], For some estimation purposes, it is

simpler to rewrite equation [3.4], using value of taxes instead of tax rates as follow:

[3.5]

L,Mi+ L,X j

CFs = i j

L,(Mj+TnJ+ L,(Xj - TJ
i j

where

Tm = value of taxes on imports, and

Tx = value of taxes on exports.

The numerator of equation [3.5] is the value of traded goods at border prices, while

the denominator is the value of the same or similar goods at domestic market prices

(excluding transport, handling and market margins). However, in the case of China, there

are significant differences between the amount of actual trade tax receipts l OO and the

potential amount as determined by the tax rates lOl , Thus, market distortions in China could

100 Reponed in the China's Statistical Yearbook, various issues.

101 Based on the author's calculation, the potential trade laX receipts in China between 1985 and 1987
were 100 percent to 150 percent higher than the actual receipts, This means that market distortions
could not be perfectly captured by employing equation [3.5] in thecalculation of shadow prices.
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not be perfectly captured by equation [3.5] in the calculation of shadow prices. As a result,

a sensitivity analysis of measuring equation [3.5] is necessary, especially when import and

export tax rates in China are broadly classified into two different levels: lowest and highest.

Sensitivity estimates of conversion factors for different production sectors in China

between 1985 and 1987 are presented in Chapter IV, section 4.4.1.

3.4.2 Shadow WageRate

Shadow Wage Rate (SWR) or Shadow Price of Labor is defmed as that magnitude

to which the marginal productivity of labor should be equated to maximize feasible social

welfare (Lal1973). In a perfect competitive market economy, the market wage rate is the

appropriate shadow price for labor which measures the social opportunity cost of labor.

However, it has been widely discussed in the development literature that market wage is

not an appropriate price for social evaluation of employment especially in the presence of

widespread underemployment and unemployment (Dixit 1971, Eckstein 1957, Harberger

1968, Jorgenson 1967, Lefeber 1968, Little & Mirrlees 1969, Sen 1968, Stern 1972,

Harris & Todaro 1970). Thus, the SWR should not be considered to be the actual wage

received by similar labor in rural employment. Rather, it should be based on:

(1) the wage that is required in order to attract this type of labor from rural to urban
employment (Harberger 1968, Little & Mirrlees 1969, Marglin 1967, Sen 1968)

(2) agriculture income forgone in the rural area(Harberger 1968, Little & Mirrlees
1969, Marglin 1967, Sen 1968)

(3) an adjustment factor reflecting migration cost (both real and psychic as well as the
higher cost of providing social overhead facilities for urban as against rural workers
and the families) (Lal 1973, Harberger, 1968)

(4) an adjustment factor reflecting the disutility from working in the urban area instead
of rural area (La11973)

(5) an adjustment factor reflecting the income distribution effect from the project (Bruce
1976, Medalla & Power 1984)
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However, some economists do not include the adjustment factor for income

distribution in calculating SWR either because it is difficult to assign an accurate subjective

value to the factor or because the issue of income distribution is not the main concern of the

project in question. For instance, La! (1973) captured the effect of disutility of effort and

migration in determining the shadow wage rate while ignoring the adjustment factor for

income distribution.

Attempting to incorporate the adjustment factor for income distribution in their

calculation of shadow wage rate for the Philippines, Medalla and Power (1984) found that

their empirical results turned out to be inconsistent with the theoretical basis. While the

parameter for the elasticity of marginal utility of consumption moves in the same direction

as income distribution weight, the SWRs do not Medalla and Power interpret the findings

as being a result of imperfect information about workers. Finally, they point out that in

project evaluation. analyst should either choose to ignore income distribution parameter

entirely or incorporate them in a more complete manner in order to avoid getting

inconsistent estimate of SWR.

In addition. none of the above estimates of SWR is designed to differentiate the

SWR between skilled and unskilled labor. This is because disaggregated data on skilled

and unskilled labor is often unavailable in most developing countries. In view of the

above mentioned technical problems in measuring SWR. some value judgement or

arbitrariness are often necessary. To this extent, a World Bank's methodology of

measuring SWR. suggested by Squire and van der Tak (S-T method)l02, is often used in

project evaluation. Squire and van der Tak set up a general equation for measuring SWR in

102 See Squire and van der Tak (1975), p.83.
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order to allow the possit.ility of applying it into other countries which might have their

own country-specific economic environment. The general formulation of the S-T method

for measuring SWR is presented in equation [3.6].

[3.6] SWR = rna + (w - m) (P -d!v) + (w - m) eed I v

[
Shadow1 rLaba's forgone] [Net social cost] [SOCial cost]
wage J=lmarginal product + d increased + of reWood
rare at shadow prices consumption leisure

where

m = marginal product of labor in agriculture,

a = conversion factor for agricultural output,

W = market wage,

13 = consumption goods conversion factor,

d = income distribution weight,

v = social value of public income,

e = ratio of wage earners own evaluation of the disutility of effort to his

additional income, and

$ = ratio of social to private evaluation ofdisutility of effon103.

Consider the case of an unskilled worker being drawn from a perfect labor market

into employment that pays a fixed wage, w, that exceeds the forgone marginal product, m.

If the worker consumes the entire increase in income, his or her shadow wage rate could

be measured by equation [3.6], where ma is the forgone output, or the opportunity cost of

hiring labor for project employment, measured at border prices; (w - m) is the increase in

consumption (measured at market prices) that is multiplied by a conversion factor, ~, to

103 Social evaluation refers to the value the government puts on the disutility of effon.
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obtain the COSi to the government in terms of forgone foreign exchange and by weights d/v

and cj)ed!v that reflect the social value of increased consumption and the social cost of

reduced leisure.

The traditional approach for economic appraisals of projects has assumed that the

SWR equals the forgone marginal output at market prices; that is, SWR = m. In other

words, the implicit assumptions have been: (1) that the government does not regard
..

increased effort as a social cost, so that cj) = 0; (2) that the distribution of consumption is

considered optimal or that the government does not wish to use project selection to

influence the existing distribution, so that d = 1; (3) that public income is considered as

valuable as private consumption, when both are measured in foreign exchange, so that v =

1/~; (4) that the market price of the forgone output reflects the social value of that output,

so that a =1; and (5) that the forgone output equals labor's marginal product. However,

with the availability of the new approach for measuring SWR as indicated by equation

[3.6], further implications of certain critical values of the parameters used in measuring

SWR have to be considered.

Firstly, if we set dlv = ~ (that is, the government is indifferent about the

distribution of income as between the private and public sectors) and set cj) =0 (that is, the

social cost of increased effort is zero); then:

[3.7] SWR = rna.

This SWR measures only forgone output at shadow prices and is a good starting place for

the examination of alternative assumptions.

Secondly, we let v~oo (that is, the government does not value private sector

consumption); then:
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[3.8] SWR =ma + (w - m)j3

This SWR would be appropriate if the government's sole aim is to maximize growth.

Equation [3.8] can be rewritten as:

[3.9] SWR = wj3 + (a - j3)m .

The factor (a -13) adjusts the marginal product so that it reflects shadow rather than market

prices. a is applied to m when m is viewed as output: 13 is applied to m when m is viewed

as consumption goods bought with the income represented by m. H a = 13. then the

SWR = wj3: that is. the consumption cost of the market wage paid on the project at

shadow prices.

Thirdly. if we set d and v equal to specific values based on the country's income

distribution and growth objectives and set ~ = 0; then:

[3.10] SWR =ma + (w - m) (j3 - d/v).

This SWR is appropriate if the government's objectives include growth and income

redistribution. The SWR will be higher the more important the growth objective (that is, the

higher v) and lower the more important the income redistribution objective and the poorer

the income recipient (that is, the higher d).

Finally. if we set d and v equal to specific values and set <P = 1; then:

[3.11] SWR =rna + ('11 - m) (~ - d/v) + ('11 - m) ed/ v

This SWR considers the social cost of private effort on a par with other costs and benefits.
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The SWR will be lower if • is set at a level less than unity. reflecting a judgement that the

government considers increased private effort less of a cost than output forgone or

consumption.

Following the general consensus in the liserature, the Squire-van der Tak method is

used in this study because it incorporates most adjustment factors in measuring SWR.

Since. in this study. we are measuring shadow prices at their foreign currency equivalent

value. equation [3.6] has to be multiplied by 1/w and thus becomes:

[3.12] fu. = [ma + (w - m) (P -d/v) + (w - m) 4»ed I v] I w

where PL is the conversion factor for labor and all other notation is the same as in equation

[3.6]. Since we are not sure if the Chinese government put a value on the disutility of effort

when considering the development project in Shenzhen, a simplifying assumption that the

government does regard increased effort as a social cost is made (that is, setting. = 1).

'We will also assume that wage earners do consider the disutility of effon and private cost

of migration while deciding whether they want to earn more income from the urban sector,

that is, setting e = 1. Therefore. equation [3.12] becomes

[3.13] PL =[ma + (w - m) (P -d/v) + (w - m) d/v ] / w

where all notation is the same as in equation [3.12].

According to equation [3.13], the following parameters have to be estimated: (1) ex.

the conversion factor for agricultural output, (2) 13, the consumption goods conversion

factor, (3) d, the income distribution weight, and (4) v, the social value of income.

Estimates of a and 13 are calculated by using equation [3.5] while that of d and v are

national parameter and thuspresented;n the following sections. The empiricalresult on the

estimation of conversionfactorfor labor is presented in next Chapter, section 4.4.2.
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3.5 Methodology for Estimating National Parameters

As mentioned in the previous section, the estimates of income distribution

parameter and social value of public income are needed in order to derive the conversion

factor for labor, methodologies for estimating these parameters are presented in this

section. Since the value of consumption rate of interest has to be determined prior to the

estimation of social value of Income-P', this section also contains a methodology for

deriving the estimates of consumption rate of interest which will then be used to compute

the NPVs in Chapter IV, section 4.6.

3.5.1 Income Distribution Parameter (d)

As indicated by equation [3.6], the purpose of estimating the income distribution

parameter (d) in the derivation of SWR is to measure the social cost of increased

consumption resulting from having additional workers working in the project. Thus, d

could be defined as the ratio of the marginal utility ofconsumption of a particular class (that

is, the newly hired workers in Shenzhen), to the marginal utility of consumption at the

average level (that is, the national average). Several empirical studies have shown different

techniques of estimating the income distribution parameter105. Since it is difficult, if not

impossible, to derive the income distribution parameter based on the weighted average of

individual utility functions, as far as the cardinal measurement of individual utility function

is concerned, an arbitrary utility function seems necessaryl06. Thus, assume a social

104 To be discussed in section 3.5.3.

105 See Broce 1976. p.29 - p.33. Medalla and Power 1984. p.51 - 53. and Ahmed (1983). p.57 - 58.

106 This is a general practice for most benefit-cost analyses in project appraisal,
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welfare function implied by

[3.14]

where

Uc = marginal utility ofconsumption,

C = level of consumption, and

11 = elasticity of marginal utility of consumption.

Total utility, U(C), is obtained by integrating equation [3.14], that is,

[3.15]

[3.16]

U(C)=_l_C l - ll

1-11

U(C) =inC

if1<11<O

Relating the changes in utility/consumption of workers in Shenzhen to the national

average level of marginal utility ( U c)/consumption (~ ) and setting the value of 1 to the

numeraire as follow

[3.17]
_-1\ 1
c =

then d could be derived by relating actual utility to the average by dividing through by C.

Thus,

[3.18]

Substituting [3.14] into [3.18], we get

[3.19]

U cd=Uc
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[3.20] d = ~r

where C is the national average consumption level, C is worker's consumption in

Shenzhen, and 11 is the elasticity of marginal utility of consumption. Ifwe assume all of the

income of the worker is consumed, we have the range of values of C from Cl (worker's

former wage or consumption in agriculture) to C2 (his new wage or new consumption in

Shenzhen). Integrating our expression for d over the whole range of values from Cl to C2,

we get

fC>
(C2 - C1)d = ~rdC

.£3.21] C 1

C2

(C2 - C1)d =C1 C-~dC
[3.22] C 1

('_~ l_~)
d =C' C2 - C 1 for 11 :;C 1

[3.23] 11 - 1

The empirical results on the estimates of income distribution parameter is presented in next

Chapter, section 4.3.1.

3.5.2 ConsumptionRate ofInterest

Consumption rate of interest (CRI) is the rate at which the value of consumption, in

terms of a social welfare function rW), falls over time. One element of thisrate of fall might

be a pure time discount factor. Regardless of what happens to consumption levels, there

might be a case for discounting future consumption. The case might indeed be strong if
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society is expected to have a short life. More generaily, the use of a time discount may be

interpreted as reflecting the probability of extinction (See Dasqupta and Heal, 1979). If this

probability is negligible, however, the case for pure time discounting becomes highly

questionable.

Suppose that all consumers have identical utility functions and consumption levels.

The welfare function is defined as

[3.24] w= w{[U (Ct ) ] } ,

where U(Ct> is the utility level in period t. The effect on social welfare of a stream of

changes in consumption benefits brought about by a project, namely (dCll, can then be

expressed as

[3.25]

where 1t == i)WliJUt is the utility weight in period t, and dW is the net present value of the

project in utility units. If this is normalized with respect to the current year, the net worth is

[3.26]

dU(Co) + L1t dU(C t )

t=110

The pure rate of social time preference, or the utility discount rate, Ph between any two

period is

[3.27]

= 1 t - 1t+l > 0Pt -
1t+l

assuming "it~ 1t+l (gains in year t are at least as valuable as gains in year t+1). This yields
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--=
[3.28]

IfP is constant over time, the following net worth expression will result

[3.29]

dW= It 1 dU(C t )
t

L=U(1+p)

Since it is possible that p = 0, discounting may not be appropriate at all if pure time

preference were the only consideration.

There is, however, another consideration in which the CRI relates W to

consumption levels, not to utility levels. w.e are ir..terested in the rate of fall (If [YtU'tl, not

just in the rate of fall of 'YL Thus, taking the effect of consumption changes on utility levels,

the CRI is defined as

[3.30]

or with constant pa..ra-rneters,

[3.31]

where

eRI =1')g+ p,

1') = elasticity of social marginal utility of consumption,

g = rate of growth of per capita consumption, and

p = rate of pure time preference.
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3.5.3 Social Volue 0/Public Income

Social value of public income (v) is also called social price of public income107 or

shadow price of saving108 in the literature. It is defined as the present value of

consumption stream generated by an additional unit of investment in the public sector. As

reflected in equation [3.6] in section 3.4.2, v needs to be derived in order to estimate the

social value of increased consumption in Shenzhen, due to additional workers being

employed in the zone, and the social cost of reduced leisure resulting from workers'

increased effort of working in the zone.

The standard formula109 for estimating v is

v =------------

[3.32]

II (t + id
t =0

where

v = social value of public income,

I-s = marginal propensity to consume out of income generated in the public

sector,

s = marginal propensity to save out of income generated in the public

107 See Ahmed (1983),p.59.

108 SeeMedallaand Power (1984), p.24- 25.

109 SeeBruce(1976),p.23.
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sector,

q = marginal product of capital net of depreciation measured at border

prices,

i = consumption rate of interest (CRl),

n = indicates multiplication, and

J3 = consumption goods conversion factor.

Equation [3.32] expresses the present value of the consumption out of the capital

stock expressed in terms of a consumption numeraire in t number of periods. and that of

the adjusted consumption values in each period have to be added together in order to get the

value of v. To the extent that there is no theoretical nor empirical evidence which will

indicate the movements of s, q and i over time, the general practice in the literature is to

assume that s, q, and i are constant over time and that t equals infinity. Then

[3.33]

(l - s) q 1
v=. x-

(1- sq) J3

where all notation is the same as in equation [3.32].

Obviously, the value of v depends on the values of the underlying parameters (p,

11, g, q, !J; s) ~"d the formulation lJsc-.n to calculate v, Since some of the parameters are

based on value judgements and can only be determined within a reasonable range, the value

of v also becomes somewhat subjective. In addition, equation [3.33] is likely to over

estimate the value of v because s.q, and i are likely to vary over time. This will generate an

upper limit to the value of v. However if we assume all income were spent on

consumption, i.e., s =O. then sq = O. Equation [3.32] will become

[3.34]

q 1
v=-:-x-

1 ~
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But this is unlikely because there is always some savings out of the marginal product of

capital which will produce added consumption benefits in the future. Hence, equation

[3.34] will generate a lower limit to the value of v.

In principle, government may invest in a wide variety of fields and the value of v

would be different for different sectors. But, for simplicity, it is assumed that all uses of

public fund are equally valuable so that a single v is calculated in this study.

3.6 Estimating The Costs of Intermediate Inputs in an Input-Output

Framework

Before using the traditional Input-Output Approach to measure the costs of

intermediate inputs in Shenzhen's production, one has to ask how reliable China's input

output tables are. Although we are not assessing the reliability of China's input-output

tables in any general sense, it is still important to check how reliable and applicable these

input-output tables are before they are actually used to measure the costs of intermediate

goods in Shenzhen. A simple way to check the reliability of these tables is to compare the

estimated figures on value added in Shenzhen to that of the published data. Such estimation

can be done by using the national or regional input-output tables 110. Since the Shenzhen

Statistics Bureau does publish data on the net national product-U, this comparison is

possible. Appendix D presents such difference by using the 1981 national input-output

table, and the difference was 9.3 percent during the period 1979-1987. This marginal

difference is quite acceptable in China where the quality of input-output tables is relatively

110 Two input-output tables are used: (1) the 1981 national input-output table of China. published by the
East-West Center, and (2) an unpublished 1987 input-output table for Guangdong Province.

111 This is the sameas the measurement of net national product in Western national accounting method
where NNP =GNP - depreciation, or total income minus depreciation.
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inferior. Appendix E shows that such difference is larger, 26.69 percent, if we apply the

1987 input-output table in the calculation. It is important to note that in both cases, the

estimated figures on value added are larger than the official figures, with the larger

difference in the second case. The fact that many firms and individuals in Shenzhen

seriously under-reported their income, either for political or fiscal reason, confirms such

differences. Furthermore, the wage structure in Shenzhen is also partly responsible for

these divergences1l2, and the fact that many firms operating in Shenzhen tend to minimize

their tax burden by under-reporting their income justifies the use of 1987 input-output table

for the estimation of the costs of intermediate goods in Shenzhen.

Since the traditional Input-Output Approach could easily be found in standard

textbooks, there is no attempt to reproduce it here. Rather, the methodology is summarized

in the following equations.

[3.35]

or

[3.36]

20
F jp = Lbjk·akP; p=1.2•....•9. j=1.2•....•26

k=l

where

Fjp = a 26 x 9 matrix indicating the costs of intermediate inputs by sector

during the period 1979 - 1987. j refers to the 26 sectors while prefers

to years during the period 1979 - 1987.

akp = a 20 x 9 matrix indicating the value of outputs by sector in Shenzhen

112 Refersto Chapter II. section 2.3.4.
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during 1979 - 1987113• k refers to output sector while p refers to year

=

bjk = a 26 x 20 input-output matrix, i.e. the input-output coefficient

table114 where j refers to input sector and k refers to output sector.

~1 20 1
U2 20

=

Equation [3.36] will generate a 26 x 9 matrix indicating the costs of production115

of the 20 active output sectors in Shenzhen during the 9-year period of 1979-1987. These

113 Although the 1987 Input-Output labIe bas 26 production sectors, only 20 of them are active in
Shenzhen. in litis matrix, row refers to sector while column refers to year.

114 Since there are only 20 active sectors iii Shenzhen.jhe dimension of this matrix is 26 x 20 instead of
26 x 26. In this matrix, row refers to input sector while column refers to output sector.

115 Not including the labor costs because they have been accounted for in the measurement of shadow
wage rate.
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estimated costs of intermediate inputs used in Shenzhen will then be multiplied by their

respective conversion factors in order to measure the "true" costs of production in

Shenzhen, taken into the consideration of market distortions.
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CHAPTER IV
EMPIRICAL RESULTS

4.1 Introduction

Constructed along the theory and estimated based on the methodologies spelled out

in chapter ill, the identification of relevant benefit and cost items, the estimates of national

parameters and various shadow prices, and the overall empirical result of this study will be

presented in this Chapter. Section 4.2 deals with the discussion and identification of cost

and benefit items in Shenzhen in line with the theoretical discussion set forth in Chapter 3,

section 3.3. Various estimates on national parameters, which are pan of the components for

deriving the conversion factor for labor and eventually the NPVs, are covered in section

4.3. The estimates of different shadow prices expressed in their respective values of

conversion factors are presented in section 4.4. Section 4.5 presents the results on total

costs of interrcediate goods generated lJy the Input-Output methodology. The final results

on social benefits and costs of Shenzhen (0 the Chinese economy are presented in the last

section of this Chapter.

4.2 Components of Benefit and' Cost

Profits and Losses An important and difficult issue is the treatment of the ownership of

firms in Shenzhen. As mentioned earlier, if firms were wholly foreign-owned, their profits

and losses as such would be irrelevant for an economic evaluation of the zone which takes

the national economic interests of China as its frame of reference. The profits and losses of

such firms are changes in the income of foreigners and thus would not be counted. In the

case of domestic rums such as srate-owued i:u:U.1 \,;uilc:ctive- ownership enterprises, these

profits and losses would count since they contribute to domestic incomes. But in case of

Chinese-foreign joint ventures, the domestically-owned proportion of profits and losses
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properly belongs in a national economic evaluation of the zone. However, these profits

cannot be estimated satisfactorily from the available data partly because of the firms' efforts

to minimize their tax burden. Thus, profits are seldom officially declared. In this study,

only the published data on profits and losses will be counted. That mainly includes profits

and losses of the state-owned and collective-ownership enterprises. This method of treating

profits and losses of firms in Shenzhen will inevitably underestimate the welfare effects of

the zone somewhat

Foreign Exchange Earnings There are three major sources of foreign exchange earnings

to China resulting from the existence of Shenzhen: (l) earnings from exports by state

owned companies, collective-ownership enterprises and joint-venture companies. (2)

earnings from tourist industry, (3) earnings from wholly foreign-owned and joint venture

companies' conversion of their foreign exchange earnings into Chinese currency to meet

their domestic wage bills plus purchases of locally produced raw materials and other

intermediate goods, and capital equipment, and (4) income from overseas remittance.

First of all, the foreign exchange earnings of wholly foreign-owned firms in the

zone merely constitute transaction between the firms and the rest of the world. Transactions

of this sort have no effects on China's nationals and are therefore essentially irrelevant for

the calculation of China's net gain from the zone. But earnings from exports by all other

firms in the zone have welfare effects on China's economy, because these firms are either

domestic firms or joint-venture companies. Secondly, foreign exchange earnings from

tourist industry in the zone clearly have welfare effects on China's nationals. It is important

to note that these earnings would not have happened had the zone not existed. Thirdly, the

conversion of foreign exchange into Chinese yuan to meet wage bills and local materials

purchases by Shenzhen firms is made at the official exchange rate. The question is

therefore whether the social value of the foreign exchange received by the Bank of China
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exceeds the value of the domestic currency the firms obtain in retum1l6. The value of the

foreign exchange means the domestic value of the extra traded goods and services China

may absorb as a result of these extra foreign exchange holdings. The value of the domestic

currency given to Shenzhen firms means the domestic value (opportunity cost) of the

domestic factors of production and intermediate goods and services purchased by Shenzhen

firms with the money. When exchange controls and domestic protections imply that the

social value of foreign exchange in terms of the domestic currency exceeds the official

exchange rate, the requirement that these conversions must be made through the central

bank at the official exchange rate constitutes, in effect, a form of taxation. These

calculations will be handled by the application of shadow price of foreign exchange.

Employment The government's concern for the employment generated by the zone and

the fact that China has huge surplus of labor obviously reflect the view that the social

benefits derived from generating an additional job outweigh the costs. In economic terms,

the wage received by a worker is considered to exceed the social opportunity cost of

employment in the zone. However, it is difficult to measure the relevant opportunity cost

due to the lack of data on workers' background. For instance, information on skilled,

unskilled or semi-skilled labor are unavailable in Shenzhen. Another difficulty is the fact

that new skills have been transferred to employees who worked at the zone. The estimated

value of such skills could in principle be incorporated either by reducing the value of the

estimated opportunity costs of labor or by increasing appropriately the value of the wages

116 According to the Chinese Law pertaining to the foreign exchange control, all foreign companies or
joint-ventures should open Renminbi deposit account and foreign exchange deposit account with the
Bank of China or other banks approved by the government Official currency exchange in China is
primarily done at the Bank of China.
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received. Given these difficulties in measuringthe benefits and costs ofemployment, some

arbitrariness cannot be avoidedl!",

Technology Transfer Administrators of Shenzhen agree that there have been few

significant transfers of technology and skills from Shenzhen firms to the domestic

economy1l8. Those finns with the technical knowledge from which domestic firms in

China could benefit (most notably electronics and electrical companies) have been isolated

from the domestic economy because little of their raw materials and capital equipment has

come from local suppliers. In retrospect, the early expectations that much advanced
. .

technology would be transferred were naive. To the extent that intermediate products are

internationally traded, Shenzhen firms will buyfrom the cheapest available source in terms

ofquality and price.

On the other hand, managerial techniques and methods of product quality control

are inevitably transferred to the local middle-level managers who work for joint-venture

companies in Shenzhen. When these worker transfer to employment elsewhere in China or

even within Shenzhen, the managerial training they have received confers a benefit to the

domestic economy which is not captured in the wages these workers have received in the

zone. One way of treating this is to say that the social opportunity cost of the employment

of these workers in the zone is lowered by suchtraining. These externality effects can thus

be captured in principle by adjusting the opportunity cost of labor. The fact that these

managers can obtain significantly higher salaries after a period of employment by foreign

firms or joint ventures in Shenzhen than theycould have obtained after a similar period of

employment elsewhere suggests that these benefitsdo exist.

117 To be discussed in section 4.4.2.

11!! China Newsletter No. 48 p.22-23.
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DomesticSales As discussed in Chapter II, firms in Shenzhen are officially

permitted to sell part of their output on the domestic market Many of the goods produced

in Shenzhen are subject to protection within China and domestic sales enable Shenzhen

firms to sell at the tariff-inclusive price. This means, in effect, that in the case of tariff

protected goods the firm is able to collect the tariff revenue which would otherwise have

been paid on the equivalent quantity of imports, The net benefit to China of the goods

purchased in this way is the net opportunity cost of imports. as given by their border (c.i.f)

prices, but since the firms receive a tariff-inclusive price for them, the difference between

domestic and border prices is a net loss to China. On the other hand, when protection takes

the form of quantitative restrictions, domestic sales from Shenzhen are equivalent to

relaxation of quotas by the amount for the sales. Local sales do not displace impons in this

case, but are additional to them. The price paid by China's consumers for these goods is

then equal to their marginal value and these sales have zero net welfare effect Since most

of the distortion in China are created by import restriction rather than tariff, the latter case is

applicable in this study,
. .

Purchase ofDomestic Raw Material andlniermediate Goods The Chinese

government wishes to encourage the use of domestically produced raw materials and

intermediate inputs in Shenzhen. This can be interpreted to mean that the government

believes that the prices paid by firms for these materials exceed the marginal social costs of

supplying them. In China where trade interventions and minimum wage laws operate

extensively. this view is supponed by simple economic theory; the social opportunity cost

ofboth labor and many inputs used in Shenzhen's production will be below the prices paid

by fllTIlS l 19• implying that the market value of final output exceeds its social opportunity

119 It is important to note that Shenzhen finns especially joint venture companies do not pay the
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cost. Local raw materials and intermediate goods generally compete with imported

substitutes, and the duty applied to these imports provides a basis for estimating the

difference between the social opportunity cost of providing these imports (their border c.i.f

prices) and the prices paid (tariff inclusive). Such differences are reflected by the

divergences between market prices and shadow prices of different inputs. Since there are

no published data on the amount of domestically produced intermediate inputs used in

Shenzhen, an attempt to measure these costs by using the traditional Input-Output

Approach has been presented in Chapterm, section 3.6.

Domestic Borrowing Foreign investors are sometimes allowed to borrow on local capital

market, perhaps with a government guarantee. This arrangement would be unimportant if

the local capital markets were open to international capital flows; borrowing by Shenzhen

firms would then simply induce inflows of private capital from abroad and would not

displace local investment. However, in case of Chinawhere local capital markets are closed

and interest rates suppressed , the analysis would be different. The implication is that the

domestic output forgone as a result ofdiverting funds to foreign firms in Shenzhen exceeds

the compensation received from them in interest and principal repayments. To put it another

way, the shadow price ofcapital exceeds its market price. However, it is generally accepted

that the shadow price of capital be assumed as unity in project evaluation of export

processing zones in other developing countries (Warr 1989) if data are unavailable, a

practice that will be followed in this study. That is the size of domestic borrowing is

irrelevant in measuring the welfare effect of Shenzhen. Obviously, this will underestimate

the welfare loss in China resulting from the existence of the zone.

Taxation The taxes raised from firms in Shenzhen are relatively small compared to

domestic pricesfor theseinput factors. rather theypayan import-competitive price.
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national level, but they nevertheless represent a clear source of economic benefit for the

domestic economy. Generally speaking, they would not be received if the firms were not

present although rums which transfer to Shenzhen from elsewhere in China, or foreign

firms which would have entered China in any case had Shenzhen not existed, represent an

exception. Taxes actually raised in Shenzhen will therefore tend to overstate the net tax

revenue effects of the zone, which might even L~ negative to the extent that tax incentives

such as tax holiday and lower taxes are granted to the zone. In most traditional project

evaluations, tax revenue has been treated as transfer payment in the domestic economy, and

thus is irrelevant in measuring the welfare effect of a project, In our study, however, taxes

raised from joint venture companies and wholly foreign-owned enterprises could not be

treated as transfer payment simply because they are not domestic firms. In this regard, such

tax revenue is considered as benefits in this study.

Irfrastructure andAdministrative Costs Public expenditures required to set up the

zone represent a clear economic cost Some of these expenditures made in Shenzhen might

have been required in the absence of the zone. Similarly, some public expenditures which

would otherwise have been required elsewhere in China are reduced by the movement of

population to Shenzhen. These include school facilities"~pllblic health facilities, and so

forth, Consequently, looking at actual expenditures iii Shenzhen will tend to overstate the

net expenditure effects of the zone's existence. But the largest expenditures involved are in

fact specific to the zone. These include construction of government-supplied factories,

electricity provision for factories, levelling the zone site and building of transportation

system. Expenditure diversion seems likely to be a small proportion of the total.

Furthermore, the effect of this source of overstatement of public expenditure will in part be

counteracted by the overstatement of tax revenue effects resulting from looking at actual tax

receipts and the understatement of the cost of domestic borrowings resulting ;1 om
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assuming that shadow price of capital equals unity. In principle, infrastructure costs and

administrative costs, like any other input costs, should be evaluated at shadow prices. In

the absence of disaggregated data120, however, it is necessary to rely on financial costs of

aggregated data and multiply them by the general conversion factor121.

At the conclusion of this section, it is important to note that the way of treating the

benefit and cost items suggested above, along with the theoretical basis for such treatment

spelled out in the previous Chapter, directly affect the generation of Table 4.10, 4.11 and

4.12 in section 4.6 of this Chapter.

4.3 Estimates or National Parameters

4.3.1 Estimates ofIncome Distribution Parameter

According to equation [3.23] of Chapter ill, the income distribution parameter, d,

is obviously derived partly from empirical data -- worker's former wage or consumption in

agriculture and his new wage or new consumption in the project -- and partly on a value

judgement about the elasticity of the marginal utility of consumption (11). The value of 11

depends on government's concern for improving income distribution in the country. There

have been several attempts to derive 11 objectively. In an interesting work, Fellner (1967)

found that a reasonable range of values for 11 is given by 11=1.0 to 11=2.5. In their work,

Squire and van der Tak (1975) suggest values of11=O.5 to 11=2.0 for countries with mild

interest and strong interest in income distribution objective respectively. In the case of

China, we suggest a sensitivity range of11=0.5 to 11=1.5, indicating the government's mild

120 Information on the input-output coefficients for the construction sector, which primarily captures all
the expenses on infrastructure build-up is not provided in china's input-output moles.

121 This conversion factor is used to convert output value of nontraded goods into their shadow prices.
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TABLE 4.1

ESTIMATION OF INCOME DISTRIBunON PARAMETER

C2 Cl C
AveragePer Average Per National -- Value ofd--
Capita • Capitab .11.verage PerC

Year Consumption Consumption Capita
inShenzhen in Guangdong Consumption
1984-1987 1974-1977 (nalional) 1\=0.5 1\=1.0 1\=1.5

1984-1987

1984/1974 1586.2 634.5 375.9 1.00 1.01 1.04

1985/1975 1766.8 717.2 461.7 1.04 1.09 1.18

1986/1976 1797.5 755.0 514.7 1.05 1.13 1.25

1987/1977 1957.2 978.6 576.6 1.07 1.18 1.33

Avezage 1776.9 771.3 482.2 . "'. 1.10 1,201.V'9

a FromShenzhen Municipal City Statistical Yearbook, 1979-1987.
b From China's Cities Statistical Yearbook, 1985.
c FromChina's StatisticalYearbook, 1988.

interest on income distribution objective. Data on worker's new consumption in Shenzhen

(C2) between 1984 and 1987 are obtained from the Shenzhen Statistical Yearbook, various

issues. Since we have no data on worker's former consumption in Shenzhen (CI) or other

parts of China, we have to use the average consumption level for workers in Guangdong

Province between 1974 and 1977 as proxy. The reason that we use the data from 1984 to

1987 regarding worker's new consumption level is because we only have data on worker's

fonnerconsumption from 1974 to 1977. Since the Shenzhen project started in 1979, such

treatment of data selection would be appropriate in this particular calculation Finally, the

change in worker's consumption will be compared to the national average per capita

consumption in order to measure the income distribution parameter, as indicated by

equation [3.23]. The results are presented in Table 4.1. In this study, the sensitivity
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estimate of d = 1.04 where n =0.5 is selected because, as mentioned in Chapter II, the

Chinese authorities have expressed very little interest on the issue of income distribution

during the current economic development stage. Sensitivity estimates of d where Tl = 1.0

and 11 = I.S are also presented in Table 4.1.

43.2 Estimates ofConsumption Rate ofInterest

The consumption rate of interest, according to equation [3.31], was defined earlier

as: CRI = Tlg + p, where Tl equals the elasticity of marginal utility with respect to

consumption; g equals the growth rate of per capita consumption; and p equals the rate of

pure time preference. The purpose of the CRI in project selection is to ensure that the

government's preferences concerning future consumption (growth) and current

consumption are adequately reflected in shadow prices. Countries that are heavily

committed to growth should employ a low CRI, which will ensure that the future

consumption benefits from today's investment are not heavily discounted. In general,

values for the CRI ranging from 5 percent (for a country that is very growth conscious) to

10 percent (for a country that is more concerned with current consumption) would not be

unreasonable (Squire and van derTak 1975).

According to equation [3.31], if the marginal value of consumption is highly

sensitive to what happens to consumption level (Tl is high), or if consumption grows fast (g

is high), the CRI can be a high positive number even if p=O. Estimation of eRI therefore

involves estimation of two value judgements (p, Tl) and an objective parameter (g). The

value of g can be obtained from national data. The trend growth rate of real per capita

consumption (g) over the eighteen-year period of 1970-1987 is 5.52 percentl22. The value

122 China's Statistical Yearbook, 1988. p.60 and p.97.
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of p depends on society's preference between present and future consumption. It is

recommended in the literaturel23 that p range from 0 to 5 percent on the grounds that most

governments recognize their obligation to future generation as well as to the present. For a

growth-conscious economy that is also using a high value of T1 on income distribution

grounds, to set p=Owould ensure that the CRI is fairly low and hence correctly reflect the

government's growth objective. On the other hand, for a country that is more interested in

current consumption than in growth, but is not interested in income distribution (implying a

low 11), to set p=5 percent would ensure that the CRI is fairly high and hence correctly

reflects the government's preference for current compared with future consumption despite

the low value of11. Intermediate values of p would be appropriate for countries that are not

interested in income distribution (low 11) but are interested in growth (low eRI) or for

countries that are interested in income distribution (high 11) but not in growth (high eRI).

Based on these considerations, a value of 2 percent is selected for this study because the

development project in Shenzhen is considered as highly growth-oriented. For sensitivity

purpose, a range of 1-3 percent is used.

As mentioned in the previous section, the value of T1 is assumed to be between 0.5

and 1.5 in this study. The values of CRI implied by these numbers and its sensitivity to p

and 11 are shown in Table 4.2. Considering that China's public expenditure during the

1980s was financed at the margin largely by international borrowing, the rates of interest

on these loans could be an appropriate real discount rate if they do not differ significantly

from our estimates on the consumption rates of interest. This real interest is estimated to

have averaged approximately 6.18 percent over the present life ofthe zonel24. Obviously

123 See Squire and van derTak, 1975, p. 109-110.

124 Estimated by taking the average U.S. Prime Rate from 1979 to 1987 of 12.45 percent (International
Currency Review, 1988) adding a risk premium of one percentage point and deflating by the average
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TABLE 4.2

ESTIMAnON OF CONSUMPTION RATE OF INiEREST (CRI=i)•

Sensitivity Sensitivity Sensitivity
I II ill

Elasticity of Marginal Utility (11) 0.50 1.00 1.50

Growth of Per Capita Consumption (g) 0.0552 0.0552 0.0552

l1xg 0.0276 0.0552 0.0828

Pure Time Preference (P) - SensitivityI 0.01 0.01 0.01

Pure Time Preference (P) - SensitivityII 0.02 0.02 0.02

Pure Time Preference (p) - Sensitivityill 0.03 0.03 0.03

CRI - Sensitivity I 0.0376 0.0652 0.0928

CRI - Sensitivity II 0.0476 0.0752 0.1028

CRI - Sensitivity m 0.0576 0.0852 0.1128

a CRI= i = l1g x P

this discount rate falls within the range of our sensitivity estimates on the consumption rates

of interest (between 3.76 and 11.28 percent), of which 5.76 percent is adopted as the

appropriate discount rate in this study.

4.3.3 Estimates ofSocial Value ofPublic Income

According to equation [3.6] of Chapter ill, the social value of public income, v, is

another parameter we need to estimate in order to derive the SWR which will then be used

to measure the net benefits of employment generated in Shenzhen. The value of v, when it

is assumed that the entire income in each period is consumed, is shown in Table 4.3 where

rate of increase of the exportunit value index for industrial countries expressedin USS of 7.27 percent
(International Monetary Fund. International FinancialStatistics. various issues).
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v=q/(J3 x i), A more realistic valuation of v, however, would result from taking

reinvestment into account. That is, a part of income generated by public investment in each

period may be reinvested. In this case, v may be calculated by using equation [3.33]. By

using standard Keynesian savings function where savings is a function of real personal

income o~PY), the estimated equation, using the time series data for 1970-1987 isl2S :

RPS126 = 2740.8 + 0.3173 RPY
(0.7577) (33.047)

-2
R =0.9847 SEE =7698

The estimated value of s given by the coefficient of RPY (real person income) is 0.3173 or

32 percent. The values ofv for s = 0.32, J3 = 0.77127, and using different values of i and q

are presented in Table 4.3.

It is of reference to note that the values of v presented in Table 4.3 are relatively

smaller than the values of v from the studies of Thailand, Philippines and Malaysial28.

This is partly due to the relatively high growth rate of real per capita consumption in China

during the period considered and partly due to the assumptions that the Chinese

government is more concerned about the economic growth than income distribution and

that individuals in China give higher preferences to present than future consumptions.

Another factor leading to the low value of v is the low marginal product of capital (in

125 Data forestimating the marginalpropensity to saveare presented in Appendix 1.

126 Real personal saving.Figuresin parenthesis refer to t-values.

127 From Table 4.7 of section4.4.1.

128 See Bruce (1976) p.62and Ahmed(1983)p.60-6l.
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TABLE4.3

ESTIMATION OF SOCIAL VALUE OF PUBLIC INCOME (v)

Sensitivity Sensitivity Sensitivity
I II m

SIMPLE FORMULA •

Marginai Product of Capital (q) b 0.06 0.07 0.08
-valued at border prices -

Consumption Conversion Factor (3) 0.77 0.77 0.77

Consumption Rate of Interest (i) 0.0376 0.0476 0.0576

Px i 0.0289 0.0367 0.0444

Social Value ofPublic Income (v) 2.0761 1.9074 1.8018

COMPLEX FORMULA C

Marginal Propensity 10 Consume 0.68 0.68 0.68
(l-s)
Marginal Product of Capital (q) 0.06 0.07 0.08

(l-s)q 0.0408 0.0476 0.0544

Consumption Rate of Interest (i) 0.0376 0.0476 0.0576

Wwginal Propensity 10 Save (s) 0.32 0.32 0.32

Marginal Product of Capital (q) 0.06 0.07 0.08

sxq 0.0192 0.0224 0.0256

(i - sq) 0.0184 0.0252 0.032

Consumption ConversionFactor (~) 0.77 0.77 0.77

(i -sq) P 0.0142 0.0194 0.0246

Social Value ofPui>licIncome (v) 2.8732 2.4536 2.2114

a v = q/@x i) where s = 0 and q and i are constant
b Use the estimates of marginal product of capital given by Perkins (1988) and convert them into border

prices
c v = (l-s)ql(i-sq)p
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border prices) in China which has been proved empirically129. Since the consumption rate

of interest has been determined to be 5.76 percent, the social value of public income where

i =5.76% is selected. that is, v =2.2114.

4.4 Estimates of Shadow Prices

4.4.1 Estimates ofShadow ExchangeRate

As mentioned earlier in Chapter m, section 3.4.1, since market distortions created

by import restrictions and other market control systems in China could not be fully captured

in the process of adjusting market prices to shadow prices, sensitivity analysis of these

estimations is necessary. Once these estimates of conversion factors are derived, market

prices of intermediate goods could be adjusted in order to calculate the real costs of using

these input factors to the Chinese economy. Using the available data on import tariff" and

export taxes and the value of import and export between 1985 and 1987, detailed sensitivity

estimates of conversion factors are calculated and presented in Table 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6. A

summary of these estimates, however, is presented in Table 4.7. The trade data from 1985

to 1987 is used because these are the only data we have. Theoretically, these estimates of

conversion factors would have been more accurate if more data on China's import and

export commodities, and import and export taxes had been available. For this reason, there

are some limitations as far as the accuracy of these estimates is concerned. Since the

China's Customs Statistics Bureau publishes China's imports and exports by commodities,

a reclassification of these commodities into different sectors is necessary. This could be

done according to the trade categories provided by the Almanac of China's Ministry of

129 Perkins (1988)
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Economic Relation and Trade130• A list of reclassified China's import commodities

between 1985 and 1987 and their values is presented in Appendix F and that for export

commodities is presented in Appendix G.

Table 4.4 shows the estimates of standard conversion factors (SCF) by using

equation [3.5]. These by-sector estimates of conversion factors are calculated based on the

lowest import tariff rates which are published in the Custom Regulations of Import and

Export ofthe PRC, 1985.131 An alternative estimation of these conversion factors by using

a different equation when export exes are absent is also presented in Table 4.4. It is up to

the project evaluator as to which equation he or she finds more appropriate. As for this

study, we will only use the estimates generated by using equation [3.5]. It is important to

note that while the China's customs authorities publishes the lowest and highest import

tariff rates for each commodity, it has only a flat rate applied to each export commodity. As

a result, the export tax revenues for different sectors are the same for Table 4.4, 4.5 and

4.6.

Table 4.5 presents the second sensitivity estimates of these conversion factors when

the highest tariff rates are applied to different import commodities. It is also important to

note that the values of these conversion factors are smaller than those presented in Table

4.4. This is because divergence between domestic prices and border prices would be

greater if a higher tariff rate is applied on all import commodities. Finally, an average of

the highest and lowest import tariff rate is applied into the same calculation which then

generated the third sensitivity estimates of these conversion factors. The results are

130 A yearbook covering detailed foreign-related economic activities of China, published by China's
Ministry of Economic Relation and Trade

131 Published by the Central Customs Office of the PRe (Chinese version).
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presented in Table 4.6. As expected, these estimates will fall between those presented in

Table 4.4 and 4.5 because of the application of different tariff rates. Finally, a summary

report of these sensitivity estimates is presented in Table 4.7.

The overall resuits of these estimates are consistent with the price differentials

between Guangzhou and Hong Kong and that between Shenzhen and Hong Kong if Hong

Kong prices were taken as world prices. It was reported that the average price level of

agricultural products in Hong Kong during the period 1979-1985 was 3 to 4 times higher

than that in Guangzhou and 2 to 3 times higher than that in Shenzhen (HU 1986). In

contrast, price level of industrial products. such as color TV. video cassette recorder,

calculator and other machinery was estimated to be approximately 60 to 70 percent higher

in Shenzhen or other parts of China than in Hong Kong. Such kinds of price differential

are consistent with the estimates presented in Table 4.7 where most conversion factors have

value less than one indicating that domestic price level is higher than the border prices.

Since we are only taking into consideration of import tariff and export taxes in deriving

shadow prices, price differentials caused by other distortions, such as import restriction

and import licensing fee. would not be captured by those estimates in Table 4.7. Thus,

relying on these estimates to calculate the costs of intermediate input at border prices will

inevitably overestimate the real costs somewhat because the true estimates, assuming all

distortions were captured. should be smaller than those in Table 4.7; such marginal errors

are difficult to avoid in this study due to insufficient data information.

As mentioned earlier, since price level of agricultural products in Hong Kong is

much higher than that in Shenzhen and in Guangzhou, conversion factor for the Agriculture

sector should be greater than one; 3 to 4 if the price differential is about 3 to 4 times. Our

sensitivity estimates of conversion factor for the Agriculture sector, however, turned out to

be very close to one because the divergence between domestic price and border price is not
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only caused by import tariff or export taxes, a similar situation also applied to the Coal

sector. In addition, the imposition of heavy taxes on export of coal by the Chinese

government during the period considered lead to the generation of higher values of

conversion factors in both the Agriculture and Coal sectors.

On the other hand, several industrial sectors, including Heavy Machine Building,

Wood, Food, and Textile, have conversion factors lower than one indicating that domestic

market prices are higher than border prices because the presence of heavy import tariff and

the absence ofexport taxes. However, even if the sensitivity II estimates132 are taken as the

fina; measurement for these conversion factors, the price differentials between Hong Kong

and Shenzhen are still not fully captured by these estimates133. Again, this is not surprising

since market distortions in China, especially those in the special economic zones and other

open coastal cities, are primarily created by the new institutional setups in those areas.

4.4.2 Estimaie ofShadow Wage Rare

Although many workers in Shenzhen come from the neighboring regions, such as

Dongguan, Huizhou and GuangzhoulH, the opportunity cost of labor could not be

measured by the per capita wage in these regions because the majority of those workers

belong to the "temporary population" without previous experience in formal employment.

These temporary workers were primarily brought into Shenzhen from the neighboring

regions to replace the local workers who had left the rural sector for more desirable

132 Estimated based on the highest tariff rates.

133 Panicularly for agriculture sector. As indicated in Chapter 2 that the general price of agricultural
products in Hong Kong was found to be 2 to 3 times higher than that in Shenzhen between 1979 and
1985.

134 Kwok,1986.
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industrial job. If they were not employed in Shenzhen, many of them might have remained

in their villages, working in their family households. Moreover, lack of data on these

regions augments the difficulties of measuring the opportunity cost of labor in Shenzhen.

Hence, the national figures on per capita annual income in agriculture are taken as the proxy

for the opportunity cost of labor, i.e, the marginal product of labor in agriculture (m). The

values of the conversion factor for agricultural output (a = 0.98) and consumption «(3 =

0.78) have been estimated in the previous section. Market wage for workers is measured

by the average Per capita income in Shenzhen between 1984 and 1987, while the estimates

for the income distribution parameter (d = 1.04) and the social value of public income (v =

2.2114) have been estimated in sections 4.3.1 and 4.3.3 respectively. Since the values of

all the parameters used to measure the value of conversion factor for labor have been

predetermined in previous sections of this Chapter, we will only estimate the value of the

conversion factor for labor. Any sensitivity measure of the conversion factor for labor in

this study has to be arbitrary, and this will be discussed in section 4.6. Finally, the estimate

of the conversion factor for labor «(3L =0.63) is derived by using equation [3.13] as

discussed in Chapter 3, section 3.4.2. The results are presented in Table 4.8. It is

important to point out that a value of 0.63 for the conversion factor of labor means that net

benefits from employment in the zone, measured by the total wage earned, should be

multiplied by 0.37 (l - 0.63, the difference between social benefit and social cost of using

labor in development project) in in order to calculate the social welfare contribution of such

employment to the Chinese economy.
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· TABLE 4.4

ESTIMAnON OF CONVERSION FACTORS IN CHINA, BYSECTOR (I) •

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Sensitivity I (lowest tariffrates) Agr Metallurgy Coal Petroleum Chemical Hvymac. Lgtmac, BldgmaL

1.3 yearaverage of imports (M)b 855tJ.40 4435.66 427.67 974.26 3389.75 28908.47 26450.97 35094.of

2. 3 yearaverage of exports (X) 1315r).14 5289.44 16843.66 15291.85 5586.38 2569.67 1914.46 1434.00

3. 3 yearaverof M+ X 21700.54 9725.10 17271.33 16266.11 8976.13 31478.14 28365.43 36528.13

4.3 yearaverage of importtaxes (Tm) 205.12 719.90 64.15 97.43 389.40 10225.65 2996.91 5043.98
(lowest import tariffrates)

5. 3 yearaverage of export taxes (Tx) 787.23 63.24 547.S5 0.00 28.47 S.39 0.00 0.00

_ 6. 3 yearaverage expon subsidies (.Tx) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
w
- 7. 3 yearaverage of net taxes -S82.11 656.66 -483.40 97.43 360.93 10220.26 2996.91 5043.98

8. Subtotal 21118.43 10381.76 16787.93 16363.54 9337.06 41698.40 31362.34 41572.11

9.3 yearaverage SeFe 1.03 0.94 1.03 0.99 0.96 0.75 0.90 0.88

10. M + Tm 8755.52 5155.56 491.82 1071.69 3779.15. 39134.12 29447.88 40138.03

II. Alternative SCF (M/M + Tm) d 0.98 0.86 0.87 0.91 0.90 0.74 0.90 0.87

a Except theestimates of conversion factor. allothervalues in this tableare expressed in million Rmb
b Theaverage of 1985 to 1987
c Standard conversion factor
d Thisequation is used when export taxes are insignificant or absent,

Source: I. China's Customs Statistics 1985· 1987
2. The Custom Regulations of Import and Bxpon of the PRe, 1985.
3. Owncomputation





TABLE4.S
ESTIMATION OFCONVERSION FACTORS iN CHINA, BYSECTOR (II) •

...
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Sensitivity II (higest tariffrates) Agr Metallurgy COAL Petroleum Chemical Hvymac. Lgtmac. BldgmaL

1.3 year average of imports (M)b 8550.40 443~i.66 427.67 974.26 3389.75 28908.47 26450.97 35094.05

2. 3 year average ofexports (X) 13150.14 5289.44 16843.66 15291.85 5586.38 2569.67 1914.46 1434.08

3.3 year averof M+ X 21700.54 972:i.l0 17271.33 16266.11 8976.13 31478.14 28365.43 36528.13

4. 3 year average of import taxes (Tm) 1171.73 160Ci.36 85.53 194.85 1000.77 21604.74 5053.31 6850.12
(lowest import tariffrates)

5. 3 year average of export taxes ('fx) 787.23 6:1.24 547.55 0.00 28.47 5.39 0.00 0.00

6. 3 year average export subsidies (-Tx) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
....
~ 7. 3 year average of net taxes 384.50 1543.12 -462.02 194.85 972.30 21599.35 5053.31 6850.12

8. Subtotal 22085.04 11268.22 16809.31 16460.96 9948.43 53077.49 33418.74 43378.25

9.3 ycar average SCFC 0.98 0.86 1.03 0.99 0.90 0.59 0.85 0.84

10. M + Tm 9722.13 6042.02 513.20 1169.11 4390.52 50513.21 31504.28 41944.17

11. Alternative SCF (M/M + Tm) 11 0.88 0.73 0.83 0.83 0.77 0.57 0.84 0.84

a, b,c,d seeAppendix F

Source: 1. China's Customs Statistics 1985 • 1987
2. The Custom Regulations of Import andExport of thePRC, 1985.
3.Owncomputation



TABLE 4.5 (Continued)
ESTiMATlON OF CONVERSION FACTORS INCHINA, BYSECTOR (lIa) a

-----
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (15) (16) (17)e

Sensitivity 11 (highest tariffrates) Wood Food Textile Clothing Paper Others Machine General Consumption

1. 3 y~;';;;'fimpons (M)b 4408.02 1794.64 9807.77 10047.16 1486.93 8420.98 55359.44 145720.06 11841.8

2. 3 year average ofexports (X) 256.30 2245.41 19680.41 12018.12 695.48 5510.34 4484.13 112103.12 14263.53

3. 3 yearaverof M+ X 4664.32 4040.05 29488.18 22065.28 2182.41 13931.32 59843.57 257823.18 26105.33

4.3 year average of import taxes (Tm) 1542.81 1610.44 5871.79 6029.89 118.95 1620.26 26658.05 51173.52 7640.33
(lowest impontariffrates)

5. 3 year average of export taxes (Tx) 0.00 42.56 0.00 47.99 0.00 0.00 5.39 1522.44 90.55

6.3 year average export subsidies (·Tx) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0

-~ 7. 3 year average of r.eltaxes 1542.81 1567.88 5871.79 5981.90 118.95 1620.26 26652.66 49651.08 7549.78

8. Subtotal 6207.13 5607.93 35359.97 28047.18 2301.36 15551.58 '86496.23 307474.26 33655.11

9.3 yearaverage SCF C 0.75 0.72 0.83 0.79 0.95 0.90 0.69 0.84 0.77

10. M +Tm 5950.83 3405.08 15679.56 16077.05 1605.88 10041.24 82017.49 196893.58 19482.13

II. Alternauve SCF (M/M + Tm)d 0.74 0.53 0.63 0.62 0.93 0.84 0.67 0.74 0.61

a. b, c, d. e see Appendix F

---,
Source: 1. China's Customs Statistics 1985 • 1987

2. TheCustom Regulations of ImponandExponof thePRC. 1985.
3. Owncomputation



TABLE 4.6
ESTIMATION OF CONVERSION FACTORS IN CHINA, BYSECTOR (III)•

I---
(I) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Sensitivity III (average tariff rates) Agr Metallurgy COAL Petroleum Chemical Hvymac. Lgtmac. Bldgnw.

1. 3 y.;a;-;erage ofimPorts (M) b·· 8550.40 4435.66 427.67 974.26 3389.75 28908.47 26450.97 35094.05

2. 3 yearaverage of exports (X) 13150.14 5289.44 16843.66 15291.85 5586.38 2569.67 1914.46 1434.08

3. 3 yearaverof M+ X 21700.54 9725.10 17271.33 16266.11 8976.13 31478.14 28365.43 3652cU3

4.3 yearaverage ofimpon taxes (fm) 688.43 1606.36 74.84 146.14 695.09 15915.19 4025.11 5947.05
(lowest imponLariff rates)

S. 3 yearaverage of export taxes (Tx) 787.23 63.24 547.55 0.00 28.47 5.39 0.00 0.00

6.3 yearaverage export subsidies (-Tx) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

W7. 3 yearaverage of net taxes ·98.80 1543.12 -472.71 146.14 666.62 15909.80 4025.11 5947.05
I.It

8. Subtotal 21601.74 11268.22 16798.62 16412.25 9642.75 47387.94 32390.54 42475.18

9. 3 yearaverage SCFC 1.00 0.86 1.03 0.99 0.93 0.66 0.88 0.86

10. M + Tm 9238.83 6042.02 502.51 1120.40 4084.84 44823.66 30476.08 41041.10

11. Alternative SCF(M/M + Tm)d 0.93 0.73 0.85 0.87 0.83 0.64 0.87 0.86

a. b. c. d sec Appendix F

Source: 1. China's Customs Statistics 1985 - 1987
2. TheCustom Regulations of Import and Export of thePRC, 1985.
3. Owncomputation



TABLE 4.6 (Continued)
ESTIMAnON OFCONVERSION FACTORS INCHINA, BYSECTOR (IlIa) I

--
(9) (10) (11) (12) (13) (14) (1S) (16) (17) e

Sensitivity III(avcmge tariff rates) Wood Food Textile Clothing Paper Others Machine General Consumption

U;~erage of impons (M)b ·4408.02 '1794.64 9807.17 10047.16 1486.93 8420.98 55359.44 145120.1>6 11841.8

2. 3 year average ofexports (X) 256.30 2245.41 19680.41 12018.12 695.48 5510.34 4484.13 112103.12 14263.53

3. 3 yearaverof M+ X 4664.32 4040.05 29488.18 22065.28 2182.41 13931.32 59843.57 257823.:18 26105.33

4. 3 year average of import taxes (1'm) 942.12 1059.08 409757 4239.85 81.78 1171.42 19940.30 38297.118 5298.93
(lowest import uuiffrates)

5. 3 year average of export taxes (Tx) 0.00 42.56 0.00 47.99 0.00 0.00 5.39 15220414 90.55

6. 3 year average export subsidies (·1'1) 0,00 0.00 0.00 0,00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0-~ 7. 3 year average of net taxes 942.12 1016.52 4097.57 4191.8f 81.78 1171.42 19934.91 36175,44 5208.38

8. Subtotal 5606.44 5056.57 33585.75 26257.14 2264.19 15102.74 79778.48 294598.62 31313.71

9.3 yearaverage SCFC 0.83 0.80 0.88 0.84 0.96 0.92 0.75 0.l18 0.83

10. M + Tm 5350.14 2853.72 13905.34 14287.01 1568.71 9592.40 75299.74 184017.94 . 17140.73

11. Alternative SCF(M/M + Tm)d 0.82 0.63 0.71 0.70 0.95 0.88 0.74 0.79 0.69
8. b. 1:, d. e sec Appendix F

Source: 1. China's Customs Statistics 1985 • 1987
2. TheCustom Regulations of Import and Expon of thePRC, 1985.
3. Owncomputation
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TABLE 4.7

ESTIMATION OF CONVERSION FAcrORS, BY SEcrOR-

Sensitivity Sensitivity Sensitivity
Sector Ib lIe md

1. Agriculture (a) (ACF) 1.03 0.98 1.00
2. Metallurgy (MCF) 0.94 0.86 0.86
3. Coal (CLeF) 1.03 1.03 1.03
4. petroleum (PTCF) 0.99 0.99 0.99
5. Chemical (CHCF) 0.96 0.90 0.93
6. Heavy machine Building (HMCF) 0.75 0.59 0.66
7. Light Machine Building (LMCF) 0.90 0.85 0.88
8. Building materials (BMCF) 0.80 0.84 0.86
9. Wood (Timber Industry) (WCF) 0.93 0.75 0.83
10. Food (FCF) 0.90 0.72 0.80
11. Textiles (TCF) 0.93 0.83 0.88
12. Clothing (CCF) 0.90 0.79 0.84
13. Paper, Culture & Ed. Art. (PCF) 0.98 0.95 0.96
14. Others Manufacturing (OCF) 0.95 0.90 0.92
15. Machine Building e (MCF) 0.82 0.69 0.75
16. General f (GCF) 0.92 0.84 0.88
17. Consumption @)g (CNCF) 0.94 0.77 0.89

a A vaiue iower than 1 indicates thai domestic price level is higher U-JaIl the DoIOei' pike. Excepi the
general conversion factor, all these factors are usedto calculate the shadow prices of traded goods.

b Based on the lowest tariffrates.
c Based on the highest tariff rates.
d Based on the average tariff 13leS.
e Includes heavy and light machine building.
f General conversionfactor is used to evaluate the nontraded goods.
g Includes agriculture, light machine building, food and clothing sectors. This conversion factor will be

used to calculate the conversion factor for labor in section 4.4.2

Source: TABLE 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6.
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TABLE 4.8

CONVERSION FAcroR FORLABOR (f3J a

Marginal Product of Labor in Agriculture (m) b

Conversion Factor of Agricultural Output (a) C

M.arlcet Wage (W) d

Consumption Conversion Factor(p) C

IncomeDistributionParameter (d) e

Social Value of publicIncome (v) f

dlv

ConversionFactor for labor«(}J

a PL = [ma + (W - m)(p - d/v) +(W -m) dlv]l/W
b National average of percapita income in agricultural sectorbetween 1984and 1987
c From Table 4.7
d Average per capita incomein Shenzhen from 1984 to 1987
e From section 4.3.1
f From section 4.3.3
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4.5 Estimates or Costs or Intermediate Goods

A summary of the total value of production in Shenzhen during the period 1979

1987 has been presented elsewhere in this study13S . Given this information and the

availability of the 1987 Input-Output table, the total costs of intermediate goods for

different sectors in Shenzhen can be estimated by using equation [3.36] in Chapter m. The

results are presented in Table 4.9. Since the 1987 Input-Output table has 26 sectors, Table

4.9 indicates the costs of intermediate goods of each sector during the period 1979-1987.

Among the traded sectors, intermediate inputs from the Metallurgy sector, machine

Building sector, and Building Material sector account for the higher values. In the non

traded sectors, intermediate inputs from the Commerce and Catering sector appears to be

the dominant one.

These estimates, however, do not represent the total amount of domestic input

factors used in Shenzhen because, as discussed in Chapter Ill, a considerable amount of

intermediate goods used in Shenzhen was actually imported. For joint venture companies,

imported production materials accounted for almost 80 percent of their needed inputs. but

as for the state-owned and collective-ownership companies. the amount of imported

intermediate goods was considerably less. Unfortunately. we do not have data on this. But

according to one survey done by Hu (1986), approximately 50 percent of the input

materials needed for production. among the thirty fmns in the survey136, was imported

between the period 1980 and 1984. Following the recommendation given by Hu (1986),

we assume that not more than half of these estimated values of intermediate goods was

135 See Chapter II, section2.3.1.

136 That includes 10 state-owned enterprises and 20joint venturecompanies.
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TABLE 4.9

TOTAL COSTS OFlNTERMEDlATEGOODS USED INSHENZHEN (inmillion Rmb, current prices)

---
Sector 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total

-
1. Fanning 4.00 5.03 4.57 4.44 21.49 27.83 45.63 62.75 152.01 327.76
2. Forestry 0.19 0.24 0.21 0.21 1.29 1.36 4.18 3.81 5.11 16.60
3. Animal husbandry 0.43 0.54 0.47 0.26 3.37 4.51 7.65 10.29 29.44 56.96
4. Sideline production 0.46 1.32 3.31 5.57 12.02 24.24 40.11 44.40 68.39 199.82
5. Fisheries 0.21 0.31 0.35 0.50 1.63 3.17 4.76 5.52 11.85 28.27
6. melallurgy 4.90 27.98 79.66 150.34 206.19 409.07 658.17 644.01 827.95 3008.26
7. Power (NT) • 0.69 1.89 5.21 8.61 19.38 38.45 60.26 68.85 102.13 305.47
8.Coal and coke-making 0.07 0.15 0.45 0.69 6.15 10.40 16.95 20.12 33.77 88.76
9. Peuoleum 0.74 2.52 5.66 10.41 21.88 38.16 60.03 66.84 93.53 803.56
10.Chemicnllndustry 2.66 5.19 12.70 20.01 45.41 85.28 153.10 176.27 265.08 765.70
11.Mochine Building 8.85 26.78 84.58 139.40 195.05 442.08 656.47 791.83 1131.92 3476.94

~ 12.Duilding Materials 0.39 16.75 40.62 86.93 128.00 218.23 370.60 272.32 293.18 1427.03
o I3.Timbcr Ind. 0.21 2.13 5.42 10.58 18.33 36.03 60.29 54.81 69.74 257.54

14.Food Ind. 0.93 1.54 1.97 2.46 7,41 12.06 19,43 19.85 36.09 101.74
IS.Textile Ind. 0.32 1.03 2.09 3.70 29.81 44.06 84.63 102.68 182.64 450.94
16.Clothing Ind. 0.03 0.20 0.55 0.91 1.77 3.47 5.33 5.53 7.25 25.04
17.Leather Ind. 0.01 0.04 0.11 0.18 0.86 1.81 3.30 3.51 4.97 14.78
18.Papcl1llaking Ind. 0.09 0.56 1.58 2.82 8.18 20.41 39.17 43.36 65.85 182.03
19.Culmre & Education 0.09 0.805 2.21 3.81 8.30 18.25 30.24 31.55 44.47 139.77
20.0ther lndusiry 2.14 4.78 14.23 21.96 45.70 107.49 180.34 221.67 344.55 942.86
21.Conslruclion (NT) 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
22.Transponalion (NT) 2.60 5.45 10.54 17.63 29.97 54.50 86.45 92.49 132.27 431.91
23.Mail & Telecommunicalion(N1) 0.10 1.29 3.01 5.75 11.39 23.77 35.50 32.20 41.72 154.72
24.Commerce & Catering (N1) 2.55 8.52 22.38 39.10 67.72 131.84 215.77 230.42 326.62 1044.93
25.Foreign Trade 0.34 1.19 3.20 5.67 9.02 17.86 28.99 30.66 42.74 139.67
26.MalcriaJ Supply (N1) 0.63 2.61 7.41 13.28 19.60 39.57 63.25 66.29 89.21 301.85

TOTAL 33.62 118.89 312.48 555.22 919.92 1813.88 2930.58 3102.03 4402.50 14692.92

a NT refers tonon-traded sectors



provided by the domestic market, while the rest was imported from abroad. Multiplying

these costs of input factors by their conversion factors will generate the social opportunity

costs of using these resources in China. For the traded sectors, these costs are multiplied

by their respective conversion factors, but for the non-traded sectors, they should be

multiplied by the general conversion factor which has been estimated in section 4.4.

Finally. the difference between the market values of these input factors and their social

opponunity costs represents the net benefits of using these intermediate inputs in China.

These figures will be shown in Table 4.10 through 4.12 in the next section. To the extent

that the Chinese government has encouraged Shenzhen fmns to use the domestically

produced intermediate goods or raw materials indicates the fact that payment upon

purchases of these materials is higher than their social opportunity costs, and therefore,

additional welfarebenefitsare created from these purchases.

4 •6 Estimates of Social Benefits and Costs

As mentioned in Chapter I that the "value-added" approach instead of the "product"

approach of measuring social benefits and costs has been adopted in this study. There are at

least three reasons involved when we suggest the "product" approach not be used. First,

as discussed earlier in Chapter ITI, re-exports from Shenzhen accounted for almost 73

percent of its total exports. Many Shenzhen firms which heavily involved in the re-export

activities included pan of these re-exports as their own outputs. Therefore. the value of

final outputs of each year might not necessarily reflect the true production capability of

Shenzhen. Second, since ShcJiZhcn does nor publish data on tile COStS of intermediate

goods and raw materials used in its production, it is very difficult to accurately measure the

social costs of production. The problem is even worse when most joint venture companies

in fact heavily rely on imported materials in their production, and yet no data are available

as to which part of their total imports each year is used for production. Third, in the area of
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compensation trade or assembling industry, foreign partners normally provide all necessary

materials for production, while the Chinese partnerprovides only labor. But the fact that

the final value of these processed output is sometimes classified by the Shenzhen Statistics

Bureau as Shenzhen's output, again, points out the inappropriamess of using the "product"

approach in this study.

Data on value added, on the other hand, such as workers' wage income,

companies' profits, the zone's foreign exchange earnings and tax revenue are of better

quality although some of these figures still under-represented the true figures. For instance,

the reported workers' wage income and companies' profits are believed to be smaller than

the true figures. Nevertheless, the problem tend to be less serious in the case of applying

the "value added" approach, especially an effort has been made in this study to estimate the

true workers' wage income by using the input-output approach (See Appendix H).

Before calculating the social benefits and costs of the Shenzhen project, we need to

have the financial data on different benefit and cost items.The various annual components

of the economic evaluation, constructed along the principles discussed in this chapter,

section 4.2. are summarized in Table 4.!0, expressed in current prices. The annual figures

on employment (that is, the workers' wage income in the zone) are calculated by using the

Input-Output approach. These calculated figures are about 27 percent higher than the

reported wage income published by the Shenzhen Statistic Bureau. The fact that a major

portion of workers' income is in the form of bonus payment and often not reported justifies

the used of these calculated figures. A summary table of this estimation is presented in

Appendix H. The figures on foreign exchange earnings in the table refer to income from

tourism, compensation trade , and other miscellaneous foreign exchange incomes. We do

not include foreign exchange earnings from exports because these earnings should be

captured by the employment and companies' profits items of the financial statement Tax
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revenue is counted as benefits of the zone because these tax payments mainly reflect

payments made by joint venture companies and wholly foreign-owned enterprises.

However, payments made by domestic firms are not included here. Although the amount of

companies' profits is relatively small compared with other benefit items, they nevenheless

represent a source of benefits to the zone. The net social benefits of selling domestic

materials and intermediate goods to the zone, based on the difference between their market

prices and shadow prices, are recorded as the fifth item in Table 4.10. The financial data in

Table 4.11 are basically the same as those presented in Table 4. I0, except the former reflect

the 1987 constant prices while the latter reflect current prices.

Finally, in order to assess the overall benefits and costs of Shenzhen, various

benefit and cost items have to be convened into their shadow prices. The employment

benefits, in terms of total wage earned, have to be multiplied by (l - 0.63), or 0.37, as

discussed in section 4.4.2, in order to measure the net social benefits from the zone's

employment The values of foreign exchange earnings, tax revenue, companies' profits,

infrastructure costs, and administrative costs are all multiplied by a general conversion

factor for foreign exchange of 0.75 to reflect their foreign currency equivalent values. It is

important to note that the selection of 0.75 as the general conversion factor for foreign

exchange is based on the fact that the shadow price of foreign currency, during the period

1979-1987 was, on average, about 50 percent above the official exchange rate. In some

areas, the shadow price or simply the black market value of foreign currency is even

higherl 37• After all the financial data are converted into their shadow prices, they are

assembled in Table 4.12.

137 South China Morning Post, September 23, 1988.
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TABLE 4.10

SHENZHEN SEZ-FINANCIAL BENEmS ANDCOSTS, 1979- 1987 (1)
(Unit: million Rmb,current prices)

--,
Components 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

---- --,
1. Employee Compensation a 29.73 68.18 119.15 208.05 310.90 544.27 872.20 780.39 985.98
2. Foreign Exchange Earnings b 4.59 12.16 21.28 33.35 53.05 81.31 111.92 531.21 830.88
3. TaxRevenue C 0.50 1.15 2.19 9.05 11.42 15.07 81.48 410.78 416.15
4. Companies Profits d -0.74 0.75 2.63 6.86 18.77 23.83 18.97 21.63 13.60
5. Domestic Material & Inter. Goods used 2.76 10.26 28.62 50.46 78.22 159.30 252.11 270.90 377.99
6. Infrastructure Costs -34.00 -63.00 -130.00 -419.00 -614.00 -1209.00 -2245.00 -1505.00 -1770.00
7. Administrauve Costs -20.78 -21.90 -42.!1 -20.22 -65.44 -127.07 -221.21 -285.32 -316.39

- Net Benefit -17.94 7.6 1.7 -131.55 -207.08 -512.29 -1129.53 224.59 538.21
t

a Figures lire calculated by using the lnput-Ouipui Approach,
b Includes income from tourism, compcnsatlon ttadeandremittance.
c Reflects taxpayment byjointventure companies andwholly foreign-owned enterprises.
d Mainly reflects profits of Slate-owned and collective-ownership enterprises in thezone.

Source: 1.TheShenzhen Municipal CityStatistical Yearbook, 1919·1987.
2. Own computation.



TABLE 4.11

SHENZHEN SEZ-FINAl~CIAL BENEFITS AND COSTS. 1979- 1987 (In
(Unit; million Rmb, 1987 prices)

-
Components 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

-----,
1. Employee Compensation • 65.53 138.27 218.28 354.16 518.08 849.06 1110.40 936.47 985.98
2. Foreign Exchange Earnings b 10.12 24.66 38.98 56.60 88.40 126.84 142.79 637.45 830.88
3. Tall. Revenue C 1.10 2.33 4.01 15.41 19.03 23.51 103.73 492.94 416.15
4. Companies Profitsd -1.63 1.52- 4.82 11.68 31.28 37.17 24.15 25.96 13.60
5. Domestic Material & Inter. Goods use 6.08 20.81 52.43 85.90 130.35 248.51 320.% 325.08 377.99
6. Infrastructure COSlS -74.95 -127.76 -238.16 -713.26 -1023.17 -1886.04 -2858.11 -1806.00 -rrmoo
7. Administrative COSlS -45.81 -44.41 -77.26 -34.42 -109.5 -198.23 -281.62 -342.38 -316.39

- Net Benefit -39.55 15.41 3.11 -223.94 -345.08 -799.17 -1438.00 269.51 538.21
+>.
VI

a. b,c and d SeeTable 4.7
Note: Constant price calculation based onShenzhen's consumer priceindex. published by theShenzhen Statistics Bureau.

Source: l:TiiC'Shenzhen Municipal CityStatistical Yearbook. 1979-1987.
2. Owncomputation.



TABLE 4.12
SHENZHEN SEZ-SOCIAL BENEFITS AND COSTS, 1979-1987 (net gain)

_ (Unit: million Rrnb, 1~~7 prices)b

1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987

--
I. Employmenta 24.25 51.16 80.76 131.04 191.69 314.15 410.85 346.49 364.81
2. Foreign Exchange 7.59 18.50 29.24 42.45 66.30 95.13 106.86 478.09 623.16

Earnings b
3. Tax RevenueC 0.83 1.75 3.01 11.55 14.27 17.63 77.80 369.70 312.11
4. Companies' Profitsd -1.22 1.14 3.61 8.76 23.46 27.88 18.11 19.47 10.20
5. DomesticMaterial 4.56 15.61 39.32 64.42 97.76 186.38 240.72 243.81 283.49

& Inter. Goods use-J:>,.
0\ 6. InfrastructureCosts -56.2] -95.82 -178.62 -534.95 -767.38 -1414.53 -2143.58 -1354.50 -1327.50

7. Administrative -34.35 -33.31 -57.94 -25.82 -81.79 -148.67 -211.22 -256.79 -237.29
Costs

Net Benefit -54.56 -40.98 -80.61 -302.54 -455.68 -922.02 -1500.45 -153.73 28.99

a, b.c and d SeeTable 4.7.
Note: Positive items represent netbenefits; negative hemsare netcosts.

Source: 1. TheShenzhcn Municipal City Stausucal Yearbook, 1979-1987.
2. Own computation.



In order to assess the overall benefits and costs of Shenzhen, some projections of

its operations into the future is required. The zone is assumed to operate until 1987 and

then to continue operating in subsequent years as it did in 1987 138.The stream of net

benefits is assumed to be constant in real terms at its 1987 value from 1988 until 2003 and

then to become zero, that is assuming a 25-year time horizon for the zone. In these

calculations, infrastructure costs are assumed to decline at an annual rate of 5 percent every

year after 1987 at the 1987 constant prices l39•

As the data in Table 4.12 show that until 1986, the Shenzhen project had been

producing a net social loss every year since 1979. During this period, the annual net loss

increased from Rmb 54.56 million in 1979 to Rmb 1.5 billion in 1985. In 1986, the net

loss dropped significantly to Rmb 153.73 million, only one-tenth of the previous year's

figure. In 1987, the Shenzhen project has for 6:. ~ first time in its nine-year history turned

from a net loss operation into a net gain operation. The findings of social benefits and costs

in Shenzhen point to the fact that the infrastructure in Shenzhen has been built and the

return on this gigantic investment project might have just started. However, given the

tremendous amount of investment that has been put into die infrastructure buildup during

the beginning years of the zone, it would still take years before Shenzhen could actually

realize a positive NPV of its future income stream. This could be understood by measuring

the NPVs and IRRs of the zone's income stream which started in 1979 and ended in 2003.

The results of this benefit-cost analysis are presented in Table 4.13 and 4.14.

138 L, view of the political turmoil happened in June this year, any forecast of future economic activities
in Shenzhen is highlyconjectural

139 By 1987, the primary stage of the industrial base has been built. Thus, infrastructure costs are
expected to decline. However, housing facilities, transportation system, and many other public
facilities are still far from adequate. As such, expenditures on infrastructure are expected to continue
but at a declining rate.
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Since the values of consumption rate of interest ( CRI = 5.76%) and conversion

factor for labor (13L = 0.63) have been determined earlier in this Chapter, estimation of

NPVs and mRs where eRI = 5.76% and 13L =0.63 is considered as the base case. The

results of this benefit-cost analysis are presented in Table 4.13 which also summaries the

sensitivity estimates of NPVs and IRRs when the switching values of the estimated

opportunity cost of labor to the wage paid (conversion factor for labor) and the

consumption rate of interest are applied in the calculation. Table 4.13 also shows the third

dimension of this sensitivity estimates, that is, the effect on NPVs and IRRs by varying the

economic life of the zone.

According to Table 4.13, the NPVs of future income generated from the existence

of the zone will continue to remain negative for a long period of time. Under all

combinations of assumptions examined in this study, the zone generates negative NPVs in

spite of the life of the zone. In general, the shorter the life of the zone, the larger are the

negative NPVs. If, according to the base case, Shenzhen is allowed to operate until year

2003, the NPV would still be negative where 1KRequals 3.71 percent. If, on the other

hand, the value of conversion factor for labor, turns out to be 0.43 instead, Shenzhen could

expect a positive NPV ofRmb 179.7 million at theend of its 2Q-year operation or Rmb 1.3

billion by the year 2003. Therefore, the sign of NPV when the life of zone is assumed to be

20 years or 25 years is determined by the switching values of conversion factor for labor

and consumption rate of interest. In most cases, however, NPVs tend to be negative. It is

important to note thata higher value on conversion factor for labor indicates highe.rsocial

opportunity cost of labor, and therefore lowers net social benefits from employment. This

will obviously generate a smaller positive NPV or larger negative NPV.
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Table 4.14 presents a similar picture as Table 4.13 does, except switching values of

conversion factor for foreign exchange rather than the conversion factor for labor are used

in the calculation. Conversion factors for foreign exchange are used in the calculation to

reflect the shadow prices of foreign currency. To the extent that benefits and costs are

measured at their currency equivalent values in this study, the changing values on foreign

currency in terms of domestic currency will defmitely affect the NPVs in a benefit-cost

analysis. A higher value of conversion factor for foreign exchange indicate smaller

divergence between domestic and border prices. Benefit and costs, measured at their

foreign currency equivalent value, will therefore become smaller and so will the NPV

According to the base case where consumption rate of interest is 5.76 percent, life of zone

is 20 years, conversion factor for labor is 0.63, and the conversion factor for foreign

exchange is 0.75, NPV is negative Rmb 1.5 billion while the IRR is negative 1.77 percent.

If the conversion factor for foreign exchange is 1.00 (that is, no divergence between

domestic and border prices), the NPV would be negative Rmb 2.2 billion. In all cases as

shown in Table 4.14 where conversion factor for labor is assumed to be 0.63, all NPVs

turn out to be negative. That is to say, our quantitative .analysis of Shenzhen has ensured

the impossibility of generating positive NPV to the Chinese economy at least until year

2003. Ifour estimation of conversion factor for labor underestimates the real cost of labor

in Shenzhen, the payoff year might be as late as year 2010 or beyond.
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TABLE4.13

SHENZHEN-RESULTS OFBENEFIT-COSTANALYSIS(I).a
(Unit in million Rmb)

Conversion Net Present Valueb
Facrorfor (in minion Rmb, 1987prices) IRRc
Labor(%) ConsumptionRate of Interest(%) %

3.76 4.76 5.76 6.76 7.76 8.76
(Lifeof zone=2Syears)

43 2472.6 1831.3 1316.5 903.4 562.2 307.1 10.30
53 1227.1 733.8 345.0 39.5 -199.3 -384.8 6.91
63 -18.4 -363.7 -626.6 -824.4 -970.9 -1076.7 3.71
73 -1263.9 -1461.2 -1598.2 -1688.4 -1742.4 -176S.5 0.57
83 -2509.4 -2558.6 -2569.7 -2552.3 -2513.9 -2460.4 -2.67

(Lifeof zone=20 years)

43 709.4 417.1 179.7 -12.5 -167.3 -291.4 6.69
53 -324.8 -510.8 -655.5 -766.4 -850.0 -9i i.3 2.44
63 -1359.1 -1438.7 -1490.4 -1520.4 -1532.7 -1531.2 -1.77
73 -2393.4 -2366.7 -2325.8 -2274.4 -2215.3 -2751.1 -6.18
83 -3427.7 -3294.6 -3160.9 • -3028.3 -2898.0 -2770.9 -11.14

(Lifeof zone=15years)

43 -920.3 -953.5 -975.1 -987.2 -991.5 -989.4 -3.59
53 -1700.5 -1667.5 -1629.8 -1588.7 -1545.1 -1499.8 -9.89
63 -2480.8 -2381.5 -2284.5 -2190.1 -2098.6 -2010.2 -16.78
7~ -3261.0 -3095.5 -2939.2 -2791.5 -2652.1 -2520.6 -25.20
83 4041.3 -3809.5 -3593.9 -3392.9 -3205.7 -3031.0 -38.19

(Lifeof zone=10years)

43 -2116.5 -2007.5 -1904.9 -1808.7 -1718.2 -1633.1 47.55
53 -2591.3 -2451.6 -2320.9 -2198.6 -2084.1 -1976.9 -61.05
63 -3066.0 -2895.6 -2736.8 -2588.6 -2450.0 -2320.6 -86.07
73 -3540.8 -3339.7 -3152.7 -2978.4 -2815.9 -2664.4 -138.08
83 4015.5 -3783.8 -3568.5 -3368.3 -3181.8 -3008.1 -149.70

a Except where otherwise indicated, results apply to the consumption rate of interest of 5.76%, life of
zone of 20 years, conversion factor for labor equal to 63% of wage paid, and conversion factor for
foreign exchange equal 0.75.

b Results are presentedin 1987 values. Thus net present valuespresented are equal 10 net present value
discounted to 1979andmultiplied by (l+i)8, wherei is the consumption rate of interest.

c Internal rate of return
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TABLE4.14

SHENZHEN-RESULTS OF BENEFIT-COST ANALYSIS (11)••
(Unit in million Rmb)

Conversion
Factor for Net PresentValueb
Foreign (in million Rmb, 1987 prices) IRRc
Exchange Consumption RaIcof Interest(%) %
(%)

3.76 4.76 5.76 6.76 7.76 8.76
(Lifeof zone= 25 Yc:anij

1.000 -285.6 -718.7 -1045.8 -1289.2 -1466.9 -1592.4 3.22
0.875 -152.0 -541.18 -836.2 -1056.8 -1218.8 -1334.5 3.43

0.750 -18.4 -363.7 -626.6 -824.4 -970.9 -1076.7 3.71
0.625 115.2 ·186.2 -417.0 -592.1 -722.9 -818.8 4.11
0.500 248.8 -8.7 -207.4 -359.7 -465.0 -560.9 4.72

(Lifeof zone=20 years)

1.000 -2038.7 -2124.3 -2175.4 -2199.2 -2201.3 -2186.6 -2.42
0.875 -1698.9 -1781.5 -1833.0 -1859.8 ·1867.0 -1858.9 -2.14

0.750 -1359.1 -1438.7 -1490.6 -1520.4 -1532.7 -1531.2 -I. 77
0.625 -1019.4 -1095.9 -1148.2 -1181.0 -1198.4 -1203.4 -1.25
0.500 -679.6 -753.1 -805.8 -841.6 -864.0 -875.7 -0.46

(Lifeof zone=15 years)

1.000 -3492.6 -3346.4 -3204.4 -3067.1 -2934.7 -2e07.4 -17.83
0.875 -2986.7 -2863.9 -2744.4 -2628.6 -2516.7 -24-8.8 -17.37

0.750 -2480.8 -2381.5 -2284.5 -2190.1 -2098.6 -2010.2 ·16.78
0.625 -1974.9 -1899.1 -1824.5 -1751.6 -1680.5 -1611.6 -15.94
0.500 -1468.9 -1416.7 -1364.6 -1313.1 -1262.5 -1213.0 -14.69

(Life of zone= 10years)

1.000 -4222.9 -3987.7 -3768.4 -3563.7 -3372.6 -3194.0 -94.76
O.87S -3644.5 -3441.7 -3252.6 -3076.1 -2911.3 ,,-~"" ., -90.29-,,"'J'.~

0.750 -3066.0 -2895.6 -2736.8 -2588.5 -2450.0 -2320.6 -86.07
0.625 -2487.6 -2349.6 -2221.0 -2100.9 -1988.7 -1883.9 -81.73
0.500 -1909.1 -1803.6 -1705.2 -1613.3 -1527.5 -1447.2 -76.82

a,b,c See Table 4.13
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION

By assessing the economic performance of Shenzhen and analyzing the role of

Shenzhen in China's modernization program during the period 1979-1987, this study

attempts to measure the welfare contribution of Shenzhen to the Chinese economy, as well

as to evaluate the externalities !!!!!! demonstration effects of the zone. The quantitative part

of this analysis has been presented in Chapter IV and the concluding remark on these

results is presented in section 5.1 of this Chapter. A discussion on the biases and

limitations of these results is included in section 5.2.

I

Recognized as the vanguard to promote economic growth and enhance China's

modernization program, Shenzhen has been carrying a mission that is probably too heavy

for it to fulfill. Net only dues Shenzhen have to prove to the Central authorities its

capability of promoting exports, generating economic profits and earning foreign exchange,

it also has to demonstrate the superiority of the workings of free market system in socialist

China. Furthermore, Shenzhen sometimes has to operate according to some predetermined

state policies which have appeared to be in violation to the stated objectives of the zone.

However, no matter how difficult the mission would be, Shenzhen has been given

exceptionally high level of administrative, as well as legal autonomy in an expectation that

it will benefit China's modernization program. It was expected, as a result, that ideological

debates and severe criticism would abound regarding the wisdom of experimenting free

market system in China and the tremendous amount of expenditure involved in such

experimentation. Since there is no prior experience in China pertaining to Shenzhen's

development project, problems might arise in terms of policy implication and

implementation. This will bediscussed in section 5.3 and 5.4. The degree of uncertainty

about the future of Shenzhen is just as high as that about the political future of China,
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much of this discussion is presented in section 5.5.

5 •1 Results of the Social Benefits and Costs of Shenzhen

The empirical results on this social benefit-cost analysis presented in Table 4.13 and

4.14 clearly indicate that it is very unlikely that Shenzhen will be able to generate net

present values of its future income stream if it does not experience more rapid economic

growth in the coming 10 or 20 years. Another possibility of running a profitable project in

Shenzhen is to ensure low future spending on infrastructure or relying on foreign funds to

fmance this investment Table 4.13 shows that the net loss to the Chinese economy of

operating the development project in Shenzhen in the first ten years is about Rmb 2.7

billion measured at 1987 prices. The size of this loss would get smaller if Shenzhen could

continue its current operation. Judging from the quantitative analysis reflected by both

Table 4.13 and 4.14, the welfare loss to China from running the project in Shenzhen

would be quite considerable. The loss is even more pressing if the Chinese government

were to abort the development plan in Shenzhen in the near future. Why then would the

Chinese government want to spend a huge amount of resources on developing Shenzhen if

the net economic gain cannot be realized in the coming 20 or possibly 30 years. In this

regard. we could only conclude that there must be some expected qualitative benefits that

the Chinese authorities valued highly when starting to design the development blueprint of

Shenzhen ten years ago. Many of these benefits have been mentioned in previous Chapters,

such as the political solution of Hong Kong. the possible reunification with Taiwan. the

testing ground for China's economic laws, the absorption of foreign technology, the

learning of scientific management skill, and so forth.

5.2 Biases and Limitations of the Results

Downward biases of the estimated social profitability of the zone rather than the
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reverse seem to be predominant given the simplifying assumptions that have been made

about the economic environment in China and in Shenzhen. These include the following:

(1) Employment indirectly generated in other parts of China by the zone's economic

activities as a result of forward and backward linkages is not captured in this study. These

indirect benefits eenainly would have been part of the components in this social benefit-cost

analysis had'more detailed data on employment been available.

(2) Although companies' profits constitute a small portion of the zone's total economic

benefits. considering only the published data on these profits will certainly underestimate

the social welfare impact of the zone.

(3) Since market distortions in China are primarily created by other institutional setups

rather than tariff protection, most estimates on shadow prices done in this study, which

mainly depends on available data on tariff rates for their calculations. are upward biased,

i.e. overestimating the social opportunity costs of using domestic resources and therefore

underestimating the net welfare gain from the zone's operation.

These downward biases. however. are somewhat weakened by other sets of

assumptions made in this study. These include:

(1) It was assumed that Shenzhen firms that entered the zone would not have been

present in China in the absence of the zone. But the fact that some of these firms would

presumably have invested elsewhere in China in any case might generate certain degree of

upward biases in our calculation.

(2) Assuming that the shadow price of capital equals unitycould also underestimate the

social opportunity costs of domestic borrowing and therefore overestimate the welfare

effect of the zone.
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5.3 Shenzhen's Problems and Controversy

The first nine years of Shenzhen operations during the period of 1979-1987 have

not generated enough data or evidence to speak conclusively about the entire experience.

Shenzhen provides more than partial information for an informed judgment about the

impact of the zone upon the domestic economy. This information, however, must be set in

the larger context of Chinese economic reforms, in order to understand the evolving

strategies of Chinese leaders in using the zone. The evolution is, in some ways, a response

to the internal criticism and controversy surrounding the zone, The problems which have

been identified with Shenzhen may be broadly classified into four categories: (1) foreign

exchange leakages, (2) cost ineffectiveness in attracting foreign investment, (3) failure to

achieve stated objectives, and (4) economic crimes and related social problems.

First of all, with respect to foreign exchange leakages, Shenzhen is reputed to have

been a net user of foreign exchange with its foreign exchange earnings being a portion of

its foreign exchange outlays only. This excess of foreign exchange spending over foreign

exchange earnings is generally attributed to the importation of "wasteful" consumer goods

such as color television and video recorders, and Shenzhen's inability to generate adequate

export earnings. Instead of being a production center for exports, much of Shenzhen's

output has been destined mainly for internal consumption. On the other hand, the impetus

for Shenzhen's becoming a trading center with the rest of China has originated largely from

the desire of Chinese enterprises to take advantage of its "special" status. Specifically, the

relative lack ofcustoms controls and the freedom to respond to market conditions, coupled

with the scarcity of many consumer items in the Chinese market, have made possible

several avenues whereby enterprises in Shenzhen may enhance their profitability through

trading instead of production activities. Therefore, since the outflows of foreign exchange
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necessitated by the importation of consumer goods or foreign pans are not accompanied by

an inflow of foreign exchange earnings, a net outflow of foreign exchange is said to have

resulted from Shenzhen's re-export activity. However, Shenzhen's foreign exchange

problem should not be analyzed independently of the larger perspective of China's overall

economic policy. For instance. the rise in consumer imports and the resultant drain on

China's foreign exchange reserves have been a general phenomenon of the Chinese

economy and are therefore not unique to Shenzhen. Theoretically. the overvaluation and

rigidity of the Chinese currency and the distortions present in China's planned economy are

potentially important causes of China's trade deficit

Secondly, the alleged cost ineffectiveness of Shenzhen in attracting foreign

investment was suggested by estimates showing a greater value of infrastructural

investment than that of foreign investment. Since the heavy expenditures on infrastructural

investment are estimated to be the single most important impetus in the growth of

Shenzhen140, Shenzhen was accused for being a "parasite" living off the state subsidies.

However. this assessment of infrastructural investment overlooks the fact that the streams

of benefits generated by such investment outlays are likely to persist into the future and

must therefore be taken into account when compared to the value of foreign investment In

fact, the external economies of scale and increased absorptive capacity associated with

infrastructural investment are essential prerequisites to a greater level of foreign investment

Without an adequate supply of infrastructure, investment incentives and tax concessions are

unlikely to produce the desired level of foreign investment since their appeals are obviated

by the adverse impact a lack of infrastructure will have on the productivity of private capital

and thus the return on investment Hence, to the extent that future inflows of foreign

140 Discussed in Chapter 2.
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investment are related to today's infrastrucmral investment, spending on infrastructure must

be considered a long-term investment rather than a one-time expenditure. Given the rather

short time-span Shenzhen has been in operation and a possible lagged response of foreign

investment to infrastructural investment, the above criticism of Shenzhen appears rather

short-sighted.

Thirdly, in conjunction with the preceding indictments, Shenzhen is also said to

have failed in its role as a SEZ. That is, it has so far been unable to establish an export

oriented, foreign-financed industrial base which may also serve as a conduit for technology

transfers to China. Instead of being a source of foreign exchange earnings and capital for

the modernization of China, it has led to a net outflow of foreign exchange and a net drain

on government fiscal resources. While it is palpable that Shenzhen has yet to realize much

of its original objectives, the cause of its failure and its long-term potential to achieve such

objectives are deserving of a considered analysis. The fundamentals of the SEZ policy are

pertinent determinants of Shenzhen's performance and must therefore not be overlooked in

evaluating the zone. As indicated in section 6.2 of this chapter, Shenzhen's inability to

generate results expected of it is symptomatic of the basic contradictions inherent in China's

SEZpolicy.

Finally, the erosion of the socialist ethics represents yet another grievance against

Shenzhen. Opponents of the SEZ policy point to the rise in corruption, rising materialism,

speculations on the black market for foreign exchange, frauds and other economic crimes

as obvious indictments against this policy which is said to be inconsistent with the basic

tenets of a socialist economy. While the above developments have indisputably been

observed in Shenzhen, they are clearly not confined to Shenzhen alone. The rise in

economic crimes and other social problems are now seen as an adverse byproduct of the

reform programs in China and must therefore be approached from that perspective.
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As a result of the controversy and problems mentioned above. a number of

measures have been adopted to rectify the emerging problems in Shenzhen and to appease

its critics. They are (1) a reduction in the foreign exchange allocations to state-owned

enterprises in Shenzhen, (2) a one-third reduction in Shenzhen's budget for infrasttuctural

development in 1986. (3) tighter access to other markets in China for enterprises operating

in the zone. (4) the replacement of the former mayor of Shenzhen, Liang Xiang, by the

deputy secretary general of the State Council, Li Hao, (5) greater efforts to crackdown on

economic crimes, and (6) the creation of a task force to study Shenzhen's problems. The

objectives of the new measures are to concentrate Shenzben's energy once again on its

appointed task of building an export-oriented economy through foreign investment. It is

believed that, in order to make Shenzhen a successful economic experiment, at least 70

percent of its output must be exported and 50 to 60 percent of its industries must be

financed with foreign capital141 and that greater effons must also be made to increase the

presence of heavy industry and high technology in the zone.

5 •4 Contradictions in tbe Sbenzhen Policy

The desirabilit"j of the above criteria aside, they reflect once again the failure to

understand the basic economic realities of Shenzhen and the penchant to formulate

economic objectives independently of such realities. To a large degree, the controversy

surrounding Shenzhen and the disappointments in its performance are results of assigning

goals to Shenzhen without understanding the zone's capability to fulfill them.

141 China. MOFERT, Policy Research DepartmenL "GeneralSituation of the Shenzhen EconomicZone"
in Guide to Chin's ForeignEconomic Relations and Trade: Cities NewlyOpened 10 Foreign Investors
(H=; Kong: ECC!'.Qmic Tnf!J!'malion and Agency. 1985).
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In order to put the above controversy in its properperspective, we must have a clear

understanding of the nature and basic character of China'sSEZ policy. An examination of

the basic premises of the SEZ policy has however revealed a number of inherent

contradictions which have contributed much to Shenzhen's difficulties. These

contradictions are found to exist between (1) China's desire to isolate Shenzhen and her

demand for cost effectiveness in the zone, (2) the role of Shenzhen as a conduit of

technology transfers and its comparative advantages, (3) Shenzhen's reliance on market

forces and China's avoidance of market discipline, (4) China's expectation to tum

Shenzhen into an export-oriented industrial base and the contradicting trade policy of

permitting heavy domestic sales by foreign companies, and (5) the capitalistic propensity of

the zone and the socialistic foundation of the Chineseeconomy.

To begin with, China's desire to limit Shenzhen's potential disruptions to the

existing economic order has come in grips with the goalof cost effectiveness in Shenzhen.

By locating Shenzhen away from major industrial centers, it was only expected that there

was inadequate infrastructure for attracting foreign investment at the beginning stage of

Shenzhen's development. The low level of capital inflowassociated with the considerable

amount of infrastructural investment committed by thecentral government implies a high

"per unit" cost of attracting foreign investment in Ute zone. The underdevelopment of the

site chosen for Shenzhen may also explain their initiallowexport-capability and subsequent

slow growth of export industries.

Secondly, the lack of infrastructural facilities, trained personnel and natural

resources in Shenzhen makes it very difficult for it to become a channel of technology

transfer to China. The real comparative advantage of Shenzhen, however, is the presence

of abundant labor; making low-cost production facilities in the production of "maturing"
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products the most important rationale for foreign investment in the zone. It is this advantage

that has led many Hong Kong investors to Shenzhen where lower wages rates than those in

Hong Kong and a relatively abundant supply of land are available. By the same token,

other industrial bases with better infrastructural facilities, trained personnel and natural

resources are better suited for technology transfers.

Thirdly, Shenzhen's problem with foreign exchange speculation and its unintended

roles as a domestic entrepot142 have demonstrated clearly the difficulties involved in using

market forces as a means of development while avoiding the constraints of market

discipline. The attempts by Chinese enterprises and individuals to take advantage of the

relative lack of institutional controls and the availability of scarce consumer goods in

Shenzhen, as well as the opportunities to speculate on the black market for foreign

exchange, are but rational economic responses to emerging market opponunities and

distortions. The excess demand for scarce consumer goods elsewhere in China and the

disequilibrium nature of the Chinese exchange rate, rather than the criminal propensities of

the traders, are the main reason behind such activities. It is precisely these profit

maximizing activities which are responsible for the allocative efficiency of a market

economy. And it is these same activities which will jJlul'"i un; l7lVWi!l of Shenzhen

according to market forces. Although China's refusal to accept the discipline of the market

is understandable in view of the distortions in her economy, its attempt to circumvent the

results of market forces in the SEZs remain contradictory to the market foundation of the

SEZs.

Fourthly, Shenzhen was frequently indicted for selling most of its industrial outputs

in the domestic market rather than exponing them. However, many have neglected the fact

142 Doing re-export activities.
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that this was an inherent problem of the contradiction between China's expectation to turn

Shenzhen into an export-oriented industrial base and her need for many of the consumer

goods produced in the zone. Even regulations were promulgated in favor of those who

wanted to sell their products in the domestic market.

Finally, the ambivalent nature of Shenzhen's policy was augmented by the

difference between the capitalistic character of the zone and the socialist origin of the

Chinese economy. Both success and failure of the zone will be problematic for the Chinese

leadership -- a successful performance by Shenzhen will undoubtedly exert unwanted

pressures on the socialist system by affirming the superiority of the market economy, while

failures of the zone will surely damage the prestige of their proponents and undermine their

reform programs. In the long run, Shenzhen's position in the Chinese economy must be

clearly defined and defended on the basis of socialist principles ifplanned economic system

is expected to continue to govern the country's economic activities.

In short, the stated objectives and evaluation criteria for Shenzhen appear to have

been dictated by state policy pronouncement rather. than a considered analysis of the basic

realities of the zone. As a result, much of the debate has focused on the symptoms rather

than the root cause of the zone's difficulties.

5.5 The Future of Shenzhen

The political future of the zone dictates its economic prospect. For instance, the

national debate on the viability of SEZs in 1982-1983 almost aborted the whole plan until

the paramount leader Deng Xiaoping personally endorsed it in his tour to Shenzhen and

said. "the experiment is successful; the policy should be continued"143. Thus, Shenzhen's

143 China Spring Digest. July/August 1987.
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future depends largely on how committed the central leadership is to making it a success,

and its long-term survival is contingent upon its continual acceptance by the political elite.

However, since considerations of politics are outside the scope of this study, it is the

economic factors which will be examined here.

First of all, on the basis of its comparative advantages, Shenzhen is unlikely to

become a center for high-technology production as many have hoped. Basic economic

theory suggests that the pattern of exports from the zone and, thus the types of foreign

investment they will attract, will likely reflect their relative factor abundance. The

production processes and investment in the zone will tend to be intensive in factors which

are relatively abundant in the zone, namely low-cost labor and land This means, aside

from some show case projects l44 , the present trends of light industrial production and

intennediate processing activity are predicted to continue into the future.

Secondly, the opening up of the fourteen coastal cities in early 1984 and the

establishment of other "economic and technical development" zones for foreign trade and

investment are likely to continue to dilute Shenzhen's share of foreign investment in China.

As a result, the significance of the zone as a means of attracting foreign capital is destined

to decline as other regions in China become more open to foreign trade and investment

Thirdly, despite competition from other Chinese cities, the proximity of Shenzhen

to Hong Kong will continue to afford it a locational advantage in attracting investment from

that city. Irrespective of its competitiveness insofar as overseas investment is concerned,

the complementarity between the zone and Hong Kong is manifested in the former's ability

144 A numberof."high technology" projectsuch as the production of optical fibre cable materials. digital
control injection molding machines and manufacturing technology and equipment for video-recorders
were established in thezone.
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to supply factors that are becoming increasingly scarce in the latter such as low-cost labor

and land. Indeed, as foreign investment in China is diverted away from the zone, its

reliance on Hong Kong as a source of foreign capital is apt to increase. This means the

industries which are presently dominated by Hong Kong investors such as the light

industries, intermediate processing, and tourist facilities will remain significant players in

the zone. The comparative advantages of the zone are thus reinforced by the above

locational factor. Over time, a greater degree of economic integration between Shenzhen

and Hong Kong can also be expected as a result of such investment activities. Furthermore,

the purported difficulties of the zone are unlikely to abate their value as an economic

laboratory for the prior testing of China's reform policies. The policies which have so far

been tested successfully in Shenzhen before their introduction in the Chinese economy

include the wage contract system, the institution of wage bonuses and the experimentation

ofeconomic laws. In fact, the opening up of the fourteen cities and other areas in China for

foreign trade and investment are motivated primarily by the early successes of Shenzhen.

Therefore, in view of the experimental character of Chinese economic reforms, Shenzhen

will remain a valuable assets to CtaJnese policy makers in the foreseeable future.

Lastly, the symbolism surrounding Shenzhen and its role as an economic laboratory

will render the zone an important "window" on Chinese policies for some time to come. As

an economic laboratory, happenings in Shenzhen are possible prelude to future

developments in the Chinese economy. The degree to which capitalistic practices are

allowed to interact with the Chinese economy will also provide valuable clues as to how the

contradictions between capitalism and socialism may be accommodated in China. This

function of Shenzhen is particularly significant insofar as China's reunion with Hong Kong

in 1997 and her desired reunification with Taiwan are concerned. It is widely believed that

confidence in the future of Hong Kong after 1997 and the prospects for reunification with
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Taiwan are crucially affected by the future of Shenzhen and other SEZs in China. Failures

by Shenzhen to survive in China's socialist system will suggest the same for Hong Kong

and Taiwan and will thereby reduce confidence in the former and undermine China's

chances of peaceful reunion with the latter. In addition, as a symbolic vanguard of China's

economic reforms, Shenzhen will likely remain a focus of contention in the political

struggle between the reformers and their conservation detractors. This means any

fundamental shifts in the political balance or resurgence in "leftist" politics in China are apt

to be reflected in her treatment of Shenzhen, making it a political barometer.
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APPENDIX A

ACIUAL FOREIGN CAPITAL UTILIZAnON II'.l
CHINA'S 14 COASTALCITlES (1979-1987)

URic million USS

Dired ToLlil Percentage
Extemal Foreign Commercial Capilal of

COASTAL CITIES· Loans Investment Credits Utilization Total

1. Tianjin 201 189 38 428 13.80
2. Qinhuandao(Hebei) 1 6 0 8 0.25
3. Dalian(Liaoning) 216 97 18 331 10.65
4. Shanghai 494 519 75 1,088 35.03
5. Namong(Jingsu) 4 22 33 59 1.91
6. Lianyungong{Jiangsu) 13 22 6 41 1.32
7. Ningbo(Zhejiang) 2 14 3 19 0.62
8. Wenzhou(Zhejiang) 0 z 1 3 0.09
9. Fuzhou(Fujian) 9 6S 21 94 3.04
10. Qingdao{Shangdong) 78 27 9 lIS 3.69
11. Yantai{Shangdong) 7 11 39 57 1.85
12. Guang7.hou(Guangdong) 137 555 80 772 24.85
13. Zhanjiang(Guangdong) 4 62 21 87 2.79
14. Beihai(Guangxi) 0 4 0 4 0.12

TOTAL 1.167 1.594 344 3,106 100.00
SHENZHEN SEZ 369 1,344 90 1,728 55.64

• Names in parenthesis refer to the province to which the city belongs.

Source: 1. China's Cities Statistical Yearbook. 1985-1988,
2. Almanac of Cbi.'1s·s Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, 1984-1988,
3. Own computation.
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APPENDIX B

PER CAPITA INCOME OF SELECTED CITIES IN CHINA, 1984-1987
Unit: Yuan

Four-year
1984 1985 1986 1987 Average

14 COASTAL ClTIES(Average) 1,090 1,196 1,406 1,575 1,317

1. Tianjin 1,138 1,223 1.391 1,548 1.325
2. Qinhuandao(Hebei) 1.039 1.136 1.490 1,551 1.304
3. Dalian(Liaoning) 1.067 1.180 1.377 1.640 1.316
4. Shanghai 1,180 1.395 1.609 1.830 1.504
5. Nanrong(Jingsu) 973 1.024 1.370 1,556 1.231
6. Lianyungong(Jiangsu) 999 1,029 1.245 1,365 1.159
7. Ningbo(Zhejiang) 1.012 1.114 1,324 1,501 1.238
8. Wenzhou(Zhejiang) 926 1,049 1.141 1,304 1.105
9. Fuzhou(Fujian) 1,013 1.126 1,290 1,362 1.198
10. Qingdao{Shangdong) 1,148 1,148 1.363 1,595 1.313
11. Yantai(Shangdong) 1,143 1,094 1,304 1,463 1.251
12.~ 1,417 1,633 1,844 2,087 1.745
13.ZIm~ 1,242 1,379 1,588 1,772 1,495
14. Beihai(Guangxi) 967 1.212 1.342 1.479 1,250

4 SEZs (Average) 1.556 1.669 1 117? ., n7'2 1 .,0.,-,_.- -,,,,, ..,, At I ~J.

1. Shenzhen 2.266 2.524 2.568 2.796 2.539
2. Shantou 1.039 1.101 1.220 1,403 1.191
3. Zhuhai 1.844 1.690 2,106 2.293 1.983
4. XiameJJ 1,074 1.363 1.595 1.799 1,458

Source: 1. China's Cities Statistical Yearbook. 1985-1988.
2. Almanac of China's Foreign Economic Relations and Trade, 1984-1988.
3. China's Slatistical Yearbook, 1987·1988
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APPENDIX C

SHENZHEN SEZ-SOME DEMOGRAPHIC DATA

- -
1979 1180 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 %.

Total Popuiation(I.000) 71.40 9l .10 131.30 198.60 285.00 337.50 469.80 488.70 599.60 100.00
(I) Stable 70.90 8~PO 98.30 128.60 165.00 191.40 231.90 257.40 286.90 47.85
(2)Temporary 0.50 )(1.00 33.00 70.00 120.00 146.10 237.90 231.30 312.70 52.15

TotalLaborForce(I.000) 23.30 2t[.50 38.50 66.80 107.60 154.50 193.10 221.30 273.60 100.00
(I) State-owned Enter. 23.30 2t .50 38.50 61.00 87.00 117.80 14(;.00 156.40 177.20 64.77
(2)Collective-ownership 0.00 (~.OO 0.00 5.80 10.40 17.50 21.40 22.70 29.90 10.93
(3)Others 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.20 19.20 31.70 42.20 66.50 24.31

Total Wages Earned 19.41 3(1.02 46.05 94.18 173.10 349.41 486.92 570.37 765.82 100.00
(million Yuan)

\-. (I) State-owned Enler. 19.41 3(1.02 46.05 83.33 140.01 278.36 358.12 411.02 493.32 64.42
~ (2)Collective-ownership 0.00 0.00 0.00 10.85 15.55 32.53 42.80 47.94 71.40 9.32

(3)Others 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 17.48 38.52 86.00 111.41 201.10 26.26

PercapitaIncome (Yuan) 833.00 IID.OO 1196.00 1408.00 1610.00 2266.00 2524.00 2568.00 2.796.00 100.00
(1) Stale-owned Enter. 833.00 113:1.00 1196.00 1366.00 1610.00 2363.00 2558.00 2628.00 2784.00 99.57
(2) Coltcctive-ownershlp 0.00 0.00 0.00 1870.00 1495.00 1859.00 2000.00 2112.00 2388.00 85.41
(3) Others 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1714.00 2006.00 2713.00 2640.00 3024.00 108.15

.. Only measure the 1987 figures

---,
Source: Shenzhen Municipal City Statistical Yearbc ok, 1979·1987



APPENDIX 0
ESTIMATED VALUE ADDED iN SHENZHEN, BYSECfOR (1)1

(in million-Rmb, currentprices)

SECTOR 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total

1. Farming 14.98 18.49 Hi.02 19.05 19.88 18.69 ISJ 1 19.14 41.52 182.88
2. Foresuy 0.18 0.21 0.19 0.09 0.18 0.16 4.36 6.38 8.79 20.55
3. Animal Husbandry 6.23 7.69 6.66 3.28 7.39 4.41 3.13 6.66 10.45 55.91
4. Sideline Production 2.18 2.70 2.33 2.29 1.84 0.55 1.62 1.78 2.37 17.66
5. Fisheries 3.95 4.87 4.22 4.89 2.50 13.77 9.45 16.60 23.75 84.02

Subtotal 27.52 31.96 29.43 29.60 31.79 37.58 33.68 50.56 86.89 361.01

6. Mctallurgy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.21 10.24 14.58 17.03 21.23 68.28
7. Power 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.73 0.03 0.00 18.04 26.93 47.73
II. Chcmicallnd. 0.0f) 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.02 16.67 55.00 47.90 64.74 200.33
12. Heavy Machine Building 1.64 3.20 4.59 13.45 16.49 29.93 73.81 119.89 183.99 446.99
13 Licht Machine Building 8.90 17.14 63.81 63.91 79.76 201.52 :3S3.92 554.54 585.12 3426.01
14 Building Materials 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.17 25.53 24.50 34.82 68.40 166.43

~ 16 Wood and wood products 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.90 5.63 8.90 7.90 9.49 34.81
00 17 Food 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 8.71 12.81 22.77 29.93 88.43 162.65

18 Textiles 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.22 3.47 4.72 21.61 5l.35 86.37
19 Clothing andleather 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 7.69 8.96 17.81 20.21 41.15 95.82
20. Paper, cultural & ed. articles 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.05 24.03 66.07 78.46 120.19 292.80
21. Other manufacturing 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 16.30 23.89 50.79 45.60 66.84 203.42

Subtotal 10.54 20.34 68.40 77.36 178.24 362.70 692.87 9~5.93 1327.85 5231.64

22. Construction 0.00 29.28 70.51 154.26 213.38 3:51.32 607.57 409.94 396.05 2232.31
23. Trans, mail & tclccom. 0.00 5.24 12.62 17.19 40.84 '18.29 108.66 108.07 113.72 . 484.63
24. Trade, calCr.& mal. supply 0.00 19.63 47.27 92.~9 181.66 382.78 565.08 495.85 623.30 2407.95

Subtotal 0.00 54.14 130.40 263.84 435.89 812.38 1281.3'2 1013.86 1133.06 5124.89
TOTAL ~ .li!8M lli..ll J1O.HQ ~ 1212,67 2OOl.81 2060.35 2547,8) )07)7.55b

OFFICIAL FIGURES 31.60 120.32 252.32 456.15 792.30 1516.62 2093.65 1995.08 2544.59 9802.63b

a Estimated based on the 1981 China's National lnput-Output table. Figures refer to theestimates of netnational product (NNP). Noting thatdepreciation is
notaccounted forherebecause theShenzhen Statistics Bureau onlypublishes data on NNP, notGNP.

h The difference is9.3percent.



APPENDIXE
ESTIMATED VAttIE ADDED IN SHENZHEN, BY SECfOR 01)a

. (in millionRmb, current prices)

Category 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total

I. Farmi'ilg 14.65 18.08 15.67 18.63 19.44 18.27 14.78 18.72 40.60 178.83
2. Porcsiry 0.16 0.19 0.11 0.08 0.16 0.14 3.88 5.68 7.82 18.27
3. Animal Husbandry 6.69 8.26 7.16 3.53 7.95 4.74 3.36 7.15 11.23 60.06
4. Sideline production 2.99 3.69 3.20 3.14 2.52 0.15 2.22 2.44 3.25 24.20
5. Fisheries 4.27 5.27 4.57 5.29 2.70 14.89 10.23 17.95 25.69 90.87

subtoal 28.76 35.50 30.76 30Ji6 32.17 38.81 34.47 51.94 88.60 372.23

6. Mctallurgy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.72 11.23 15.99 18.68 23.29 74.91
7. Power 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.25 0.02 0.00 14.84 22.17 39.28
II. Chemical Industry 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 :14.34 14.92 49.23 42.88 57.94 179.30
12. Heavy Machine Building 1.54 3.01 4.32 12.65 15.50 28.15 69.42 112.74 173.03 420.35
13. LightMachine Building 7.70 12.94 57.38 77.43 85.88 25H.76 325.66 493.75 759.29 2078.77
14. Building materials 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 13.01 25.34 24.32 34.56 61.89 165.19

~ 16. Wood andwood products 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.19 5.42 8.57 1.61 9.14 33.53
1,0 17. Food 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 9.85 14.49 25.76 33.86 100.03 183.99

18. Textile 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5.16 3.43 4.67 21.36 50.76 85.39
19. Clothing and leather 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 12.08 14.09 27.99 31.76 64.67 150.58
20. Paper,cultural& ed, articles 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.11 24.31 67.01 79.59 121.91 296.98
21. Othermanufacturing 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.29 22.40 47.62 42.75 62.67 190.72

subtoal 9.24 15.95 61.70 90.08 186.0 422.62 666.24 934.39 ]5]2.79 3898.99

22. Construction 0.00 61.25 147.51 322.75 446.44 735.04 ]271.17 857.6& 828.62 4670.48
23. Trans., mail & telecom. 0.00 6.08 14.65 19.96 41.42 90.89 126.16 125.48 132.03 562.67
24. Trade,caicr., & mat.supply 0.00 23.75 57.21 111.80 219.84 463.21 683.83 600.04 754.27 2913.95

subtoal 0.00 91.09 219.~1 454.5] 713.70 1289.14 2081.16 ]583.]9 17]4.92 8147.10
TOTAL J1.22 MW l1.U1 lli.M 2ll.5!l 1750.57 2781.86 2562.52 J3MJ.1. 12418.32b

OFFICIAL FIGURES 31.6 120.32 252.32 456.15 792.3 1516.62 2093.65 1995.08 2544.59 9802.63b

a Estimated basedon the 1987 Input-Output table.Figures refer to theetimatesof net national product (NNP). Noting thatdepreciation is not accounted for
here becausethe Shenzhen Statistics Bureau only publishes data on NNP,not GNP.

h The difference is 26.69percent



APPENDIX F -- CHINA'S IMPORT BY SECTOR, 1~85 • 19!? (in Rmb million)
.......... __ .._------ ... ---_ .....-......... __ .---......__ .--._... __ .~...

Category 1985 1986 1987 Average
......-_..._---_.-.-- ... --_....-._----._...._-.-- ...--.. -._-._--_ ... __ ..
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

(1) \/heat 4286.17 5284.26 7692.58 5754.34
(2) Barley 19.90 125.74 119.36 88.33
(3) Maize 60.58 428.96 849.06 446.20
(4) Dried Beans 82.70 144.00 61.76 96.15
(5) Soya bean 1.03 406.34 345.30 250.89

Difference 376.98 529.09 833.30 579.79
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Animal oi l and fats 167.80 171.43 229.44 189.56
Edible vegetable oil 109.18 547.85 1061.71 572.91
Other vegetable oil 330.13 653.98 720.44 568.18
Oil seeds and oleaginous fruits 3.48 6.74 1.88 4.03

Subtotal 5437.97 8298.40 11914.83 8550.40

METALLURGY
Industrial diamond 49.57 54.15 44.98 49.57
Copper and copper alloy, UlWrought 2510.75 1618.77 636.53 1588.68
Aluminium and its alloy, unwrought 2808.68 2202.26 1300.41 2103.79
Zinc and zinc alloy, unwrcught 1183.35 579.79 317.73 693.62

Subtotal 6552.35 4454.98 2299.65 4435.66

COAL AND COKE-MAKING
Coal 310.37 572.57 400.08 427.67

CHEMICAL PRODUCTS
Butyl alcohols 0.00 0.00 162.88 54.29
OCtyl alcohols 0.00 0.00 18.20 6.07
Ethylene glycol 0.00 0.00 261.70 87.23
Phthalic anhydride 0.00 0.00 258.45 86.15
Esters of terephthalic acid 0.00 0.00 143.86 47.95
Carprolactam 296.23 449.06 404.32 383.20
Sodium hydroxide 252.18 396.36 377.35 341.96
Neutral sodium carbonate 713.83 1274.26 782.88 923.66
Sodium bichromate 0.00 0.00 148.64 49.55
Synthetic organic dyestuff 235.27 392.30 441.88 356.48
Medical materials 192.97 146.68 127.17 155.60
Medical and pharmaceutical products 476.90 996.13 1219.7~ 897.59

Subtotal 2167.38 3654.79 4347.06 3389.75
.__.._.._._ .._.-.. __..... ~~-_._.-._-_..._--_ .. __ .__._- -. --. -----_.-.... -

Source: China's Customs Statistics, 1985 - 1987.
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APPENDIX F (continued) •• CHINA'S IMPORT BY SECTOR, 1985 • 1987 (in Rmb ~illion)

..........._.•............•..........•...................... _- .........-
Category 1985 1986 1987 Average

.........._--_...__ ........--......................... _..._-_._.- .... -.-
HEAVY MACHINE BUILDING
Stranded cables, ropes and the like O.DD 0.00 230.44 76.81
Stranded cable. ropes'aluminium wir 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
Electric motors and generators 0.00 0.00 445.52 148.51
Civil engin. const. and mining mach 0.00 0.00 2314.59 771.53
Texti le machinery 0.00 0.00 4849.80 1616.60
Papermill and pllP mill mach inery 0.00 0.00 525 .11 175.04
Printing and book bindng machinery 0.00 0.00 715.92 238.64
Food processing machine 0.00 0.00 1684.38 561.46
Machine for the rubber or plastic III 0.00 0.00 2137.65 712.55
Machines for tobacco ind. 0.00 0.00 848.50 282.83
Complete sets of equipment &materi 74a9.92 11126.42 0.00 6205.44
Machine tools 709.05 2419.89 2589.39 1906.11
Refrigerators and equipment 731.98 512.26 1394.17 879.47
Air conditioning machine 0.00 0.00 372.70 124.23
Air j:lUr.lp, vacUU'l~, etc. 0.00 0.00 917.35 305.78
Mechanical handl ing equipment and p 0.00 0.00 1548.17 516.06
Motor vehicles and their chassis 13342.15 11165.09 5517.02 10008.09
Parts of moto/' vehicle and tractors 1474.S7 1830.08 1478.24 1594.29
Motor cycles 0.00 0.00 95.67 31.89
Aircraft 0.00 0.00 2793./.i7 931.22
Ships 2761.45 1862.75 841.53 1821.91

Subtotal 26509.12 28916.4931299.80 28908.47

LIGHT MACHINE BUILDING
Electronic calculator 289.38 44.47 20.95 118.27
Copying apparatus 809.45 188.00 117.86 371.77
Complete digital IllIchine (16-) 538.85 515.06 303.92 452.61
C~I~te ~i~ital machine (16+) 0.00 0.00 1058.83 352.94
Complete digital central processing 0.00 0.00 96.94 32.31
TV sets 5021.68 1990.23 1058.56 2690.16
Video apparatus 421.13 66.34 362.12 283.20
Sound recorders 465.35 223.30 278.85 322.50
Radio. not incorporating sound reco 0.00 0.00 6.52 2.17
Electric cable 0.00 0.00 554.92 184.97
Electro-medical apparatus /),00 0.00 530.77 176.92
Radiological apparatus and parts 0.00 0.00 612.14 204.05
Household washing machine 200.53 95.57 30.52 108.87
Electric fans 0.00 0.00 6.26 2.09
TV picture cute. cathode ray 0.00 0.00 1660.06 553.35
Diodes, transistors and similar pro 0.00 0.00 373.86 124.62
Bicycles 0.00 0.00 1.71 0.57
Microscopes and diffraction apparat 0.00 0.00 86.14 28.71
Medieal instrUloents and appl iances 1073.47 1536.49 768.85 1126.27
IJrist watch 130.03 85.85 21.83 79.24
Cameras 208.30 76.94 64.79 116.68
Prepared ~cdia for sound, etc 0.00 0.00 338.38 112.79
Materials for inward processing/ass 9796.10 19640.68 27580.92 19005.90

Subtotal 18954.28 24462.92 35935.71 26450.97

Source: China'S Customs Statistics. 1985 • 1987.
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APPENDIX F (continued)'- CHINA'S IMPORT BY SECTOR, 1985 - 1987 (in Rmb million)

Category 1985 1986 1987 Average

271.16

783.58
37.75

373.29
1.23

1582.21
31744.15

232.30i92.00

771.33 1041.98 537.42
0.00 0.00 113.24
0.00 0.00 1119.88
0.00 0.00 3.70

fro 2092.05 2235.72 418.85
30848.07 39146.38 25238.00

BUILDING MATERIALS
Cement
Refractory bricks, tiles etc.
Pig iron and cast Iron
Ingots of iron or steel
Billets and roughly forgings of
Iron and steel products
Iron and steel wire
Structures and their parts of Ironl 0.00 0.00 902.05 300.68

Subtotal 33903.53 42813.1728565.44 35094.05

YOOD AND YOOD PRODUCTS
Log 4010.68 3969.45 2391.42 3457.19
Plywood 0.00 0.00 2852.50 950.83

Subtotal 4010.68 3969.45 5243.92 4408.02

FOOD
Sugar 1380.32 1405.96 1677.39 1487.89
Coffee and coffee extracts 14.33 55.11 72.50 47.32
Cocoa beans 81.43 476.89 219.97 259.43

Subtotal 1476.08 1937.96 1969.86 1794.64

TEXT!L:
Cotten, not Garded or C~~C !!.~5 1.01, 72.12 24.60
Jute and ambary h~ a.48 96.06 38.41 47.65
Synthetic fibres suitable for spinn 3446.13 2742.43 2085.44 2758.00
Yarn of synthetic fibres 3508.85 2895.06 1223.98 2542.63
Regenerated fibres suitable for spi 253.48 837.66 1076.85 722.66
Yarn of regenerated fibres 290.73 509.62 524.11 441.49
\lool 1703.70 3224.87 3062.97 2663.85
Cashmere 0.00 0.00 6.05 2.02
\loven fabrics of synthetic textile 0.00 0.00 1814.61 604.87

Subtotal 9212.03 10306.74 9904.53 9807.77

Source: China'S Customs Statistics, 1985 • 1987.
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APPENDIX F (continued) -- CHINA'S IMPORT BV SECTOR, 1985 - 1~8f (in Rmb million)

Category 1985 1986 1987 Average

CLOTHING AND LEATHER
Bovine hides & calfskins 0.00 0.00 243.89 81.30
Bovine and equine leather 0.00 0.00 474.27 158.09
Cotton, not carded or combed 0.65 1.04 72.12 24.60
Jute and ambary ll~ 8.48 96.06 38.41 47.65
Synthptic fibr~s ~uitable for spinn 3446.13 2742.43 2085.44 2758.00
Yarn of synthetic fibres 3508.85 2&95.06 1223.98 2542.63
Regenerated fibres suitable for spi 253.48 837.66 1076.85 722.66
Vam of reger,.'))rated fibrl!s 290.73 509.62 524:" 441.49
"ool 1703.70 3224.87 3062.97 2663.S5
Cashmere 0.00 0.00 6.05 2.02
"oven fabrics of synthetic textile 0.00 0.00 1814.61 604.87

Subtotal 9212.03 10306.74 10622.70 10047.16

PAPER, CULTURE AND EDUCATION ARTICLES
Pulp 1034.73 1337.49 2088.56 1486.93

OTHER MANUFACTURING
Cigarettes
Coal
Petroleum products, refined
Fert)lizers, manufactured
Agricultural agent

Subtotal

0.00
310.37

0.00
7246.48
493.10

8049.95

0.00 900.24
572.57 400.0S·

0.00 2092.91
4761.15 7909.95
261.21 314.89

5594.92 11618.08

300.08
427.67
697.64

6639.20
356.40

8420.98

Source: China's C~toms Statis~ics, 19S5 - 1987.
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APPENDIX G -- CHINA'S EXPORT BY SECTOR, 1985-1981 (in Rmb million)
.......... -_..---- ....---------_...............•........... -_ ............................. _--

1985 1986 1987 AVERAGE
....._.--._--_ ..... --_......._....--........... -........... --_......... _........-..•........ -
AGRICULTURAL PRODUCTS

(1) Live animals chiefly for food 890.43 1192.01 1294.42 1125.1)2
(3) ~~!~ prodYcts and birds' eggs 167.53 219.97 261.85 216.45
(4) Fish, crustaceans &mollusca 845.92 1723.60 2100.32 1156.61
(5) Cereals and creal preparations 3181.iO 3105.54 2159.38 2815.34
(6) Vegetables and fruit 2467.75 3840.48 4809.01 3705.77
(9) Feeding stuff for animals 709.08 1460.41 2019.48 1396.34
(9) Other crude animal &veg. materials 1190.34 1701.36 2407.37 1768.36
(1) Animal oils a~ fats 0.21 0.30 0.94 0.48
(2) Fixed vegetable oils &fats 396.24 402.86 296.41 365.17

Subtotal 9848.60 13652.59 15949.24 13150.14

MERALLURGY
(8) Metalliferous ores and metal scrap 678.30 830.07 1060.95 856.44
(6) Non-metallic mineral manufacuarers 672.86 1110.56 1633.69 1139.04
(8) Non-ferrous metals 611.17 904.57 2190.91 1235.55
(9) Manufact~res of matals 1262.97 1943.20 2969.06 2058.41

Subtotal 3225.30 4788.40 7854.61 5289.44

COAL AND COKE-MAKING
(1) c08i, coke and briquette 1036.90 1592.09 1998.96 1542.65
(2) Petroleum products &rel3ted mat. 19893.42 11064.15 14911.99 15291.85
(3) Gas, natural &manufactured 9.77 8.00 9.69 9.15

Subtotal 20940.09 12664.24 16926.64 16843.66

CHEMICAL INDUSTRY
(1) Organic chemicals 920.97 1436.37 1862.28 1406.54
(2) Inorganic chemicals 853.53 1326.75 2059.11 1413.13
(3) Dyeing, tanning &coloring "at. 229.52 435.38 653.15 439.35
(4) Medicinal &pharmaceutical product 886.52 1180.56 1521.17 1196.08
(5) Es~ential oil &perfume materials, 326.78 379.30 508.53 404.87

toilet, polishing &cleansing pre.
(7) Explosives and py~ote~~~i~ ~~~ets 334.63 5:6.75 679.96 517.11
(8) Artificial resins &plastic materials 123.61 201.7Z 3Cl.55 209.29

Subtotal 3675.56 5496.83 7586.75 5586.38

HEAVY MACHINE BUILDING
(2) Rubber manufactures 153.76 296.94 378.28 276.33
(1) Power generating machinery &equipment 146.30 258.98 372.49 259.26
(2) Machinery specialized for 450.33 576.90 634.98 554.07

particular industy
(3) Ketalworking machinery 85.56 209.59 370.13 22' .76
(4) General industrial machinery &equip. 151.21 267.47 540.55 3i9.74
(8) Road vehicles 172.10 365.24 430.64 322.66
(9) Other transport equi~~nt 6~O.39 5'3.74 723.43 615.85

Subtotal 1769.65 2488.86 3450.50 2569.67
------------------------------_._.-_._._----_.-._-----------_._ ..-...._------_._.------------
Source: China's Customs Staistics, 1985 - 1987.
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APPENDIX G (continued) -- CHINA'S EXP~T BY SECTOR. 1979-1981 (in Rmb milli~)

.- ....-... ---_.... __ ........._--_...................... __ ...--.-.---. __ ._.._-----------_.-.-.
1985 1986 1987 AIP.:RAGE

....._------.-...... --- .. -................. - ....---.--.._._.- ..._............_.-._-----_.-._-
LIGHT MACHINE BUILDING
(5) Office machines &automatic data 30.80 151.04 284.20 155.35

processing equipment
(6; ieiecommunic.tiun$ • sound recording 274.10 871.23 1871.38 1005.57

& reproducing apparatus
& equipment

(7) Electrical machinery. apparatus & 351.85 658.79 1250.00 753.55
applicances &electrical parts
Subtotal 656.75 1681.06 3405.58 1914.46

BUILDING MATERIALS
(7) IraM ~ steel 348.21 575.97 1576.48 833.55
(1) Sanitary. plumbing, heating & 111.27 165.35 218.34 164.99

lighting fixtures and fittings
(2) Furniture and parts 269.25 376.98 660.38 435.54

Subtotal 728.73 1118.30 2455.20 1434.08
YOOD AND YOOD PRODUCTS
(4) Cork and wood 28.16 67.33 132.73 16.07
(3) Cork and wood manufactures 75.52 134.85 330.31 180.23

Subtotal 103.68 202.18 463.04 256.30
FOOD
(7) Sugar. sugar preparations 233.91 445.31 580.47 419.90
(8) Coffee. tea. cocoa, spices 1309.53 1633.65 1823.53 1588.90
(10) Miscellaneous edible products 195.78 253.13 249.28 232.73
(3) Processed veg. oils &fats. etc 2.92 2.53 6.20 3.88

Subtotal 1742.14 2334.62 2659.48 2245.41
TEiTlLE
(6) Textile fibres and their wastes 3399.33 4020.43 5632.26 4350.67
(5) Textile yarn. fabrics. made-up articles 9635.46 14m.97 21580.79 15329.74

Subtotal 13034.79 18793.40 27213.05 19680.41
CLOTHING AND LEATHER
(1) Hides. skins and furskins 355.78 427.36 509.89 431.01
(1) Leather manufacturers 133.05 223.02 340.15 232.07
(4) Articles of apparel &clothing acc. 6112.44 10243.24 13979.58 10111.75
(5) Footwear 765.06 1156.03 1808.n 1243.29

Subtotal 7366.33 12049.65 16638.:!9 12018.12
PA~ER, CULTURAL. ED. ARTICLE

(5) Pulp and waste paper 0.75 5.14 5.52 3.80
(4) Paper. paperboard & paper pulp etc. 448.79 685.43 940.82 691.68

Subtotal 449.54 690.57 946.34 60S.~

OTHER MANUFACTURING
(1) Beverages 213.21 270.12 433.91 305.n
(2) Tobacco and Tobacco manufactures 103.88 145.45 218.84 156.06
(7) Crude fertilizers and minerals 790.33 1047.74 1347.29 1061. 79
(6) Fertilizers, manufactured 5.25 35.20 44.85 28.43
(8) Miscellaneous manufactured articles 2569.68 4367.09 4938." 3958.29

Subtotal 3682.41 5865.60 6983.00 5510.34

TOTAL 67223.57 81826.30 112531.82 87193.90
---_._---.---..... __ ...------------.__ ..---_.---------._-------_._._-._.---.---.------------.
Source: China'S Customs Staistics, 1985 • 1987.
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APPENOI)( H -. SHENZHEN SEZ: UORKERS' \/AGE INI:OHE BETIlEEN 1979 AND '987 (in (lab lIIillion)
---_ .... _.... __ ... _----_ ..............•.••••...•. -......................... --_ ................................ _- ................. __ .......
Category 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 Total.--.-.. _-_.... __ ..... --_..-...-.... ~.-~._- ............ . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. .. . . . . . •. .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . -..................
1. Farrnlng 13.82 17.05 14.78 17.57 18.33 17.23 13.94 17.65 38.29 168.65
2. Forestry 0.15 0.18 0.16 0.07 0.15 0.14 3.66 5.35 7.38 17.23
3. Animal Ilusbandry 6.31 1.79 6.75 3.33 1.49 4.41 3.17 6.75 10.59 56.65
4. Sideline production 2.82 3.49 3.02 2.96 2.38 0.71 2.10 2.30 3.01 22.86
5. Fisheries 4.03 4.91 4.31 4.99 2.55 14.05 9.64 16.93 24.23 85.70

subtoal 'l7.13 33.48 29.01 28.92' 30.91 36.60 32.51 48.99 83.56 35t.09

6. Metallurgy 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.24 2.43 3.46 4.04 5.04 16.22
7. Power 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.28 0.00 0.00 1.85 2.n 4.91
11. Chemical Industry 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 3.30 3.43 11.33 9.87 13.34 41.27
12. llen\IY ~Iachine Bui lding 0.43 0.85 1.22 3.56 4.37 7.93 19.55 31.75 48.73 118.38
13. light .'achine Building 2.17 3.64 16.16 21.81 24.18 12.87 91.71 139.05 213.63 585.42

~ 14. Building materials 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.61 8.95 8.58 12.20 23.97 58.32
0\ 16. Yood and wood products 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.13 2.20 3.47 3.09 3.70 13.59

17. food 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.89 2.78 4.94 6.49 19.17 35.26
18. Texti Ie 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.52 1.01 1.38 6.30 14.96 25.17
19. Clothing and leather 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 6.07 7.08 14.06 15.96 32.49 75.65
20. Paper, cultural &ed. arti 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.46 8.65 23.79 28.25 43.27 105.42
21. other manufacturing 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.92 7.21 15.32 13.75 20.16 61.35

subcoat 2.60 "'.49 17.38 25.37 54.97 124.53 197.59 272.60 441.43 1140.96

22. Construction 0.00 i!6.13 62.94 137.70 190.48 313.61 542.35 365.93 353.53 1992.67
23. Trans., mail &telecom. 0.00 2.20 5.29 7.21 17.13 32.83 45.51 45.32 47.69 203.25
24. Trade, cater., &mat.suppl 0.00 1.88 4.53 8.86 11.42 36.70 54.18 41.55 59.77 230.89subtonl 0.00 30.21 72.76 153.17 225.03 383.14 642.10 458.80 460.99 2426.81

TOTAL 29.73 68.18 119.15 208.05 310.90 544.27 872.20 780.39 985.98 3918.86.. ~_ .. __ ._-.__._-----_ ... _... _._ ..... __ ....•.... _..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . _-- ......................................... __ ..•..........•
Ilote: the calculation Is based on the unpublished 1987 Guangdong Input-OUtput Table.



APPENDIX I

DATAFOR THE ESTIMATION OF MARGINAL PROPENSITY TO SAVE(S)

Yea Nominal Income Total Savings ConsumerPrice Implicit Price
(million Rmb) (million Rmb) Index Defialor"l

1970 187600 61800 100.00 100.00
1971 200800 68400 99.30 99.30
1972 205200 64800 99.10 99.10
1973 225200 74100 99.70 99.70
1974 229100 74100 100.20 100.20
1975 245100 83000 100.40 100.40
1976 242400 74800 100.70 100.70
1977 257300 83200 102.70 102.70
1978 297500 108700 103.40 103.40
1979 335600 116100 105.50 113.75
1980 369600 116500 111.80 129.50
1981 390500 110600 114.50 136.25
1982 429000 123600 116.70 141.75
1983 477900 142100 118.40 146.00
1984 570100 179600 121.70 54.25
1985 749800 264800 132.40 181.00
1986 840600 292300 140.40 201.00
1987 953500 33v400 152.70 231.75

a The true rate of inflation since 1979 was determined 10 beapproximately 2.5 times the official rare.
(See Feltenstein and Farhadian. 1987).Thus theconsumer price indices for the year 1979 to 1987were
inflated according to reflect the true inflation rare.

Source: 1. ChinaStatistics Yearbook 1988.p.51
2. ChinaStatistics Yearbook 1988,p.59
3. China Statistics Yearbook 1988,p.647
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